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Abstract

The shear strength of soils can be significantly increased when matric suction is

present in the soil matrix. In reference to highways, this increase in soil strength

is reflected as an increase in stability. However, the increased strength

associated with soil suctíon cannot be expected to exist over the entire life of the

slope as it will fluctuate or even be removed when subjected to certain weather

conditions. With the employment of unsaturatecl/saturated soil mechanics into

finite element and limit equilibrium methods, the influences of matric suction and

weather conditions on slope stability can be quantitatively evaluated.

In 1999, after a period of extensive rainfall, two slope failures developed within

the right-of-way of Provincial Road 259 near Virden, Manitoba. lt is postulated

that extensive raínfall events in 1999 caused dissipation of soil suction that

reduced total shear strength tríggering failure. Following the slides, a research

project was initiated between the Geotechnical Group at the University of

Manitoba and the Manitoba Department of Highways and Transportation to

determine the cause of failure. A detailed research program that included the

assessment of the geology, geomorphology, site conditions, field conditions,

laboratory testing, and numerical modelling was undertaken to quantitatively

identify the cause of failure.

A transient coupled seepage analysís and slope stability computer model was

constructed to analyze the impact and contribution of matric suction and the



weather conditions on slope stability. The seepM and slopeAff computer

programs from GeoSlope lnt. (Calgary, Alberta) were used in the analysis. Three

seven-month periods (April 1 to November 1) 1ggg, 1ggg, and 2000 were

analyzed with the seven-month period in 2000 used as the calibration year.

The results showed that during typical conditions the highway cut was stable due

to the contribution of matric suction to total shear strength. Following the non-

typical rainfall events of 1999, the highway cut became unstable as a result of

dissipation of matric suction due to infiltration into the soil.
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Çhapten 1

Nntnodu¡ction

1.0 General Overview

The influence of soil suction on the stability of slopes is an important field of

study considering the abundance of unsaturated soils in populated areas of the

world (Fredlund and Rahardjo 1993). Specific case studies from Hong Kong,

Singapore, Malaysia and more recently Canada have shown examples where

instability was related to a loss of suction caused by weather conditions.

In 1999, after a period of substantial rainfall, two relatively shallow, bowl-shaped

failures developed along the right-of-way of Provincial Road 259, 4 kilometres

northeast of Virden MB. The movements are located along a highway cut slope

near the top of the west side of the Assiniboine River Valley. Movements in both

slide areas occurred along a 200 metre section of the highway. The two failures

are referred to as the West Failure and the East Failure.



1.1 Hypotheses and Objectives

Hvpothesis:

Extensive rainfall caused dissipation of soil suction (negative pore water

pressures) in the soil profile of the slope, that in turn reduced the total effective

shear strength which triggered failure.

Objective of Research:

A research project was ínitiated between the University of Manitoba and the

Manitoba Department of Highways and Transportation to determine the cause of

failure. The objective was to obtain a better understanding of why these slopes

failed after 25 years of remaining stable. The results will be used to examine

methods of preventing future instabilities along similar highway cuts and to

properly assess improvements that can be realized from different remediation

techniques.

1.2 Organization of the Thesis

The literature review in Chapter 2 provides descriptions, comparisons, and

concepts of appropriate theories published in literature pertaining to this thesis.

This chapter also describes the fundamentals behind the modeling tools used in

this research project. The concepts include the stress-states of soils, soÍl suction,
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predictive models for both the soil water characteristic curve and the unsaturated

hydraulic conductivity function, shear strength of soils, slope stability analysis,

and the fundamentals of numerical modelling and the finite element method.

Chapter 3 presents a general overview of the study area and includes a

description of the soil types and information on the geology and geomorphology.

The chapter also describes the location and geometry of the slope failures,

including details about the surficial deposits and groundwater conditions. Other

local failures are described along with their relevance to the study area. The

study area is located within a complex geological sequence produced by

numerous geomorphologic processes. These processes and the associated

physical formations are discussed in detail in the Geology and Geomorphology

section of this chapter.

Chapter 4 discusses the field investigation component of the research. The field

investigation consisted of a site survey, excavation of test pits, four boreholes,

and several hand augured holes. All the boreholes and most of the hand augured

holes included installation of standpipe piezometers to measure the groundwater

conditions. Information gathered from the field investigation is shown to be a

major key to understanding the site conditions and the factors that influence

slope instability. The knowledge gathered from the field investigation is used in

subsequent components of this research project.

3



Chapter 5 presents description, and results for all laboratory tests undertaken in

this research program. The laboratory tests included traditional soil classification

tests, flexible wall permeameter tests, triaxial tests, and direct shear tests. The

traditional soil classification tests included Atterberg limits, specific gravities, and

grain size distributions. For the most part, the soil was medium plastic in nature

with the majority of the soil being classified as a "till like" clay. The permeability

was determined to range between 5.6 x 10-10 m/sec to 3.7 x 10-11 m/sec based

on intact, lab specimens. ln-situ permeability could be expected to be

significantly higher due to weathering and treezelthaw cycles. The normally

consolidated (critical state) friction angle from the triaxial test results was

selected based on the blocky/friable nature of the material retrieved from the

study area and was interpreted as being 2230 with an assumed cohesion of

zero. Since the slope has undergone past instability and the nature of the

material would result in cohesion near zero, the interpreted shear strength

envelope was forced through the origin for simplicity. The internal friction angle

determined from triaxial tests was verified with shear strength results from direct

shear tests.

Chapter 6 provides details on seepage and slope stability model construction

calibration, and analysis under steady-state and transient conditions. The

seepage and slope stability models were used to predict the stability of the pR

259 highway cut at the study location. The preliminary seepage and slope

stability model incorporated one soil profile with averaged field and laboratory soil

4



parameters under steady-state conditions. No flux boundary was defined along

the slope face. A transient seepage and stability model included four soil types

and their associated soil properties determined or inferred from laboratory and

field results. A defined environmental flux boundary along the slope face was

included in the detailed model allowing for evaluation of the time-dependant

dissipation phenomenon. Calibration and sensitivity studies using the model are

also presented in this chapter.

Chapter 7 summarizes all the major conclusions of the research project,

including a discussion of the results from the transient seepage and slope

models for 1998, 1999, and the calibration year 2000. In addition, this chapter

concludes with a discussion of the limitations of the work undertaken and the

directions for future research.

5



Ghapter 2

å-iterature Review

2.0 Introduction

The most important concept in soil mechanics required to understand the

instability issues for PR 259 is unsaturated soil mechanics. In the last 25 years

there has been a significant increase in the volume of literature on unsaturated

soils and numerical modeling. One reason for the increase in research activity is

the improvement in laboratory testing procedures for obtaining unsaturated soil

parameters to verify theoretical concepts. Better experimental data produced a

stronger basis for applying the theory of unsaturated soil mechanics in practical

applications. A second reason for the increase in unsaturated soils research is

the ability, with the aid of the personal computer, to apply unsaturated soil

mechanics to solve engineering problems. In terms of computer-aided numerical

modeling research, the increase in published literature is strictly due to the

increase in computational power and availability of commercial software. This

allows for an increase in complexity and precision of solutions for engineering

problems. Finite element and limit equilibrium numerical methods are the two

6



most widely used methods that have been incorporated into computer-aided

numerical modelling for geotechnical engineering.

All unsaturated soil theories used in this research project are described,

compared, and selected in this chapter. The chapter also describes the

fundamentals inherent in the modeling tools used in the research project. This

chapter provides necessary background information needed to comprehend the

work that has been presented.

2.1 Strength of Soils

Soil behaviour, in general, is directly related to the stress-state to which it is

subjected. Varying the stress-state of a soil element will affect its strength and

volume state. Since volume change of a soil is not incorporated into limit

equilibrium slope stability analysis or finite element seepage analysis, the

theoretical concepts are addressed only briefly in this titerature review.

The stress-state of a soil can be best defined as a combination of stress

variables exerting either external or internal stresses on a soil element. The

number of stress variables needed to describe the state of stress of a soil

element is dependent on the number of phases present in the soil mass

(Fredlund and Rahardjo 1993).

7



2.1.1 Phase Relationship

Soils generally exist either as two-phase systems or three-phase systems. A soil

incorporates soil particles and pore spaces (which include pore fluid and/or pore

air). In a two-phase soil system, either fluid or gas occupies all pore spaces

within the soil element. A two-phase soil system incorporating only pore fluid,

usually water, is generally referred to as a saturated soil. A two-phase soil

system that incorporates only soil particles and gas, usually air is referred to as a

fully dry soil. A three-phase system incorporates pore fluid, pore air, and soil

particles. A three-phase soil system is referred to by many as "partially saturated"

soil. However, the term "partially saturated" is used out of context. The technical

definition of the term "patially saturated" describes a soil where a portion of the

soil structure is saturated while the remaining part of the soil is.unsaturated. An

example is bimodal compacted high plastic clay. The term "unsaturated" is the

more accepted term to use when describing a three-phase soil mass and will be

used in this thesis for this purpose.

2.1.2 Stress-State of Soil

The stress-state for saturated soil incorporates two stress-state variables, while

the stress-state for unsaturated soils incorporates three stress-state variables.

There are many different ways to define the stress-state of a soil mass for

saturated and unsaturated soils. The choice of the stress-state variables

B



presented by Fredlund and Morgenstern (1977) is generally accepted in current

geotechnical practice and will be used in this research project. The stress-state

variables chosen by Fredlund and Morgenstern (1977) are as follows: (o-u"),

(r"-r*), and (u") 1figure2.O1, Figures can be found aftereach chapter). The

stress variables are total stress (o'), pore water pressure (r* ), and pore air

pressure (u" ). Total stress is the force per unit area exerted on a soil mass

externally, including gravitational forces. Pore water pressure is the stress

exerted internally by the pore water against the soil particle matrix, while pore air

pressure is the internal force per unit area exerted by the pore air.

The three stress-state variables can be incorporated into an unsaturated stress

tensor to define soil behaviour (Figure 2.01). The saturated stress tensor can be

regarded as a special case based on a modified unsaturated stress tensor

(Fredlund and Rahardjo 1993). The unsaturated stress tensor is written as

follows:

[("- 
- u. )

l'"
It-

xwfzx

G, -u") ,o

tw (o, -

eq.2.01

,"r]

0l
0l
-u_)J

[(u. - 
u* )

l'
[0

0

(ru -u*)
o (r"

I

eq.2.02



, .'X
The (o, -u".ly terms in the unsaturated stress tensor are referred to as the net

z

normal stress, while (u" - u*) is referred to as matric suction. Matric suction is

discussed in detail in section 2.2.

The stress tensor for a saturated soil is a simplification of the unsaturated stress

tensor (equation 2.02). As the soil becomes fully saturated the matric suction

approaches zero since the pore water pressure (u*) begins to equalize wíth the

pore air pressure (u"). This equalization generates a zero term in the second

stress tensor eliminating the second stress tensor completely (equation 2.02).

The first unsaturated stress tensor remains unchanged with the pore water and

pore air variables being interchangeable. The unsaturated stress tensor in

equation 2.02 simplifies to equation 2.01 tor saturated soil.

2.2 Soil Suction

Soil suction can be referred to as the free energy state of soil water (Edlefsen

and Anderson 1943). Soil suction can be calculated using the thermodynamic

relationship of partial pressure (Richards 196s) which is written as:

-Rr. lu, I
' V*ou [.q" J

10

eq.2.03



where:

V = soil suction or also known as total potential, (tea)
R = molar gas constant, 8.31 aB2 Jl(molK)
T = absolute temperature, (f )
V* = specific volume of water, ilp* (m. lkg)
ou = molecular mass of water vapour, 1g.016 (kg/ kmol)
rJ" = partial pressure of pore water vapour, (tea)
tluo = saturation pressure of the water vapour over a flat surface of pure water

at temperature T,( kPa)

The Q / u;o term in equation 2.03 represents relative humidity. Relative humidity

is directly proportional to soil suction since all other terms in equation 2.03 are

constants. lt is difficult to calculate the relative humidity in a soil. In particular, it is

difficult to calculate the partial pressure in a soil. Adding to the complexity is the

fact that partial pressure in a soil is due to two independent mechanisms, osmotic

suction and matric suction (see equation 2.04). Total suction is taken as the sum

of the two components. Total suction is written as:

V=(u"-u*)+æ eq.2.04

where:

(r" - r* )= tattic suction

ît = osñlotic suction
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2.2.1 Osmotic Suction

Pore water in many applications includes dissolved salts such as Na*, Ca2*, and

Mg'*. The vapour pressure of water over a solution of dissolved salts is less than

the vapour pressure of water vapour over pure water. The difference in partial

pressures between a solvent and pure water decreases the relative humidity of

the soíl thus increasing the overall soil suction. Since the soil retrieved from the

study area is suspected of having low concentration of salts and was exposed to

the same pore fluid at all times, the osmotic component is expected to have little

impact on total suction. Osmotic suction was not considered in this program.

2.2.2 Matric Suction

Matric suction is based on the capillary rise phenomenon related to surface

tension of water. Surface tension is due to the interaction of molecules within the

contractile skin at liquidiair intedaces. All liquids have a unique surface tension

value. The best example of the capillary phenomenon is demonstrated by a

capillary tube (Figure 2.02). Within the capillary tube all water above atmospheric

pressure (Point A) is under a negative pressure or in other words is in tension.

This negative pressure is due to the surface tension that acts along the

circumference of the meniscus at a specific contact angle. The contact angle

depends on the contact material and the liquid used. Using the summation of

forces in the y-direction, the capillary rise is as follows:
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2nrT"coscr, = ær2hcpwg eq. 2.05

where

r = râdius of capillary tube, (m)

Ts = sudace tension of fluid, (kg/s2)

o¿ = contact angle, (degrees)

hc = câpilliary height, (m)

pw = density of fluid, (kg/m3)

g - gravity, 9.806 (m/s2)

Equation 2.05 can be re-written as:

h"p*g - 2T"coscr/r eq.2.06

h"p*g = (u" - u* ) and cos o(, = 0 for water therefore;

(u, - u*) =2TJr eq.2.07

Equation 2.07 states that the matric suction is inversely proportional to the radius

of the capillary tube. Pore spaces within the soil can be broadly thought of as

acting like small diameter capillary tubes (Figure 2.03). The radius of a pore

space will affect the height of the raised pore water. Therefore the pore space

structure of the material (clay, silt, sand, etc.) will inherently affect the magnitude

of matric suction that is developed at specific water contents.
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The capillary rise phenomenon and the associated equation (2.02) is the

theoretical basis for determining the soil water characteristic curve for a soil

(SWCC). The soil water characteristic curve is the most important unsaturated

soil property for examining unsaturated/saturated flow and the increase in soit

strength due to suction. The procedures used for determining the SWCC for this

research project are presented in the following section.

2.3 Prediction of the Soil Water Characteristic Curve from Grain Size

Distributions

Section 2.2 illustrated how pore size of a soil affects capillary rise of the pore

fluid, which in turn affects the magnitude of matric suction. All soils contain a

varying pore size distribution resulting in a range of suctions depending on the

water content. Adding to the complexity is an understanding that smaller pore

sizes may be completely saturated while larger pore sizes are unsaturated for

any given moisture content. Varying pore size distribution and the fact that

certain pores will be saturated while others are unsaturated produces a functional

relationship between suction and water content known as the soil water

characteristic curve.

The SWCC depends on whether the soil is undergoing a wetting phase or drying

phase. When a soil is undergoing wetting from a dry state (high suctions/large

negative pressures) the smaller size pore spaces will fill first while the larger

14



pores fill last. Conversely, when a soil is fully saturated and undergoes drying,

the larger pores will empty first, while smaller pored empty more slowly. The

difference in the mechanics of wetting and drying phases produces two

independent SWCC curves for a specific material, one for each direction

(wettingidrying, Figure 2.04). For simplicity, most predictive SWcc models

average the wetting and drying phases to produce one curve.

Currently, experirnental tests using salt solutions and desiccators produce the

most accurate measurements of the SWCC. Equations have been developed to

calculate functions that fit experimental data for the SWCC. The most common

fitting equations were developed by Brooks and Corey (19G4, 1966) and van

Genuchten (1980). Theoretically based predictive methods have and are

currently being developed to calculate the SWCC through non-experimental

means with promising results. ln general, two types of theoretically based

predictive approaches have been developed.

The first type involves using a mathematical equation to represent a grain size

distribution. The grain size distribution function is then in turn converted into a

pore size distribution. This pore size distribution function can be transformed into

a SWCC using the theoretical principles such as capillary rise (equation 2.07).

Unfoftunately, calculated soil water characteristic curves need to be adjusted to

archived experimental results of similar material using fitting parameters. This
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method can be useful when an exper¡mentally attained SWCC is not available for

a particular soil thats SWCC has been archived.

The second type of theoretical approach involves a more scientifically based

method using a mathematical function to create the SWCC based on basic

material properties derived from a grain size distribution. The second approach is

attractive due to its scientific rigour and well-developed formulation. The

limitations of the second approach are that some empirical constants are still

required.

Both the experimental and predictÍve approaches for obtaining the SWCC were

considered in this project. Since the heterogeneity of the material encountered at

the study area would require numerous lengthy tests and the limited amount of

soil samples, it provided arguments against using the experimental approach for

obtaining the SWCC for thís project. Therefore, SWCC curves were determined

using theoretically based predíctive models.

2.3.1 Theoretical Predictive Methods for the Soil Water Characteristic Curve

Several predictive models were examined, with two particular methods being

explored in further detail. The two methods examined in detail were the Fredlund

and Xing (1994) method, and the Kovács method (1991).
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Fredlund and Xing (1994) developed a theoretical method of predicting the

SWCC based on a surface tension equation and an equation fitted to the pore

size distribution. The pore size distribution is developed from a fitted grain size

distribution. The first difficulty encountered was calculating reasonable air entry

values for the material type retrieved from the study area using the equation

presented by Fredlund and Xing (1994). The second difficultywas producing an

empirical equation to represent the grain size distribution. The third difficulty was

to determine what equation and assumptions were required to convert the fitted

grain size distribution to a pore size distribution. The grain size to pore size

conversion equation needed to incorporate the density and packing of the soil

particles. In addition, the equation needed to represent the soil particle shape

distribution from the flaky nature of clay particles to the angular nature of granular

materials. Overall this method produced unreasonable results when used to

calculate the SWCC for the material retrieved from the study area and will not be

considered further.

The second method (Kovács 1981) produced reasonable results when used to

predict the SWCC for several samples of soil retrieved from the study area and

was attractive because of the ease to which the method could be applied to any

type of soil material. For these reasons the Kovács method was selected for

calculating the SWCC for this project,
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Aubertin et al. (1998) examined the Kovács method (1981) and compared it with

other methods. The authors selected the Kovács method for their study because

of its simplicity, its physical significance, and its lesser reliance on empirical

constants compared with other models. The lack of reliance on empirical

constants is important when constructing a "theory based" predictive model. In

addition to examining, comparing, and verifying the Kovács model, Aubertin ef a/.

(1998) also presented a comparison of several methods of calculating the air

entry value. One of these methods was setected for evaluating the air entry value

for material retrieved from the study area. Results are discussed in the following

section.

2.3.2 Calculating the Air Entry Value (AEV)

The air entry value (AEV) is the suction value where the largest pores within the

soil begin to drain and air begins to enter the soil. Several methods of calculating

the AEV were presented by Aubertin et al. (1998). After reviewing the paper and

its results, the Brooks and Corey (1964) method of determining the AEV was

adopted for this research. lt was preferred because of its simplícity and its

common use in engineering practice. The Brooks and Corey (1964) method

assumes that two straight lines in semi-log space can represent the SWCC. The

intersection point of the two straight lines is considered the AEV.
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Estimation of the AEV provides an "anchor point" where the predicted SWCC can

be adjusted to match experimental values. The AEV estimation equation

presented by Bear (1972) was selected. The equation is a simplified form of the

Polubarinova-Kockina equation as follows:

b
Vnev = 

"%
eq. 2.08

where:

b = a constant based on the Brooks and corey method (1g64) from

experimental SWCC, b = 4.0

e = void ratio of the soil

Dro = diameter for which 10 % of the weight passed a sieve size, (mm)

vnev = the suction value where the largest pores begin to drain, (kpa)

The constant b is an empirical constant derived from air entry values calculated

using the Brooks and Cory method (1964) from experimental soil water

characteristic curves. Aubertin et at. (1998) showed acceptable correlations

between the estimated AEV and the calculated AEV from experimental results

(Figure 2.05).

2.3.3 Prediction of the SWCC Using the Kovács Method (19g1)

Kovács proposed that the soil water characteristic curve was based on the

following equatíon:
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S, =S. +S"(1-S") eq.2.09

where:

S, = saturation ratio, e/0",0 = volumetric water content,0. = saturated water
content

S" = component of saturation due to capilliary forces

S" = corTìponent of saturation due to adhesive forces

The two components of the S, equation are saturation due to capillary forces (S.)

and saturation due to adhesive forces (S"). The S" component of the SWCC

dominates the curve from the saturated water content, 0., to the water content

where the water characteristic curve begins to flatten out at larger suction values.

Between this range, the water content and the capillary rise depends on the pore

size distribution of the soil. The S" equation is as follows:

s"=1 
ttþl]..e[-tþl]

eq.2.10

The h.o term represents the pore water rise between the AEV and the residual

volumetric water content, 0'. The h.o is a constant and is calculated using the

following equation:

h."=u,[+l*)
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The S"equation given in equation 2.10 is a probability function that represents

the pore size frequency. The probability function is an exponential function that

has been simplified from a gamma function or also referred to as Euler's second

integral which is an improper intergral.

The ãz term in equation 2.11 represents an averaged empirical constant

suggested by Kovács to be 0.75. The n term represents the porosity of the soil,

which is assumed to be equal to 0". The crr,/Dn term is the ratio of the particle

shape factor crk to the effective grain size Dn. The shape factor cr¡, defines the

shape of the soil pafiicles between a sphere (rounded material such as granular,

or = 6) and tetrahedron (flaky material such as clay, a¡ = 18).The shape factor

parameter cannot be determined from any basic soil properties and thus has to

be estimated based on the soil material present. The D¡ term represents the

Kozeny's effective grain size, which is the diameter of a perfect spherical particle

of soil that has been converted from the real non-spherical soil particle. The

Kozeny equation is given in equation 2.12 where:

Dn = (1 .17logC, + 1Þ,0 for C, < 50 eq.2.12

where Cu is the uniformity coefficient, Do/Dro.

The adhesive component, S" of equation 2.09 is associated with a thin film of

pore water that covers the interlocking soil grains. The interlocking soil grains can
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be considered conceptually as a solid wall (Helmholtz Double Layer). This film of

water creates an attractive force between the film and the solid wall due to

electrostatic charges and the dipolar characteristic of water molecules (eg. Hillel

1980: Mitchell 1993). The S" equation is as follows:

eq.2.13

â1, Êr, þ, are empirical model coefficients equal to 2.5 x 10-3, 1ß, 2lg

respectively. The values used for the empirical coefficients are average values

suggested by Kovács.

The two components of the saturation equation can be combined into one

equation representing the relationship between soil suction and volumetric water

content. The combined equation is given below:

g = n -[tþl .,]*'[-[þl],.[n-1 4x'.-[Y)'u(n, -n.)"'(n"")',.]

eq.2.14

The equation is considered representative for:

,"=u,[T)-"[ff)"
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uo.ff<25x103

using equation 2.14, Kovács (1981) and Aubefiin et at. (199g) compared the

calculated and experimental soil water characteristic curves with good results.

However, the Kovács method of predicting soil water characteristic curves is

limited in its ability to represent the experimental soil water characteristic curves

because of the estimated empirical parameters. One example of a parameter

that limits the accuracy of the Kovács equation is estimating meaningful values

for the ql. term. Fortunately, slight modifications to the Kovács model produces

better correlations to experimental soil water characteristic curues while removing

some irregularíties in the SWCC curve (Aubertin et al.19gg).

2.3.4 The Modified Kovács Method of Predicting Soil Water Characterístic

Curve

The first modification that was performed by Aubertin et al. (1998) on the Kovács

model is to equation (2.09):

s. = s"u * s"* ('t- s"" ) eq.2.15

The v and w are fitting parameters with v =0.2 and w = 1 for most soils. Using

fitting parameters somewhat defeats the purpose of a physically based model.
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Even with the addition of the fitting parameters v and w, the modified Kovács

model is still more physically based then any other predictive SWCC model that

has been considered.

This first modification to the Kovács model affects the capillary component of the

model (equation 2.10). The S" equation was modified with the addition of an

adjustment parameter, m, which produces a pore size distribution intermediate to

a gamma and exponential distribution. The new S. equation is given below:

s" = 1 - ful' l.-of-,,f!*l l
L(v,l I L \vil eq.2.16

In addition to the adjustment parameter (m), the h.o parameter can be based on

the AEV and not on the cu./Dn term, which can be difficult to estimate. The h"o

term can be assumed to be linear with the air entry value with h.o = 1.25 -
2.5rynev. This assumption limits the possible range of h"o thus limiting the range

of the S" component of suction to unknown parameters.

The second modification to the Kovács model was to the adhesive component of

the model (equation 2.13). This modification ensures that the SWCC reaches a

fully dry state at some finite suction. The modification includes a material

parameter correction developed by Fredlund and Xing (1994). The modified S"

equation is as follows:
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eq.2.17

where:

t - In(1 + V/V, ) eq.2.18
In(1+ y" /y, )

The'a'term in equation 2.17 is based ofl âr of equation 2.13 and is empirically

derived by fitting, with an average value equal to 0.006. In equation 2.18,

developed by Fredlund and Xing (1994), the yo term represents the suction value

for a completely dry soil, which is equal to 107 cm of water (Ross et al. 1gg1).

The \¡r term represents the suction value for the residual water content, 0.. The

residual suctíon value, Vr, of 15 x 103 cm was observed for the material studied in

Aubertin et al. (1998). This residual suction value was used in this research

project since the material studied in Aubertin et al. (1998) is very similar in nature

to the material retrieved from the study area in terms of grain size distribution.

Since the studied failures are shallow, the S" component of the SWCC is of little

importance in terms of its impact at low suction values.

Overall the modified Kovács model better represents the experimental data when

compared to the Kovács model. Figure 2.06 compares the two models against

experimental results. The modified Kovács model was used to calculate the

SWCC for the soil retrieved from the author's study area.

s" -r^ 
a 

^ 
213

- "v !v.:Çì7,é-"co
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2.4 Prediction of the Conductivity Function from the SWCC

As with matric suction, the hydraulic conductivity of a soil depends on the water

content and whether the soil is undergoing drying or wetting. The hydraulic

conductivity function can be obtained by experimental or numerical means.

Obtaining the hydraulic conductivity function from experiments was once more

not considered because of the wide variability and limited amount of the material

retrieved from the study area. The only reasonable option was to use the SWCC

to predict the hydraulic conductivity function. Two predictive models were

considered, Fredlund et al. (1994) and van Genuchten (1980). The van

Genuchten (1980) method was selected because of its simplicity, ease of

application and the fact that an equation is first fitted to the existing SWCC using

fitting parameters. The same fitting parameters are then used in a second

equation to predict the hydraulic conductivity function. Using two separate

equations with the same fitting parameters allows for calibration of the fitting

parameters when applied to the SWCC, which in turn increases the confidence in

the predicted hydraulic conductivity.

2.4.1 Closed-form Equation Presented by van Genuchten (1980)

van Genuchten (1980) presented a closed-form equation for predicting the

hydraulic conductivity of a soil at different suction values. The closed-form

equation was based on Mualem's model (1976). As explained above, van
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Genuchten first predicted and fitted a SWCC to an existing SWCC. The equation

used to predict and fit the SWCC is:

eq.2.19

where rTì = 1 - 1/n and o(,nare fitting parameters (note: here n is differentfrom

n = 0.)

The n-parameter affects the slope of the SWCC between AEV and the residual

water content while the o-parameter adjusts the location of the AEV. After using

equation 2,19 to predict and fit a SWCC to SWCC data, the fitting parameters are

incorporated into a function developed by van Genuchten that predicts the

hydraulic conductivity distribution. The function is based on a partial incomplete

beta function (Euler's second integral). The function is given below:

o" =(n-r,l,hfi¡]'*r,

eq.2.20

van Genuchten (1980) compared results from equation 2.20 against all types of

soils with good results. Figure 2.07-2.11 presents results of those comparisons.

k(r) =W
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In addition van Genuchten (1980) compared his closed-form equation against a

model presented by Brooks and Corey (1964). The Brooks and Cory (1964)

model developed a general equation for predicting the hydraulic conductivity from

a large database of SWCC's. The Brooks and Cory (1964) model is based on the

Burdine model (1953), which is very similar to Mualem's model (1976). At large

suction values, the van Genuchten (1980) model simplifies to the Brooks and

Cory (1964) model, producing an identical SWCC relationship. However, at

smaller suctíon values, the Brooks and Cory (1964) model produces a curved

SWCC while the van Genuchten (1980) model is somewhat bi-linearcreating a

discrepancy. Both models are very similar and are equally accepted in practice.

2.5 Shear Strength

Many geotechnical failures, including the shallow instability examined in this

thesis, are directly related to reduction of shear strength in a soil. The shear

strength of a soil in any plane is related to the stress-state of the soil. The stress-

state of a soil, as described in a previous section depends on two stress-state

variables, net normal stress, (o - u"), and matric suction, (u" - u*). As with most

theoretical principles in soil mechanics, the saturated case is presented first

because of its relative simplicity.
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2.5.1 Shear Strength Equation for a Saturated Soil

The shear strength of a saturated cohesive soíl can be defined by the Mohr-

Coulomb failure criterion and the effective stress principle (Terzaghi 1g06). The

shear strength of a soil is defined as:

x=c'l-(o-r*)tanq' eq.2.21

The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion assumes the soil is at failure once the

maximum principal stress ratio is reached for a specific normal stress level. The

criterion can be applied to intact soil (peak strength) or soils that have previously

undergone deformation and are now completely remolded (residual strengths).

Equation 2.21 defines a straight line referred to as the Mohr-Coulomb failure

envelope (Figure 2.12). Equation 2.21 can be represented graphically through

the construction of at least two (preferably more) Mohr circles representing

different stress conditions that produce faÍlure in a soil. A Mohr circle describes

the interaction between shear stress and normal effective stress on a variety of

different orientations at a point. With the construction of Mohr circles at failure, a

straight line can be drawn tangent to the circles defining the failure envelope. The

slope of the line represents the internal friction angle, Q', and the intercept on the

t-axis represents the effective cohesion, c' (in overconsolidated soils failure

envelopes are generally bi-linear and additional tests are needed),
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The shear strength of a two-phase soil mass depends on the effective stress

concept. The effective stress concept for saturated soils is as follows:

{o'}= {o}- u-{r} eq.2.22

The effective stress concept is widely accepted and at times regarded as a law

(Fredlund and Rahardjo 1993). The effective stress concept is independent of

soil properties, meaning it is applicable to all soils (sands, silts and clays).

2.5.2 Shear Strength Equation for an Unsaturated Soil

The shear strength of an unsaturated soil, like the saturated case, uses the

Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion and the effective stress concept, but with an

additional stress-state variable. Fredlund et al. (1978) presented a shear strength

equation for unsaturated soils that has become widely accepted. The equation is

given by:

I = c' +(o - u" )tanQ'+ (u" - u* )tanQb eq.2.23

The shear strength equation for an unsaturated soil is an extension of the

saturated case (equation 2.21) with addition of the (u" - u*) stress-state variable

and the Qb strength parameter. With two stress-state variables. the Mohr-
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Coulomb failure envelope becomes three-dimensional (Figure 2.19). The (u" - u*)

term defines the third orthogonal axis.

The Qþ parameter is the parameter that represents the increase in shear strength

associated with an increase in matric suction. This is the most important

parameter in unsaturated soil mechanics. The Qb parameter was initially thought

to be constant for a specific soil, but recent evidence has shown that it varies

with matric suction level up to the air entry value. This produces the curved

envelope shown in Figure 2.14. At suction values greater then the air entry value,

the Qb parameter is constant and less than Q'. The tan(Qo) function is currently

represented by a bi-linear function with the air entry value being the inflection

point (Fredlund and Rahardjo 1993). Morris et al. (1992) has suggested that qb =

þ" - 4o, as a global approximation, while up to the air entry value, Vanapalli ef a/.

(1996) has suggested value of Oo - O' .

2.6 Slope Instability

The concept of using limit equilibrium slope stability analysis is well established.

The development of analytical methods for slope stability has only recently seen

a method that produces a deterministic solution. Recently, further improvements

have been achieved with the aid of computers in the accuracy and precision of

slope instability analysis.
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For the most part, slope instability analysis is based on the effective stress

principle and the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion discussed and presented in

sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. Both of these ideas are incorporated into limit

equilibrium analysis. A limit equilibrium solution is based on summation of forces

or moments acting on a soil mass at the point of failure. Limit equilibrium includes

forces and strengths, but does not include displacement. In order to produce the

most accurate solution, a good site investigation and site survey needs to be

undertaken to adequately determine the groundwater conditions and soil strength

properties (Graham 1984). Thus, slope stability analysis incorporates many

aspects of geotechnical engineering practice.

2.6.1 Infinite Slope Analysis

lnfinite slope stability analysis is a determinate simplified solution where the

failure surface is assumed to act parallel to the grounds surface. These types of

failures most often occur in natural hillsides due to softening, weathering, high

groundwater pressures, and/or toe unloading (Skempton 1964).

The analysis assumes the slope surfaces is uniform and any element or slice

represents the mechanics of the enitre slope failure. For each slice, the soil

properties and pore water pressures remain constant ( Figure 2.15). The forces

acting on the slice are as follows: W is the self-weight of the slice, P is the normal

force acting at the base of the slice, T is the shear force acting at the base of the
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slice, and Qr- and Qn are the ínterslice forces acting at an angle B to the

horizontal. The interslice forces can be assumed to be equal and opposite if all

slices are assumed to be identical. The forces described above are defined as

follows:

YY = n¡bz P = lbzcosB 1= lbzsinB

Letting the length of the base of a slice JK = bsecB and conveiling the forces into

stresses:

o* = lzcoS2B t* = lzsinBcosB

Therefore the safety factor against sliding is simply the ratio of mobilized shear

strength to required shear strength:

etr _ n tn _c'+(lzcostB-u)tanq'ù.r-.=rn"o/T"oo=ffi eq.2.24

where:

u - y*mcostB
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where:

m = the percentage of the slice height that is fully saturated, (0 to 1.0).

lf previous movements have occurred in the slope, g' will be reduced and

cohesion will be at or near zero.lf the slope is fully saturated then equation 2.24

simplifies into:

eq.2.26

Using equation 2.26, under natural conditions fissured clay in a periglacial slide

mass at a slope angle of þi/2 will a have a safety factor of 1.0 (Prior and Graham

1974). The conditions described by Prior and Graham (1974) are very similar to

the conditions observed in the field and laboratory component of this thesis.

2.6.2 Limit Equilibrium Method of Slices

It is common in slope stability analysis to equally divide the failed soil mass into

individual slices. These slices are then analyzed on an individual basis in terms

of forces and moments acting on a slice (Figure 2.16).The forces that act on a

slice are as follows:

s.F = [Y- Y* 
')tunO'

I r JtanB
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1. Self-weight, defined as W

2. lnterslice resultant forces, Qrand Qs acting at some angle 0r_ and 0n to

the horizontal, as well as the horizontal pore water forces, Ur and Un

3. Forces acting on the base of a slice, including total normal force, P,

pore water pressure, U, and shear force, Sr, acting at some angle o

from horizontal along the base of the slice

The following unknowns need to be calculated for n number of slices of a sliding

MASS:

Forces:

n normal forces, P

n -1 interslice forces, Qr and Qn

n -1 interslice angles, 0r_ and 0n

3n -2 total unknowns

Moments:

n e distances of P

n -1 f distances of Qr and Qn

2n -1 total unknowns

I Total 5n - 3 unknowns
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It is assumed that pore water pressures are known for each slice. The sliding

mass can be analyzed with two force and one moment equilibrium equations

solving for 3n of the unknowns. Subtracting 3n values from 5n - 3 values leaves

2n - 3 unknowns. In order to make the problem statically determinate you need

2n - 3 assumptions. One assumption is that P acts at the centre of each slice

when the slices are selected thin enough thereby eliminating unknown e and

reducing the unknowns by n. The last assumption deals with interslice angle,

0, reducing the unknowns by n -1 values. These two assumptions produce 2n-1

values, where only 2n - 3 unknowns are required. This over simplification of

unknowns produces two independent solutions to a slope stability problem

depending on whether a force or moment limit equilibrium equation is used. The

0 assumption creates a non-rigorous solution allowing an infinite number of

solutions to be developed based on the choíce for the interslice assumption

incorporated into the analysis. Luckily, the interslice angle assumption, 0, does

not significantly affect the safety factor, especially when using moment limit

equilibrium equations (Fredlund and Krahn 1977).

2.6.2.1 Development of Safety Factor Equations

The principle of limit equilibrium states that the sum of driving forces (or

moments) equals the resisting force (or moments). When considering circular

sliding surfaces it is convenient to ¿n¿l1yzê the problem at a center of rotation

producing an average mobilized shear strength along the failure surface required
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to maintain equilibrium. The development of limit equilibrium force and moment

equations assuming no earthquake effects, line loads, tension cracks, or partial

submergence of the slope (Figure 2.17) is as follows:

Summation of forces in the y-direction for a slice gives:

W -S, sino-Pcosc- (X. - X" )= 0 eq.2.27

where s, =l(r,"0)=(c't+(P-ul)tanq')/Fand rearranging equation 2.22 interms

of P:

where ffio = (coso+tanQ'sinø/F)

Assuming no earthquake effects, line loads, tension cracks, or partial

submergence of the slope and solving the forces horizontally:

)Psincr-2þ'l+(P-ul)tanq')/F+)(E*-E,-)=0 eq.2.29

The force equilibrium equation therefore is:

t=[*-"Ëno* ultanö'sincr , '\
- (X, - X* ) l/m" eq.2.28

)
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_ I þ'l + (p - ul)tan O')cos cr

)Psina+I(8" -Er)
F, eq.2.30

where P is determined from equation 2.28 thus producing an iterative process of

solving for the safety factor. The summation of moments at the center of the base

of each slice gives the moment equilíbrium equation as follows:

F.= ) (c'lR + (P - ulþ tan q' ) eq.2.31
IWx->Pf+)(E*n-E.o)

The two equilbrium equations are independent of each other and will produce

two índependent safety factors. The moment equation is considerably less

sensitive to the interslice force assumption (Graham 1gg4).

2.6.2.2 Spencer's Method of Slope Stability Equations

The Spencer's method of slope stability analysis assumes that there is a

constant interslice inclination of 0 for the interslice forces e where:

tan0 = XL /EL = Xn /En eq.2.32

This assumption allows us to use X.-Xn =(E. -E" )tan0in equation2.2T.Both

the Ft and F equations are solved individually by varying 0 till both equations

produce the same answer. The relationship for each of the limit equilibrium

equations versus 0 were plotted by Fredlund and Krahn (1gT7). A sample of
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Fredlund and Krahn's results are presented in Figure 2.18. As previously

mentíoned, the moment limit equilibrium equation will pr:oduce a narrow banded

range of safety factors for varying 0, while the force limit equilibrium equation

produces a large band of safety factor results. The Spencer method of slope

stability analysis is incorporated into the slope stability analysis of this thesis

because of the planar nature of the two slides.

2.7 Seepage Modeling Using a Finite Element Model

The finite element method has been used in engineering for many years. Only

recently since the advancement of the personal computer, has the power of the

finite element approach been fully utilized. A finite element model approximates

numerical solutions for complex physical systems. The model is used to

approximate the response of a physical system subjected to external loading

(force, temperature, etc.) conditions. An example of an applied external condition

in terms of seepage analysis is infiltration or evapotranspiration.

There are four basic conditions that need to be satisfied

method. They are as follows:

1. Equilibrium conditions (mass transfer)

2. Compatibility conditions (flow)

3. Soil propefty relationships (ex. soil water

hydraulic conductivity, etc.)

in the finite element
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4. Boundary conditions - (No flow boundary)

All these conditions need to be satisfied before physicafly representative

approximations to the response of a real system can be obtained.

The concept behind the finite element method is as follows:

1. Divide the domain into smaller sub-domains (triangular or rectangular

elements).

2. Define rules/relationships for the behaviour of each individual sub-

domain.

Apply external "loads" and then allow elements to respond or share

external loads between sub-domains as necessary until all four basic

conditions are satisfied.

Combine the response of each of the sub-domains to evaluate the bulk

response of the system.

While the approach of the finite element method is simple in theory, hand

calculations are tedious and time consuming. The nature of the finite element

method demonstrates the need for computers when constructing a model to

represent the behaviour of a physical system. Currently, there are several finite

element software packages that are designed to analyze seepage through soils.

Generally the packages are user-friendly and do not require much knowledge of

3.

4.
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the inherent mathematics used in the finite element method. The following

section outlines the form of FEM solutions for seepage analysis. Details of the

finite element method are not discussed in this thesis (see the Geoslope SeepM

manual for further information)

2.7.1 Governing Equations for Finite Element Seepage Software

The governing equation used in two dimensionalfinite element seepage analysis,

in partícular seepM, is a second order partial differential equation.

eq.2.33

where:

k* = hydraulic conductivity in the horizontaldirection
k" = hydraulic conductivity in the verticaldirection
H = totalhead

O = externalboundary flux

0u = volumetric water content

t = time

The above equation states that the rates of change in flow for both the x and y

direction (in addition to the applied boundary flux) is equal to the rate of change

of the volumetric water content with respect to time. This is the definition for the

transient f low condition.

*[-.#).+[-'#).o=+
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As previously mentioned in section 2.1, the stress-state of saturated and

unsaturated soils depends on two stress-state variables, (o - uu) and (u" - u*).

The SeepAff finite element software makes two assumptions in terms of these

stress-states. The first is that the soil is under a constant total stress. A change in

the total stress would result in a volume change and a change in the volumetric

water content. The second is that during transient analysis the pore air pressure

is atmospheric. These two assumptions create a constant (o - u") term in the

stress state tensor, simplifying the mathematics that lead to equation 2.3S. With a

constant u", the change in volumetric water content of a sub-domain can be

related directly to the change in pore water:

ð0u -a*ðu* eq.2.34

where a* is the slope of the hydraulic conductivity function with respect to soil

suction.

Total hydraulic head is defined by:

H=ho+h" eq.2.35

where:

hp = hydraulic head, (m)

he = êlevation head, (m)
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Equation 2.35 can redefined as:

H=!-u-a¡" eq.2.36

solving for u* and substituting ín equation2.B4 gives:

ð0u = a*y*A(H - h" ) eq.2.37

Equation 2.37 can be simplified since the elevation is constant, resulting in the

derivative of elevation with respect to time being eliminated. Substituting the

simplified equation 2.32 into equation 2.38 gives the following equation:

eq.2.38

Equation 2.38 is the partial differential equation that is used in the formutation of

the seepÂff finite element software (Geoslope seepM user manual).

2.8 Summary

This chapter has outlined the theories and methods that were used to examine

the failure of the PR 259 slopes. The background information presented in this

,I[*. #).+[n, #).q = "*,* #
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chapter will provide the reader with the necessary background to understand the

methodology and analysis undertaken in this research project.
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Figure 2.01 Stress-state variables for an unsaturated soil (Fredlund and Rahardjo
1 eeS).
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Figure 2.O2The capillary tube (Fredtund and Rahardjo 1999).
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Figure 2.03Varying capillary rise due to variation of pore
Rahardjo 1993).

size (Fredlund and

Figure 2.04 Hysteresis of the SWCC (adapted from Gonzalez and Adams 19gO).
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figure 2.05 Comparison of calculated AEV using the Brooks and Corey method
(1964) versus measured AEV (Aubertin ef a/. lggg).
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Figure 2.07 Observed (open circles) and calculated curves (sólid lines) of the
hydraulic conductivity function for Hygiene Sandstone (van Genuchuten 1gg0).
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Figure 2.08 Observed (open círcles) and calculated curves (solid lines) of the
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Figure 2.12Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope for a saturated soil (Fredlund and
Rahardjo 1993).
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Figure 2.17 Parameters used to resolve force and moment límit equilbrium
equations (Fredlund and Krahn 1977).
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Ghapten 3

Site Csnditions

3.0 General Overview of Site

The study area is located near the top of the Assiniboine Valley, 4 kilometers

Northeast of the town of Virden (MB). Two slope failures occurred in the spring of

1999 on a 3.4H:1V north{acing slope. lt was initially thought that the movements

were the first cases of slope instability in the area. However, discussion with

local residents indicate past instability occurred roughly 30 years ago, most likely

immediately- or shortly-following construction of the highway.

Both the 1999 failures have shallow, bowl-shaped geometries, ranging in

maximum depth from two to four metres. The two failures are referred to as the

West Failure and East Failures. Generally the failure scarp is at or below the

crest and the failures exit above the toe. The geometry of the failures suggest a

combined sliding and rotational movement. Between the summers of 1999 and

2000, the two failures were repaired by Manitoba Highways to improve their

appearance. The West Failure was benched approximately mid-way up the slope
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(Figure 4.01), while the East Failure was simply reworked back to original grade

with no additional stabilization measures (Figure 4.01).

Since the slope repairs, both the ,,East', and

Failure moved again in the spring of 2000.

Failure was approximately half the size of the

the same depth (Figure 9.01).

'Wesf' have re-failed. The East

The new movement of the East

original mass and approximately

The West Failure moved yet again after substantial rainfall during early July 2001

(Figure 3.02, Figure 3.03). There were some differences in vegetation cover that

outlined the new movement. From aerial photos taken after the slope failures, the

re-failed West Failure appears to be approximately the same size as the oríginal

slope failure (Figure 3.04). The new movement produced a head scarp that

dropped vertically approximately 2-3 metres with numerous tension cracks along

the slope above the bench. The toe of the movement occurred at an elevation

just above the highway ditch and moved upwards approximately 2-3 metres in

height (Figure 3.05). During the new West Failure movements, several existing

standpipes were destroyed.

Before the failures, the study area was well vegetated with grass and a few

sporadic trees and tree patches. The surficial soil along the slope face is a clayey

silt loam with some weathered clay-shale and other gravel-sized debris including

rock fragments of igneous and metamorphic origin. The presence of
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sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic lithology is evidence of glacial activity

within the study area. At and beyond the slope crest the surficial deposits consist

typically of glacial tillthat include clay- to bourder-sized material.

The drainage ditch along the highway showed no indication of groundwater

draining from the failed slope during the field investigation. This was most likely

due to the hot, dry weather during the time of and directly preceding the field

investigation. However, surficial water was noted midway up the slope at the

location of the reworked West Failure bench. Beyond the slope crest,

depressions produced by glacial activity showed evidence of water retention for

extended periods by the species, maturity and density of the vegetation.

Outside the study area, there are numerous failures within the Assiniboine River

Valley. The largest of these failure that occured along the PR 2Sg highway cut on

the east side of the main river valley, opposite to the location of the study area.

This major failure appears to be linked to a weathered clay shale unit with an

average strike of N39'W and an average dip of 18 degrees from horizontal taken

from a compass and inclinometer. This weathered clay shale failure is at present

still moving and is a significant threat to the operation of the highway. lt appears

to be geologically dominated and not related to the study area on the west side of

the valley.
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One local failure that appears to be similar to the studied failures is located North

of PR 259 about 50 metres to the west of the study area. lt is approximately the

same shape, size, and depth and is along the highway fill. The surficial material

at this failure is identical to the studied failures except for the lack of gravel-sized

debris. Due to the terrain and location of this failure it was not incorporated into

the research project (Figure 3.06).

3.1 Site Geology and Geomorphology

The geology at the location of the faílures encompasses a complex geological

profile produced by several geomorphological processes. The study area is

located within the Souris Basin physiographic division near the edge of the

Assiniboine River Valley. The local overburden material includes water-laid

glacial till, alluvium, lacustrine clays, and silts all deposited about 12,000 -
14,000 years before present (Klassen and Wyder 1970).

During the last glaciation, ice at its farthest extent covered a significant portion of

southwestern Manitoba, including the study area. A small area in southwestern

Manitoba occupied by the present day Souris River Valley remained free of ice

(Klassen 1975). At the time of glaciation, the present day Souris River Valley

was occupied by glacial Lake Souris (Figure 3.07). As the ice retreated, Lake

Souris expanded northward, terminating slightly north of the study area before

draining eastward. Upon further retreat of the ice, the Assiniboine spillway
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channeled melt-water from glaciers in the north. The most recent glaciation

ended more than 14,000 years ago with the entire area being ice-free about

12,000 years ago. Comparing historic flows during lake drainage with today's

normal river conditions, the Assiniboine river is an under-fit river occupying a

larger valley than current flows could form.

Between Kamsack SK and Brandon MB, the Assiniboine Valley is trench shaped,

about 45 - 85 metres deep, and 1 .2 - 2.4 km wide. Figure 3.08 shows a cross-

section of the Assiniboine River Valley at the approximate location of the failures.

The Assiniboine River Valley system in general is of glacial origin, evident

through the shape and position of valleys that are parallel to the regional slope

and ride over topographic highs. The valley, for the most part, was formed

before the last glaciation, during the Early Wísconsin age. There are several

locations along the river, including the study area, where the Assiniboine Valley

breaks away from the ancestral valley referred to as the Virden Valley (Figures

3.09, 3.10, 3.11). The Virden Valley where it coincides with the Assiniboine River

Valley, is evident through the nature, thickness and distribution of older fill

material underlying recent Assiniboine Valley sediments along the valley bottom,

walls and beneath certain terraces (Klassen and Wyder 1970). The study area is

located between the ancestral Virden Valley that lies to the west and the

Assiniboine Valley to the east.
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The bedrock geology in the vicinity of the study area is comprised of the Upper

Cretaceous Riding Mountain Formation. The Upper Cretaceous Riding Mountain

Formation consists of two members; the Odanah member and Milwood member

(Figure 3.09). The Odanah member consists of a hard gray siliceous shale.lt lies

beneath the study area and exists on the east side of the Assiniboine River

Valley with outcrops along the east valley wall which coincides with the large

shale slope movement previously mentioned. The Milwood member, consists of

a soft greenish brown bentonite silt shale and is located on both the west and

east of the study area. The Milwood member outlines the location of the

Assiniboine River Valley and the Ancestral Virden Valley due to its erodable

nature. The bedrock topography also outlines the two valleys (Figure 3.10)

Surficial deposits along the Assiniboine River Valley include till, glaciolacustrine

clay, silt, alluvium, colluvium, sand and gravel, and occasional bedrock outcrops.

Figure 3.1 1 shows a map of surficial deposits in the region (Betcher 1983). The

study area is in a transition zone consisting of glacial till and alluvium/colluvium

deposits. Aerial photos taken October 20, 1999 show several glacial topographic

features such as hummocky and kettle topography surrounding the study area. In

addition there is evidence of ice scours beyond the scarp of the study area.

Figure 3.04 consists of two aerial photos in stereoscopic posítion of the East and

West Failures. The soil profile at the study area incorporates varying geological

deposits produced by these varied geomorphological processes. However the
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shallow nature of the movements suggests that geological complexity does not

play a major role in the development of the failures.
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Figure 3.02 West Failure summer of 1999'
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Figure 3.04 Aerial photograph of study area taken November 1ggg.



Figure 3.05 Toe of West Failure, summer 2OOj.

Figure 3.06 Toe of failure north of pR 2Sg.
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Figure 3.08 Assiniboine Valley cross-sections (Klassen 1g7S).
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Figure 3.11 Surficial deposits (Betcher 1983).



Chapter 4

Field Investigation

4"0 lntroduction

Prior to the field investigation program, a preliminary site reconnaissance visit

was undertaken. A hand augered hole was drilled into the West Failure to obtain

grab samples for classification and to install a shallow standpipe (Appendix A:

Hand Augered Field Logs). Results from the initial reconnaissance were used to

develop a more-detailed investigation program that included two test pits and

four boreholes with píezometer installations. In addition to the test pits and

boreholes, a detailed survey of the site with a total station was planned. The

detailed field investigation was conducted in July 2000. A few weeks after the

detailed field investigation, four additional hand augered holes were drilled

including three standpipe installations.
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4.1Topographic Survey

The study area was surveyed with a TOPCON GTS-6OSAF total station. A local

coordinate system was established for Northings and Eastings while the

elevations were taken relative to a marker located by the local Department of

Highway and Transportation (MB) staff. Cross-sections of the site were selected

in order to create a topographic map of the study area using the Eagle point

software application (Figure 4.01). The cross-sections were spaced

approximately at 10 metre intervals, with each cross-sectíon commencing from

the centerlíne of PR 259 and ending beyond the crest of the slope. After all the

suruey data was complied and inputted into Eagle point, a topographic map

(Figure 4.01) and six cross-sections (Figu res 4.02 - 4.oz) were generated.

4"2 Hand Augered Holes

The preliminary investigation included an inspection on foot over the study area

and a hand-augered hole (A-1) to depth of 3.3 metres below ground suñace.

(Figure 4.08). To further complement the drilling program, a day trip to the study

area was undertaken a few weeks after completion of field investigation to drill

four additional hand augered holes (A-2 to A-5) including installation of three

additional standpipes piezometers to better characterize the groundwater

conditions at the site. Figure 4.08 and Figure 4.09 show the soil profile

interpreted from the hand augered holes. Almost all of the hand augered holes
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were drilled approximately mid-way up the slope at or near the bench elevation.

The hand augered holes terminated at a depth of approximately 3.8 metres

below ground sudace due to difficulties in drilling further. Field logs from the hand

augered holes are included in Appendix A. Appendix B and C include the test pit

field logs and field borehole logs, while Appendix D has the borehole logs of the

hand augered holes, test pits and field boreholes.

The first hand augered hole was located 12.g metres west of BH-g at

approximately the same elevation (Figure 4.01). While BH-g for the most part

consisted of silty clay, the hand augered hole, A-1, consisted of silty clay material

to a depth of 2.0 metres below ground surface. Below 2.0 metres, the soil profile

consisted of silty fine sand to a depth of 3.3 metres, which corresponds to the

bottom of the borehole. The differences between A-1 and BH-3 show how

variable the soil profile is within the study area. This dífference in the first metre

of the soil profiles between BH-3 and A-1 is mostly likely linked to the fact that

the slope was reworked. A-1 showed evidence of a watertable through sloughing

and free water in the cuttings. The watertable was estimated to be at a depth of

2.1 metres below ground surface. Below the apparent watertable, the extracted

samples were very soft and consístently sloughed in. Due to the nature of the

material below 2.1 metres, it is difficult to be confÍdent that the extracted material

came from the bottom of the hole and was not material scraped off the walls of

the borehole. As previously mentioned, surficial water was also observed in the
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vicinity of A-1. This was the only location within the study area that surficial water

was evÍdent.

On the day trip after the detailed field investigation, A-2 was drilled close to the

hand Augered hole, A-1. Hole A-2 was drilled to a depth of 3.g metres, 0.S

metres below the bottom of A-1. For the additional 0.5 metres the soil consisted

of low plastic silty clay with some partially oxidized fine sand, and trace gypsum.

Free water was observed in A-2 but was significantly less than in the A-1 hole.

Hole A-2 was drilled close to A-1 to facilitate installation of a standpípe in the

coarse material. A standpipe enclosed with a filter sock was installed at a depth

of 3.8 metres in A-2. Slots were cut into the bottom 0.3 metres of the standpipe.

Water levels have been observed between 1.3 and 2.1 metres below ground

sudace in this installation. Installation details for the standpipes are shown in

Figure 4.10.

The third hand augered hole, A-3 was drilled within 0.10 metres of BH-1 . The soil

profile was not logged for this hole. The purpose of re-drilling at this location was

for installation of a standpipe. The standpipe installation was similar to the

installation in A-2. A standpipe enclosed with a filter sock was installed to a depth

of 3.8 metres in A-3. Slots were cut into the bottom foot of the standpipe. A

standpipe installed at 4.9 metres depth has shown no readings as of August 1,

2001. A detailed illustration of the standpipe installation is given in Figure 4.11.
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The fourth hole (A-a) was hand augered approximately 12.g metres west of BH-g

and 7 '7 metres up from A-2 along the slope. The first metre of the soil profile

consisted of a silty fine sand with trace medium sand to coarse gravel. In

addition, there were trace organics, gypsum, and oxidation. Below the upper

layer, the soil consisted of silty clay with trace fine sand to coarse gravel. The

coarser material consisted for the most part of clay shale. The clay layer was low

to medium plasticity to a depth of 2.1 metres. At this depth the plasticity of the

clay reduced to low plastÍc in nature to the bottom of the hole at a depth of 3.4

metres' There was evidence of the watertable at a depth of 2.1 metres below

ground sudace where there was an evident change in plasticity due to the

increase in water content. As with the other hand augered holes, a standpipe

was installed to a depth of 3.1 metres below ground surface. Water levels have

been observed between 1.1 and 1.8 metres below ground surface in this

installation. A detailed illustration of the standpipe installation is given in Figure

4.10.

The last hand augered hole, A-5 was drilled approximately 7.S metres up from

BH-3 along the slope. The soil profile consisted of intermittent layers of silty fine

sand and silty clay. As well, throughout the entire profile there was trace fine

gravel' The hand augered hole A-5 was cut short due to a boulder/cobble

encountered at a depth o12.0 metres below ground surface.
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4.3 Test Pits

Two test píts were excavated mid-way up the slope with a backhoe mounted on a

front-end loader. Test pit 1 (TP-1), just west of the East Failure, was in intact

(unfailed) material, while Test pit 2 (TP-z) was excavated in slide material within

the East Failure (Figure 4.01). Fíeld logs for the two test pits are included in

Appendix B, while Appendix D has the borehole logs of the test pits.

Test pit 1 was excavated to 5.0 metres depth (Appendix B: Test pit Field Logs,

Appendix D: Borehole Logs, Figure 4.12a,4.12b). The profile comprised silty clay

material of low to medium plasticity with a blocky/friable structure. Some clay

shale and fine sand was encountered at a depth of 3.4 metres. A possible failure

sudace was identified at approximately 2.7 metres depth. The failure sufface was

interpreted from materiat retrieved by the backhoe but was not visible in the walls

of the pit. The failure surface dipped at 15 degrees from horizontal, which roughly

matched the inclination of the ground surface (-17").Below 3.4 metres, the silty

clay became significantly slickensided, with several dístinct failure planes being

evident. The plasticity also increased from low-medium to medium plasticity, w1h

additional evidence of free water. Since Test pit 1 was outside the zone of failed

material, the presence of failure planes suggests past movements.

In Test pit 1, block samples were taken at 1.5 and 2.s metre depths for laboratory

use. Block samplers allow for retrieval of large volumes of intact material (44 cm
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x 22 cm x 22 cm) with minimal disturbance to the majority of the sample

(Domaschuk 1977). The block sampler used at the University of Manítoba is a

thin-walled rectangular tube that is pushed into the soil, in this case, using the

bottom of the backhoe bucket. The end walls of the block sampler are reinforced

to prevent damage while pushing.

Test pit 2 showed a similar soil profile, although with greater variability near the

sudace than the profile in test pit 1 (Appendix B: Test Pit Field Logs, Appendix D:

Borehole Logs, Figure 4.13). This variability was likely caused by slope re-

grading. Test pit 2 was excavated to a depth of 3.8 metres. A slickensided

suface was visÍble on the walls and bottom of the Test pit at a depth of 2.9

metres (Figure 4.14). The appearance of the faílure surface on the west wall was

a lighter gray than the soil above and below (Figure 4.1S). On the east wall of the

test pit, the failure surface was significantly slickensided, oxidized with a

blocky/friable structure (Figure 4.16). The failure surface dipped at approximately

22 degrees from the horizontal. A block sampler was pushe d at 2.7 metres depth

to capture a large specimen that included the failure surface. After extruding the

block sample in the laboratory, an additional failure sudace was found at 3.1

metres depth. The failure sudace at 3.1 metres was more distinct and visible

than the slip sudace at2.7 metres.
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4.3.1 In-situ Suction Profile

A Quickdraw tensiometerl (Figure 4.17) was used to measure matric soil suction

in the Test pits every 0.5 metres below ground surface until a zero suction

reading was obtained. A tensiometer is a hand-held instrument used to measure

suction with a high-air-entry ceramic stone tip attached to a hollow metal tube

filled with water (Figure 4.18). Attached to the other end of the metal tube is a

vacuum gauge calibrated to read in kPa. When the instrument's ceramic tip

comes into contact with soil, water is drawn out of the hollow metal tube, thereby

causing a vacuum (matric suction) that is measured by the gauge (Krahn et at.

1989). Prior to the detailed field investigation, the Tensiometer was calibrated

using a manometer set-up capable of generating negative pore water pressure

up to 40 kPa. Figure 4.19 shows the variation of tensiometer readings with depth

in the two test pits. Suctions decreased from approximately 7s kpa (0.s - 1.0

metres depth) near the surface to zero at 2.0 - 2.s metres depth.

4.4 Boreholes and Standpipe Installation

The first borehole (BH-1) was drilled from the top of the slope to a depth oÍ 24.4

metres (Figures 4.01, Appendix D: Borehole Logs). The other three boreholes

(BH-2, BH-3, BH-4) were drilled to 5.2 - 7.2 metres depth long the location of the

re-graded West Failure. Standpipes with Casagrande tips were installed in each

hole. Figure 4.09 shows the soil profile with depth interpreted from all boreholes

tThe 
Quickdraw tensiometer was purchased from Soilmoisture Incorporated, Santa Barbara, Califomia
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and some of the hand augered holes, while Figure 4.11 illustrates the associated

standpipe installations.

Borehole BH-1 was used to give an overall understanding of the local geology

below the depth of the shallow failures. The first 2.5 metres consisted of silty clay

material with organics, boulders, and cobbles decreasing with depth. Between 1

metre and 2.5 metres depth, the soilwas blocky/friable in nature. Several fracture

surfaces were encountered from 1.2 - 1.6 metres below ground surface. Along

these fractures, traces of fine sand, organics and gypsum with significant

oxidation were noted. A hollow stem auger bit was used for this hole but due the

presence of cobbles and boulders, which made it difficult and nearly impossible

to drill, the auger bit was switched from hollow to solid stem for the remaining

depth. Using a solid stem auger eased the drilling process, but made it difficult to

be accurate when recoding the soil profile. The transition between the two types

of auger bits left a section of the soil profÍle un-logged. For the remaining depth,

the material ranged between medium plastic silty clay to silty fine sand. This is

thought to be a combination of deposits from glacial Lake Souris and the buried

Virden Valley (or the Assiniboine spiilway)(Figures g.o7, g.og g.1o). No free

water or watertable was encountered. A standpipe installed at 4.9 metres depth

showed no groundwater readings up to November,2OOl.

Borehole BH-2, was drilled to a depth of 5.2 metres (Appendix D: Borehole Logs,

Figure 4.01 tor location). The material in the initial 1.5 metres consisted of a
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clayey silt loam with trace fine sand and coarse gravel. Shelby tubes were used

to collect samples for the remaining depth. After extruding material from the

Shelby tubes in the laboratory, the soil profile from 1.5 metres to 4.6 metres was

found to be a mix of silty clay of medium plasticity. The silty clay, for the most

part, was firm to stiff in nature with a blocky/friable structure. There was evidence

of two slip surfaces, one at 3.7 metres and the other at 3.8 metres (Figure 4.20).

Both slip sudaces were in-filled with fine sand with trace oxidation and organics

showing evidence of water movements along the fractures. The failure planes

were slightly blocky/friable. Below 4.6 metres, the stratigraphy consisted of water

bearing silty fine sand with trace of fine gravel. A standpipe was installed to a

depth of 5.2 metres below ground sudace. Water levels have been observed

between 2.5 and 3.5 metres below ground surface in this installation. A more

detailed description of BH-2 and the standpipe installation is included in

Appendix C.

Borehole BH-3 was drilled to a depth o17.6 metres (Appendix D: Borehole Logs).

The first metre consisted of low plastic silty clay loam with small fissures. Below

1.0 metre depth, the profile showed silty clay of medium to high plasticity with

fissures, as well as numerous failures with a slightly blocky/friable structure. For

the most part, the failures are slickensided in nature or in{illed with fine sand and

traces of gypsum (Figure 4.21). Some of the in-filled fine sand was oxidized.

Most fractures dipped at roughly 20o to 24o trom horizontal, with the remaining

fractures being horizontal. A standpipe installed in BH-3 showed no evidence of
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water up to November, 2001. A more detailed description of BH-O and the

standpipe installation is included in Appendix C.

BH-4 was drilled to a depth of 6.0 metres (Appendix D: Borehole Logs). The top

layer of the soil profile consisted of silty clay loam to a depth of 0.5 metres.

Underlying the silty clay loam, the soil consisted of fine sandy silt to a depth of

6.1 metres, which corresponds to the bottom of the test hole. At tímes the soil

unit was varved or laminated in nature with traces of oxidation. A standpipe

installed to 6.0 metres below ground surface showed no evidence of water as of

November, 2001. A more detailed description of BH-4 and the standpipe

installation is included in Appendix C.

Several field measurements were taken at the ends of the samples contained

within Shelby tubes. Torvane and pocket penetrometer readings were obtained

at selected depths (Figure 4.22, Figure 4.23). Several readings obtained by the

pocket penetrometer were beyond the range of the instrument. ln general the

pocket pentrometer and torvane results classify the soil as stiff to very st¡tt in

nature.

4.5 Summary

Plotting a cross-section of the borehole information showed, as expected, that

the soil profile was highly variable. In particular, the logs from BH-2, BH-g BH-4
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and the hand augered holes do not correspond well with information from BH-1.

Groundwater measurements were also variable, with only some standpipes

(including borehole and hand augered installations) showing evidence of water in

the slope. The variability in the boreholes confirms the complex nature of the

deposits and geomorphological processes that formed the area.

The soil profile observed at all boreholes and hand augered holes displayed líttle

compatibility. However, there are roughly 4 major units that can be interpreted

from the observed soil profile. They are as fotlows; (1) a near surface clay layer

with a weathered zone, (2) a silty fine sand seam below the clay from the crest to

approximately mid-slope, (3) a unweathered layer beneath the weathered zone

and the silty fine sand seam and (a) a silVfine sand layer beneath the clay layer

at a considerable depth relative to the slope failures.
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Figure 4.01 Topographic map of study area.
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Figure 4.12a Test pit 1.
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Ghapter 5

Labonatory Testãng

5.0 lntroduction

The laboratory testing component of the project consisted of traditional soil

classification tests, flexible wall permeameter tests, triaxial tests, and direct shear

tests to determine parameters required for numerical modeling.

5.1 Soil Classification

In total, over 30 classification tests were performed on material retrieved during

the field investigation. Tests included Atterberg limits, average specific gravity,

hydrometer, and sieve analysis. In additíon, water contents were taken for most

of the soil samples.
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5.1.1 Atterberg Limits and Moisture Contents

Atterberg limits (ASTM D 4318) classify the behaviour of a soil based on index

properties termed the plastic and liquid limit. Atterberg limits do not give a direct

measurement of strength or compressibility. They are however useful as an

indicator of soil behaviour and the associated strength and compressibility. The

best way to classify soil is to plot the Atterberg limits on a plasticity index versus

liquid limit plot referred to as the Plasticity Chart (Figure 5.01). Soil from the

study area ranges from low plastic to high plastic clay (Figure 5.01) with a few

medium to high plastic silts/organics samples lying below the A-line. Most of the

samples classified within the medium plastic ctay range.

Moisture contents ranged from 20 - 40 % for almost alt samples retrieved from

the study area' Referring to the borehole logs (Appendix D) the moisture

contents are at, near or just below the plastic límit producing in general very stiff

material. The majority of liquid limits ranged between s0 - 60 %, while the

majority of plastic limits ranged between 18 - 3O%. The plasticity index, which is

simply the difference between the plastic and liquid limits, ranged between 20 -

40 % for the majority of the samples, representing intermediate plasticity.
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5.1.2 Specific Gravity

A total of eleven specifÍc gravity tests (ASTM D gs4) were performed on

specimens retrieved from BH-1 , BH-2, BH-g. The specific gravities ranged from

2.69 to 2J4with an average specific gravity of 2.70.

5.1.3 Grain Size Determination

The grain size distribution of a soil is another tool geotechnicat engineers use to

classify soils and predict their behaviour. Determining the grain size distribution

involves two independent testing methods for fine and coarse fractions. The first

method is referred to as mechanicat sieve anarysis (ASTM D 422). The sieve

analysis determines the percent distribution of coarse particles from fine sand to

cobbles using specified sieve size intervals. The finer particle size distribution is

determined by a hydrometer test (ASTM D 422). The hydrometer tests

determines the percent distribution of finer soil particles. The two sets of percent

distributions are combined into a total grain size distribution. once the grain size

distribution is known it can be used to verífy and alter the field descriptions of the

soil interpreted by field personnel.

In total, 34 grain size distributions were performed on soil retrieved from the

study area' The grain size distributions were used to verify the field classification

completed during drilling and were used to determine the AEV for the soil
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(section 2.3.2). The grain size distributions verified that

heterogeneous and was predominanfly a ,,till-like 
soil,,. The till_like

distribution is especiaily evident in BH-2 (Figure s.02, Appendix

Distribution).

the site was

soil grain size

E: Grain Size

5.2 Flexible Wall permeameter Tests

Since the influence of rainfall infiltration combined with groundwater ftuctuations

was considered a key relationship for analyzing the instability of these slopes,

hydraulic conductivity of the material was measured using six flexible wall

permeameter tests (ASTM D50 84 -90). Tests on samples from shallow depths

of 1'7 metres To 4.4 metres produced results ranging from 5.6 x 10-10 m/sec to

3.7 x 10-11 m/sec.

Hydraulic conductivity of this low magnitude would not facilitate rainfall infiltration.

The hydraulic conductivity results represent the permeability of intact specimens

under imposed stress conditions (confinement) necessary to run the test. As

discussed in the previous chapter, to an approximate depth of 2.lmetres the soil

profile consists of a blocky/friable structure with, at several locations, fractures

and fissures' This structure suggests a weathered zone due to frost actíon and

drying/wetting cyctes that would produce a higher bulk permeability allowing

increased infiltration consistent with a suction dissipation mechanism. several

authors have studied the effect of weathering on intact samples. Shaw and Henry

(1998) compared field and laboratory permeabitity results in oxidized (weathered)
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and unoxidized clay till. Their field slug test results on unoxidizied clay till were in

the magnitude of 5.4 x 10-11 m/s, which correlated with their laboratory results of
2'7 x 10-11 m/s' As for the oxidized clay till, the permeability results were

substantially different from slug results on the unoxídized clay till. The slug tests

on the oxidized till, produced hydraulic conductivities between 6.5 x 1o-s to 1 .s x
1o-8 m/s' That is a permeability increase between 160 and 320 times. viklander

(1998) subjected till specimens to 10-18 freeze-thaw cycle in a laboratory

environment increasing the permeability close to two fold. The limited amount of

freeze-thaw cycles resulted in a small change in permeab¡l¡ty. Both of the papers

showed significant increases in permeability in clay till due to weathering and

treezelhhaw cycles.

5.3 ClUTriaxial Tests

ln total, seven isotropically consolidated undrained triaxial compression tests with

pore water pressure measurement (ClÙtests) were performed on Shelby{ube

samples from BH-2 and BH-S' In addition to the seven clU tests, two drained

triaxial tests were performed on specimens retrieved from BH_2.

Testing procedures followed ASTM D 4767. Due to the shallow nature of the

slides, relatively low effective stresses of 70, 1go, 1s0, 1g0 kpa were selected for

the confining pressures. The specimens were 71.1 mm in diameter which

corresponded to the diameter of the Shelby tubes. As a result of the stiffness and
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gravel content in most of the samples, trimming to a smaller diameter for testing
was avoided' Lengths (heights) of the specimens ranged from 108 to 12g mm.
Figure 5.03 shows wet-deveroped conjugate fairure pranes in specimen BH_3-g

following shearing.

The stress-strain behaviour of the soil retrieved from the study area was, for
almost all the samples, non-linear in nature. Figure s.04 shows deviator stress
versus axial strain plots for all the triaxial specimens tested, including the two
drained tests' All peak strengths of the undrained samples leveled otÍ betore 4o/o

axial strain, with a limited number of specimens exhibiting a small amount of
strain hardening' Figure 5.05 shows the deviator stress versus mean stress
behaviour for all triaxiat tested specimens with the circles identifying the test end
points' All of the undrained triaxial samples exhibited anisotropic elastic
behaviour visuaily evident through the non-verticar stress paths in q, p, space.

All results for the 'critical state' (normally consolidated) strengths of the clü
specimens produced Q. values that deviated widely by *g degrees over a 1S0

kPa range of confining pressure. A rinear best-fit rine produced Q,nç= 22.g

assuming c'nc = 0 (cohesion was close to zero when the interpreted failure

envelope was not forced through the origin, Figure 5.06). Five of the seven
specimens showed results that were within two degrees of the best-fít line. The

Q'n" parameter was chosen due to the blocky structure of the material. Rivard and

Lu (197s) demonstrated that the 0,n" more appropriatery defines the shear
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strength at the sheilmouth Dam upstream of the study area arong the

Assiniboine River, as opposed to Q'o.. An average vatue of 0,n" was serected

since the material itself is highly heterogeneous and failures can be expected to

develop when 'averaged'shearing resistance has been generated.

5.4 Direct Shear Tests

To verify the triaxial test results, seven direct shear tests were performed on

samples retrieved from the study area. six specimens were trimmed from

samples extracted from Shelby tubes from BH-2 and BH-3, while the remaining

specimen was trimmed from one of the block samples retrieved from Test pit 1.

Trimming a block sample into a useable, undisturbed direct shear sample was

very difficult due to the blocky/friable nature of the materíal and the awkward size

of the block sample' A diamond bladed table saw that is usualty used to cut

concrete was used to cut the block sample since the sample contained some

gravel size particles. The block sample was first tightly wrapped in duct tape to

add confinement prior to cutting. This confinement reduced the amount of

disturbance to the sample during cutting. However, even with the confinement,

the sample was subjected to a substantial amount of disturbance. After cutting

the sample into a workabte size, it was placed in a hydraulic press apparatus

where the direct shear cutting shoe was inserted into the workable sample. In the

end, the test pit specimen results did not compare well with the direct shear
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results from the borehole samples. The difference between the two sets of

results could not be distinguished between sample disturbance or material

differences. The lack of confidence in material differences lead to the results from

the block sample being discarded due to sample disturbance.

The direct shear testing procedure followed ASTM D 3080. The samples were

tested at vertical pressures that partially overlapped the lower range of confining

pressures used in the triaxial tests. This was done to extend and verify shear

strength parameters determined in the triaxial test results. The vertical stresses

used in the dírect shear tests are as follows; 30 kPa, 60 kPa, and g0 kpa. As wíth

the samples used in the triaxial test apparatus, the direct shear samples were

only slightly trimmed. The specimens were 70.9 mm in diameter, whích is 0.2 mm

smaller than the diameter of the Shelby tubes. The small amount of trimming was

required in order to produced a circular specimen required for a snug fit in the

shear box. The average height of the direct shear samples used was 2g.O mm.

The six samples retrieved from BH-2 and BH-3 correlated well with the triaxial

results. Figure 5.07 shows results for residual strength envelopes. The fírst best-

fit envelope with a slope of 0.48 is for all six tests. lt is clear that one of the g0

kPa normal stress points can be considered an outliner. When this is neglected,

a best-fit envelope with a slope of 0.38 is obtained based on the remaining five

pertinent points. The two shear strength envelopes correspond to internal

residual friction angle (0, of 2s.7o, and 20.90 respectively. The second shear
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strength envelope is comparable to the shear strength results from the triaxial

tests of þ'n"= 22.3' adding further confidence to the results from the triaxial test

program.
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Chapter 6

lntegnated seepage and slope stabi!íty
Modeli¡rg

6.0 Introduction

Integrated seepage and limit equilibrium slope stability analyses were used to

model the failures at PR 259 using the results of the field and laboratory

investigations. The modeling was performed using the Seep/lff and SlopeÂff

products from GeoSlope International (Calgary, AB). The modeling included a

preliminary analysis using steady-state conditions. The prelíminary study used

one soil type with averaged soil properties. The analysis was later extended to a

more detailed and representative transient analysis, an approach which is

believed to be unique in Manitoba and forms the principal original component of

this thesis document. The transient model incorporated four soil types and

associated soil properties. Due to the heterogeneity of the site, most parameters

used in the integrated transient analyses were averaged within a soil type for

simplicity.
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6.1 Preliminary Integrated Model

Preliminary analysis was performed to better understand the mechanisms and

soil/water conditions affecting stability and to ensure that the complexity of the

model was within the limits of the author's understanding of the problem. The

preliminary analysis provided evidence that the dissipation of soil suction due to

a rainfall infiltration was most likely the mechanism that triggered failure. The

results were sufficiently interesting that they were presented to the 54th Canadian

Geotechnical conference in calgary in 2001 (Ferreira et al.2oo1).

With a better understanding of the site/water conditions and the behaviour of the

slope, a detailed transient model was then constructed to further confirm the

results from the preliminary analysis and verify the postulated failure mechanism,

6.1.1 SeepA/ú Modeling

The geometry used in the preliminary SeepAff analysis was taken from the

measured cross-section E-E in Figure 4.06. The etement size in Seep/Vú was

generally 1 m2 or smaller. Figure 6.01 illustrates the finite element mesh for the

SeepAff analysis. From the laboratory tests, an average hydraulic conductÍvity of

K = 2'1 x 10-10 m/s was used for the conductivity function when pore water

pressures were positive (higher than atmospheric). When pore water pressures

were negative (lower than atmospheric), the hydraulic conductivity was reduced
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by two orders of magnitude over a suction range of 0.s kpa. The boundary

conditions included a 'no flow' boundary along the bottom of the domain, two

constant head boundaries at the left boundary and right boundary of the domain,

and one variable flux boundary reviewed by elevation along the slope face. The

variable flux boundary was incorporated into the modet to allow water to exit the

domain along the slope face as required. Three seepage cases were analyzed.

Each case involved different assumptions regarding the head boundary condítion

at the left side of the model. The head boundary condition at the toe of the slope

beside the highway ditch was held constant.

The first case (Case 1) modeled the groundwater conditions during a three-

month period from August 2000 to Octobe r 2OO0 when water levels had been

measured in the field. A head condition at the left boundary (crest of the slope) of

429'5 metres above sea level produced model results that were close to the

measured water levels (Table 6.01). The other two cases simply increased the

head condition on the left boundary by 0.75 metres and 1.S metres respectively.

These three cases were chosen to bracket physically representative groundwater

conditions during the normal operating condition of the slope. All three cases

were modeled assuming steady-state flow conditions.
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6.1.2 SlopeÂff Modeling

Results from the preliminary SeepÂff modeling were imported into Slopery using

the same geometry (Figure 6.02). The data file of heads computed by seepÆV

was used by Slope/l/ú to calculate pore water pressures at the base of each of

the slices in the limit equilibrium analysis. The parameters used in Slope¡ff were

averaged vaf ues from laboratory results; c,nc = 0, 0,n.= 22, and y 6u¡¡ = 1g.6

kN/m3. When incorporating suction, Oo (the material parameter that describes the

increase in strength with suction) was taken as 0.S x Q'n" as a lower limit. This

assumption will produce conservative results (lower contributions) for suction

fess than the air entry value. Vanapalli et at. (19g6) suggested that Qb - Q, up to

air entry (Vanapalli et at. 1996). The upper limit for the slope stability anatysis

used Qb - q'.The Morgenstern-Price method (196s) was used in the stability

analysis with a constant interslice force inclination functíon (0 = constant, which

gives Spencer's solution 1967).

For modeling, a fully-specified slip surface was defined based on information

gathered from the field regarding the position and shape of the observed failure

surface (Figure 6'02). The location of the slip surface was known from BH-1 and

BH-z, but less obvious in BH-3 due to numerous fracture sudaces that were

obserued (Figure 6.02, Appendíx D: Borehole Logs). For the fully-specified failure

surface, the position of the toe of the failure was determined using aerial

photographs, which showed toe movements just above the highway ditch (Figure
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3'04)' Since the failure was shallow, the centre of rotation for the Slope¡ff modet

was located far away from the slope face to produce stable, numerically-accurate

results.

For each of the three groundwater conditions mentioned in section 6.1.1, three

additional suction conditions were incorporated into the model; 1) suctions

measured by tensiometer (Figure 4.19),2) suctions calculated by seepM, and

3) a 'no-suction' condition. These suction distributions are illustrated in Figure

6.03.

In order to incorporate tensiometer suctions into the model, the authors made

adjustments to the seepArV output head file (This is also an original contribution

to slope analysis in Manitoba.). The preliminary seepAff model produced results

that were lower than the measured suction values due to the lack of a defined

flux boundary arong the srope (wirson et ar.1gg4). A macro was set up using

visual Basic to adjust all suction values at nodal points in the unsaturated zone

by a scale factor. Suction values for nodes more than 2metres above the water

table were limited to 80 kPa based on measurements taken at the site (Figure

6.03)' The final suction profire for ail three cases are shown in Figure 6.0g.
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6.1.3 Results from the preliminary Model

The preliminary integrated seepÂff and slope/l¡v modeling produced results

showing the impact of matric suction on factor of safety. Resutts from the

integrated seepÂff and slopeArv model are summ arizedin Table 6.02.

Results in Table 6'02 with 0b = 0.5 x Q'n. for measured water conditions (case1)

show that the factor of safety is greater than unity for all three suction profiles

examined' As the groundwater elevation is increased (Case 2 andçase B) the

factor of safety decreases as expected. A value of unity, that is, a prediction that

failure will occur, was calculated for the case where the groundwater elevation

was 425'0 metres at the left boundary of the model and suction was taken as

zero above the water table. At this groundwater level, incorporating the suction

profife generated by SeepÂff provided a 4 "/" increase in the safety factor. Using

the measured suction profile increased the factor of safety by 16 7". ln the case

incorporating the measured matric suction profile, the suction component showed

stable conditions for the specified hydraulic boundary conditions representing

typical operating conditions for the slope. In other words, according to the modet,

the slope would have faited in the past had it not been for the suction contribution

to strength in the unsaturated zone. when the slope was analyzed for 0b = 0,n.

the increase in factor of safety was roughly twice as much as for the Qb = 0,s x

Q'n" case' A fully saturated case with groundwater tevel coincident with the

ground profile was performed and compared to hand calculated results for an
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infinite slope analysis' Both cases produced safety factors of approximately 0.7s.
These results mean that the sfope cannot be stable with phreatic surfaces at the

ground surface.

Results from the integrated model showed that during dry conditions, the

highway cut was stable. During wet conditions, the slope coutd also remain

stable but only with the stabilizing contribution of matric suction. The slope angle

(-17") is close to the friction angle of the material (22") and requires cohesive

strength during wet periods to remain stabre. The preriminary moders

demonstrate that during typical wet conditions, suction in the unsaturated zone

contributes significantly to the stability of the slope. This preliminary analysis

determined that matric suction significantly contributes to the stability of the

highway cut. In order to verify that failure was triggered by a dissipation of

suction, the model needed to be improved to demonstrate that the actual

measured rainfallwould in fact reduce suctíons to zero.

6.2 Integrated Transient Model

The transient analysis was undertaken to extend the understanding of the failure

mechanism determined in the pretiminary analysis by determining if the rainfall

from 1999 would cause dissipation of soil suction. This modet was targeted to

improve the understanding of the influence of rainfall duration and intensity in

terms of dissipation of soíl suction. Results of the time-dependent analysis show
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how the characteristics of the environmental flux boundary condition contribute to

the rate and magnitude of suction dissipation.

6.2.1 Transient Seepage Analysis

An integrated transient seepage analysis was constructed and calibrated to best

represent the soil/water conditions that existed in-situ. After calibration, using the

water levels from April 1 to November 1 for both 1ggg, and 19gg and the

measured suction profiles, the resutts were incorporated into the stability

analysis. The results for both years and the calibration year (2000) were

incorporated into SlopeAff to evaluate the stability of the highway cut during

these times.

6.2.1.1 Construction of SeepAff Transient Model

The transient SeepM model included four soil tayers interpreted from the field

logs and laboratory specimens. The domain of the detailed SeepM model is

shown in Figure 6.04. The layers are as follows in descending order from the

slope face down; a weathered clay layer, a water bearing silty fine sand seam, an

unweathered intact clay layer, and a silVsand layer. As with the preliminary

model, the transient model used a cross-section through the location of the

boreholes (Figure 4.01, Cross-section E-E). The finite element size was

generally 1 m2 or smaller. To satisfy compatibility, triangle and squares (or close
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to squares) were used for the element geometry. The finíte element mesh used

in the transient seepAff model is illustrated in Figure 6.0s.

The weathered clay layer was incorporated into the transient analysis because of

the blocky/friable nature of the upper soil material. The thickness of the

weathered zone is consistently three metres in depth along the weathered-

unweathered clay interface. The weathered-unweathered interface occurs below

the silty fine sand seam approximately mid-way up the slope to the highway

pavement edge (Figure 6.04). From the toe of the slope to the highway

pavement, no clay was encountered during the field investigation (BH-4). Since

the two slope movements occurred above the toe, the effect of a clay layer

beyond the toe is negligible and is only included in the model for completeness.

A weathered zone to a depth of three metres is consistent with the blocky/friable

nature observed in soll samples and the potential depth of frost action and

drying/wetting in Manitoba. From the crest of the slope to above the day-lighting

silty fine sand seam, the weathered ctay layer is equal to the difference between

the elevation of the slope face and the location of the top of the silty fine sand

seam. lt is suspected that water flowing laterally through the silty fine sand seam

weathered the above clay layer from below creating a weathered zone deeper

than the potential depth of frost action.

The location of the water bearing silty fine sand seam was determined from field

observation made in BH-1, BH-z, A-s, A-4, A-1 (Appendix E: Grain size
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Distributions, BH-2-7). standpipes installed in BH-2, A-4, and A-1 all produced

water. Hand augured holes A-1 and A-4 were not drilled within cross-section E-E.

A-1 was drilled approximately 13 metres along the slope from BH-3 (Cross-

section F-F, Figure 4.01, Appendix D: Borehole Logs). Both BH-3 and A_1 were

drilled on top of the reworked West Failure bench (Cross-section E-E, Fígure

4'01, Appendix D: Borehole Logs). The soil profile in BH-B showed no evidence

of a sand seam, while A-1's soil profile included a water bearing silty fine sand

seam' This discrepancy could not be correlated to natural in-situ heterogeneity or

the fact that significant activity and soil movement had occurred in the vicinity of

the two holes during construction of the stabilizing bench. Given that the location

of the silty fine sand seam corresponded reasonably well with B+-zand A-S, the

silty fíne sand seam was included at the location of BH-3. Reinforcing this

assumption is the fact that during the preliminary field investigation, the

stabilizing bench was fully saturated with surfical water. Saturating the stabilizing

bench to this degree would onty be feasible by a near surface, high permeability

soil and not medium plastic clay soil as observed in BH-s.

Hand augured hore A-4 (cross-section F-F, Figure 4.01) was driiled

approximately 13 metres along slope from A-5 and included a piezometer

installation that produced water. The soil profile at A-4, below two metres to the

end of hole, consisted of silty clay with a significant amount of fine sand. Since

the hand augured hole A-5 was terminated prematurely due to a cobble/boulder

before a possible water table could be reached, water levels measured in A-4
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were assumed to be the same at A-5. Water levels at A-4 could be assumed to

be the same at A-5 because the hydraulic conductivity of the silty clay with ¡ne

sand determined from field slug tests was within the same magnitude as slug test

results from BH-2. Having similar hydraulic conductivities would result in

relatively similar phreatic surfaces.

In BH-1, the silty fine sand seam was first observed at three metres depth and

was slightly over 1.75 metres thick. Figure 6.06 is a photograph of the silty fine

sand seam taken after the West Failure re-failed in early July 2001. At the other

borehole and hand augured hole locations, the thickness of the silty fine sand

seam could not be determined as the boreholes and hand augured holes

terminated within the silty fine sand seam. A thickness of 1.7S metres for the silty

fine sand seam was used for the transient model. The silty fine sand seam

between BH-2 and A-1 was for the most part horizontal. In the transient SeepÂff

model, the sand seam was assumed to be horizontal for simplicity. The sand

seam was assumed to be inclined between BH-1 and 2.5 metres before BH-2

(Figure 6'04)' The location where the inclinatíon of the silty fine sand seam

terminated was not known. Terminating the inclined sand segment at, or near

BH-z would have a significant impact on water tevels measured at BH-2. The

inclined portion of the silty fine sand seam was terminated a few metres before

BH-z because measured water levels at BH-2 were only slighily higher than

water levels measured at A-4 suggesting little influence from the inclíned

segment of the silty fine sand seam.
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In the transient model, the intact unweathered clay underlies the sand seam from

the crest of the slope to approximately mid-slope. From mid-slope to the highway

pavement edge, the intact unweathered clay underlies the weathered clay tayer.

Based on information gathered from BH-1, the intact clay layer terminates at a

depth of 22 metres below the crest near the left boundary of the domain (Figure

6'04)' The termination depth of the intact clay at the right hand boundary was

determined from a fierd investigation pedormed by A. Dean Gourd and

Associates. Their report is included in Appendix F. Mr Gould's field investigation,

pafticularly test hole 10, has the intact clay layer termÍnatÍng at an elevation of

402'16 metres where a silty/sand layer begins. Test hole 10 was drilled at the toe

of the slope, approximately 1o metres west of cross-section F-F (Figure 4.01).

The elevation of the bottom of the intact clay layer at the right boundary also

corresponds to a water table observed by A. Dean Gould and Associates.

Beneath the intact clay to the bottom of the domain, a silVsand soil layer was

observed in BH-1 and in A. Dean Gould and Associates test hole 10.

6.2.1 .2 Soil Properties

For SeepAff to perform a transÍent anatysis, the specified properties of each soil

layer need to include a soil water characteristic curue (SWCC) and associated

hydraulic conductivity function. The SWCC for all the soil types retrieved from the

study area was determined using the modified Kovács method, while the

associated hydraulic conductivity function was estimated using van Genuchten
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method' Both of these methods were presented in detail in the literature review

chapter, Chapter 2. The chosen SWCCs and hydraulic conductivity functions are

presented in Figures 6.02,6.0g, and 6.09.

The nature of the material retrieved in the top two to three metres of the slope

suggested a weathered and desiccated zone due to infiltration, root action, and

freeze/rhaw cycles' The upper three metres of soil warranted a separate soil

layer to be íncluded in the transient analysis to take these effects into account.

The soil water characteristic curve and the hydraulic conductivity function used

for the weathered soil tayer were adjusted from taboratory results performed on

intact, unweathered clay. The SWCC and hydraulic conductivity curves were

shifted 70"/o trom the reference point of the AEV to better represent the nature of

the weathered material. The reduction resulted in an AEV just over 200 kpa

consÍstent with a blocky/friable structure unable to maintain higher suctions. The

saturated hydraulic conductívity was adjusted according to information published

by two of the authors mentioned previously. Shaw and Hendry (1ggg) showed

hydraulíc conductivity differences in the magnitude of 160 to 320 times between

oxidized (weathered) and unoxidized clay till, while Viklander (1ggg) increased

the hydraulic conductivity on laboratory controlled clay till samples subjected to

treezellhaw cycles by a factor of almost two. The saturated conductivity of the

weathered clay used in the transient seepAff model, 1.g4 x 10-a m/day (2.13 x

10-e m/s), was equal to ten times the average saturated hydraulic conductivity

measured in the laboratory. Increasing the hydraulic conductivity ten fold was a
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conservative adjustment based on evidence presented in the literature. Figure

6'07 is a plot of the SWcc for the weathered clay layer (modified Kovács

method) and the corresponding hydraulic conductivity function (van Genuchten

method).

The SWCC and the hydraulic conductivity function assigned to the silty fine sand

seam layer have negligible impact on the solution since the sand seam was

assumed to be continuously saturated and therefore would not use the non-linear

portion of the SWcc function. The soil properties of sample B1-z-4were used to

calculate both the SWCC and hydraulic conductivity curve for the silty fine sand

seam' The SWCC and hydraulic conductivity curves were shifted by 50% to
reduce the AEV to one that was consistent with silty fine sand material. The

saturated hydraulic conductivity was determined from slug tests performed on

piezometers installed within the sílty fine sand layers in BH-2 and A_4. An

average saturated hydraulic conductivity of 5.69 x 1o'2 mlday (6.sg x 1o-7 m/s)

was used in the detailed transient seepage model. Figure 6.0g is a plot of the

Swcc (modified Kovács method) and the hydraulic conductivity function (van

Genuchten method) for the silty fine sand seam.

The SWCC and hydraulic conductivity functions used for the unweathered clay

layer were directly determined from grain size distributions of soil samples

without any adjustments. The saturated hydraulic conductivity used in the

detailed Seep/ìrv model was an average of six laboratory flexible wall
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permeameter tests and was 1.g4 x 1o-5 m/day (2.1g x 10-10 m/s). soir properties

determined from sample BH-3-7 were used in the modified Kovács method to

calculate the SWCC for the unweathered clay. Figure 6.09 plots both the SWcc
function and the hydraulic conductivity function used for the unweathered clay

layer in the detailed transient analysis.

The silVsand layer that underlíes the intact unweathered clay has lit¡e to no

effect on the near slope pore water pressure distributions or gradients that effect

stability' This layer was included in the detailed analysis for compteteness. The

SWCC and hydraulic conductivity function were assigned to be equal to those

used in the weathered clay layer.

6.2.1 .3 Initial Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions included a 'no flow' boundary along the bottom of the

domain, and a 'no flow' boundary for the weathered clay layer, the intact

unweathered clay layer, and the silVsand layer at the left boundary (Figure 6.04).

The left boundary was assigned a 'no flow' condition to be incorporated into the

transient SeepAff model since the lateral flow in the low permeable layers would

be negligible in contrast to the high permeability of the silty fine sand seam.

contrary to all other soits at the left boundary, a positive flux boundary condition

was assigned to the silty fine sand seam at the left boundary. A positive flux

boundary condition was incorporated into the detailed model to act as a
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groundwater recharge into the silty fine sand seam since the seam is

continuously saturated and expected to be draining areas behind the crest

(Figure 6'04)' The magnitude of the recharge was determined during calibration

of the detailed moder (section: 6.2.1.4). The right boundary of the domain

incorporated a constant head value of 402.16 metres based on observed water

levels in test hole 10 from the A. Dean Gould and Associates report (Appendix

F).

An environmental flux boundary reviewed by elevation was assigned to the slope

face' This boundary condition represents the in-situ soil/water interaction. The

environmental flux boundary function includes evapotranspiration during non-

rainfall events and infiltration during rainfall events. The flux function was

determined from rainfall and temperature data obtained from an Environment

Canada weather station in Virden, Manitoba.

The magnitude of evapotranspiration for a vegetated area is difficult to catculate

due to the complexity of the vegetation/soil/water interaction. Many factors will

affect the magnitude of evapotranspiration such as vegetation type, vegetation

density, humidity, temperature, wind speed, inclination of the sun (season),

inclination of soil sudace, soil type, and availability of groundwater. penman

(1948) stated that the rate of evapotranspiration from vegetated and bare soils is

approximately equal to the rate of evaporation from a free water surface provided

that the supply and availability of water to the surface is unlimited. Assuming that
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the availability of water is unlimited for the study area, a simple mass transfer

equation from a free water surface could be used to determine the

evapotranspiration as a starting point prior to calibration. Meyer (1944) proposed

a simple mass transfer equation for Minnesota lakes given below;

E = 0.01 06(t +0.1u)(e" - e^)* 2.54 eq. 6.01

where:

E = êVâpofâtion from free water surface, (cm/day)
u = wind speed, (rpfr)
ês = sâturated water vapour pressure, (mb)

êa = €tctual water vapour pressure, (mb)

The saturated vapour pressure can be calculated using the following equation;

eq. 6.02

where:

To = dew point temperature, ("C)

The most common way to represent the magnitude of water vapour pressure in

the atmosphere is by a ratio of water vapour pressure to saturated water vapour

pressure referred to as Relative Humidity. The weather station at Virden.

ê"=2.7489x108 exp(- o,It_u 
, I

I ro +242.7e )
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Manitoba did not measure Relative Humidity or wind speed, two parameters

needed to calculate evapotranspiration using the Meyer (gaa) equation. For

calculating the evapotranspiration function for the study area, wind speed and

refative humidity were arbitrarily assumed to be constant aL 20 km/h and 60%

respectively.

Infiltration during rainfall events needed to be incorporated into

evapotransipration and runoff based on the return period of the event, The

infiltration was calculated based on the following intuitive relationship.

l=P-E-(axp) eq. 6.03

where:

| = lnfiltration, (cm/day)

P = Precipitation, (cm/day)

E = Evapotranspiration calculated using eq. 6.01, (cm/day)

â = fufloff coefficient based on return period, Tp

Three runoff coefficients were used in calculating runoff. The three runoff

coefficients were assigned to three return period ranges. The return periods were

calculated using the last 40 years of rainfall data gathered from the weather

station in Virden, Manitoba. Figure 6.10 shows the rainfall event versus return

period from data collected at the weather station at Virden, Manitoba. The first
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runoff coefficient was assigned to rainfall events less than a S year return period

in Figure 6.10. The second runoff coefficient calculated runoff for rainfall events

between 5 year return period and 15 year return period. The last runoff

coefficient was assigned to large rainfall events having return periods greater

than 15 years. The runoff coefficients were adjusted accordingly in the calibration

phase of the modeling discussed in the following section.

6.2.1.4 Calibration of the Transient SeepM Model

The calibration phase of the transient SeepM model consisted of adjusting the

amount of recharge into the silty fine sand seam and adjusting the environmental

flux function to reproduce measured in-situ groundwater and suction profiles. The

calibration year of 2000 was modeled from April 1 to November 1 when two

measurements were taken of groundwater levels and the suction profile. The

transient model was 'sensitive to the interaction between the surficial

environmental flux boundary and the recharge to the sand seam. Adjusting one

of these parameters significanily affected the soil/water profiles.

The amount of recharge to the sÍlty fine sand seam was not known and could

only be estimated based on measured water levels. The recharge was held

constant, producing a constant groundwater profile when no environmental flux

boundary was defined (Figure 6.11). The amount of recharge to the silty fine

sand seam was based on the maximum possible recharge, equal to the
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conductivity of the silty fine sand seam (5.69 x 1O-2 miday). After calibration, the

recharge into the silty fine sand seam was reduced to 1.82 x 1O-2, g2o/o of the

maximum magnitude of recharge.

The second of these relationships is the environmental flux function. Figure 6.12a

plots the flux function that was obtained after calibration. The calibration

consisted of adjusting evapotranspiration (section 6.2.1.3) and the magnítude of

the three runoff coefficients. The evapotranspiration function needed to be

reduced by 96.3% to best represent the in-situ groundwater and suction profiles.

This large reduction suggests (a) the inability of the Meyer (1944) mass transfer

equation to properly estimate evaporation from a free water surface or (b) the

validity of the assumption that the evapotranspiration from a bare or vegetated

soil is equal to evaporation from a free water surface provided a continuous

availability of water. The second assumption is likely the less realistic since

numerous factors will affect the evapotranspiration in a vegetated soil. Another

possibility could be the orientation of the slope. A north-facing slope like the one

at PR 259 would not attract the same amount of solar radiation as a flat or south-

facing exposure, thus reducing the amount of evapotranspiration. The impact of

the assumed relative humidity on groundwater conditions and slope stability is

examined in the sensitivity analysis discussed later in the chapter (Section 6.4).

The runoff factors used in the calibrated environmental function are presented in

Table 6.03.
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During the initial part of the calibration exercise, the calculated groundwater

profile was very sensitive to rainfall events when compared to the relatively

constant water levels that were actually measured. The sensitivity was due to the

fact that the AEV in the weathered clay layer was too high to allow for de-

saturation of the upper soil material where there were larger suctions. A fully

saturated soil would not permit primary storage capabilities in the soil peds. In

addition, the lack of secondary storage, such as fissures, fractures and the

block/friable structure of the weathered zone would also not be incorporated in a

fully saturated soil. A storage component had to be built into the model to limit

the influence of intense rainfall events. To incorporate storage capabilities and to

de-saturate the upper soil, the SWCC for the weathered soil layer was shifted

65% (Figure 6.12b). Shifting the SWCC for the weathered soil significantty

reduced the sensitivity of the groundwater profile to intense rainfall events. The

hydraulic conductivity function was not adjusted.

Calibration results for BH-2, A-1, A-4 are presented in Figures 6.19,6.14, 6.1s

respectively. All modeled water level profiles showed, for the most part, good

agreement with the measured water levels, The modeled groundwater profile for

BH-2 was higher than the measured water levels by an average of 0.4b metres.

The groundwater profiles for A-1 and A-4 were below measured water levels by

an average of 0.19 and 0.21 metres respectively. Overall the results of the

calibration exercise compared with observed potentials with time were in good

agreement over the entire domain (Figure 6.16).
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The modeled suction profile compared reasonably well with the two measured

suction profiles from TP-1, and TP-2 (Figure 6.17). The modeled suction profile

was not as steep as the measured profile, but still displayed significant non-

linearity and in the negative pore water pressure range, it produced suctions that

were approximately two times larger than the hydrostatic values "[*XZ above

!t = P". Having a modeled suction profile at a lesser slope than the slope of

measured suction profile results in conservative results for the contribution of

suction to stability.

At this point, calibration of the model was considered complete. Both the

groundwater (at different times) and suctions were being modeled well.

lmprovements could no doubt be made to either the modeled groundwater profile

or to the suctíon profile. However, the coupled nature of the

saturated/unsaturated flow regime restricts adjustments since improving one

aspect of the in-situ pore water pressures appeared to worsen another aspect.

The calibrated SeepM results using the year 2O0O data were considered an

acceptable modeling of the soil conditions in the slope.

6.2.2 Transient Slope Stability Analysis

Pore water pressure distributions for 1998, 1999, and 2000 modeled using

SeepÂff model were imported into slopeM using the same slope geometry, and

soil profiles used in SeepM. The same fully-specified failure surface used in the
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preliminary analysis was used in the detailed SlopeAff model. Figure 6.1g

illustrates the domain used in the detailed SlopeÂrV model.

The soil parameters used for the weathered and unweathered clay layers were

identical to the soil parameters used in the preliminary analysis. The preliminary

slopeAff analysis used averaged vatues from laboratory results; c,nc = 0, 0,n"=

22, and Ybutr. = 19.6 kN/m3. The friction angle due to suction, Q6, wâs assumed

to be equal to Q' (Vanapalli et al. 1996) based on the fact that the AEV intuitively

is never reached in the weathered and unweathered clay. The effect of the Q5

parameter on slope stability is determined in the sensitivity section (6.4) of this

chapter. The soil parameters used for the silty fine sand seam were estimated

based on typical values for silty sands. The silty fine seam used the following soil

propertiesi C' = 0, 0'= 37o, and Tbulk = 19.6 kN/m3. The effect Of these estimated

soil parameters on slope stability would be limited due to the location and small

thickness of the sand seam. The location and thickness of the sand seam means

that only a few slice bases in the slope analysis will fall in the sand seam Since

the silty fine sand seam was assumed to be saturated, no friction angle due to

suction was defined in the SlopeA/ú model. The effect of the estimated friction

angle of the silty fíne sand seam on slope stability is described in the sensitivity

section (6.4) of this chapter.
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6.3 Results

After calibration of the SeepÂff model, simulations in both SeepM and Slopep

were executed forthe periods April 1 to November 1 for 1998, 1ggg, and 2000.

The results of for each of the three years are presented in the followíng section.

6.3.1 SeepM Results

Figures 6.19 presents the modeled SeepM groundwater profile for 1gg8. Figures

6.20, 6.21 , 6.22 plot calculated values of total head versus time for a node (node

693) located in the center of the silty fine sand seam at BH-2 for 1gg8, 1ggg,

2000. In addition to the total head versus time profile, the environmental flux

function for each year is plotted on the secondary axis (on the right side) in

Figure 6-20,6.21,6.22. Plotting both the total head versus time for a node and

the environmental flux function allows for easy comparison of trends. lt can be

easily seen from Figure 6.20,6.21,6.22ïhatthere is direct correlation between

the environmental flux function and the modeled variable head profile for any

node in the domain. The virtually exact trends between the two profiles

demonstrate the expected influence and impact of the environmental flux

boundary on the groundwater profile as expected.

In addition to directly affecting the groundwater profile, the environmental flux

boundary condition has considerable influence on the suction profile. Figure 6.23
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plots modeled suction versus time (1998) for a node (674) located at the slope

face at BH-2 on the primary (left) axis, while the environmental flux function for

1998 versus time is plotted on the secondary (right) axis. As with the

groundwater profile, there is generally a strong correlation between the suction

profile and the environmental flux function. However, the trend comparison

between the suction profile and the environmental flux function at times did not

correspond, in this way differing from the much closer comparisons observed in

the groundwater profiles in Figures 6.20,6.21,6.22.

After the three seven-month periods were modeled, the results from the SeepM

model were used as input in SlopeAlV to determine the stability of the slope. The

following section presents results from the transient SlopeÂff analysis using the

SeepAff results as input.

6.3.2 SlopeM Results

upon completion of the transient seepage analysis for 19g8, 1ggg, 2000, the

stability of the studied slope was examined using SlopeAlV. Figure 6.24 plots the

factor of safety with respect to time for all three years. The factor of safety profile

for the calibration year of 2000 is significantly above 1.0 with a minimum factor of

safety of 1.72. The calibration year of 2000 displayed only small fluctuations in

modeled factor of safety.
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In contrast, the modeled factor of safety profile for the two wet years of 19gB and

1999 exhibited considerable variation in the factor of safety within shoft periods

of time (a few days). For the most part, significant fluctuations in the factor of

safety occur in May and June, with the 1998 profile exhibiting the largest change

in factor of safety. In May and June (Figure 6.25), factor of safety profiles for both

1998 and 1999 had several simulations that were only marginally above unity

(F.S=1.04). These marginally stable simulations suggest that the slope

movements could have occurred in either 1998, 1999. However, it is suspected

that the slope movements occurred in 1999 since rainfalt events that produced

factors of safety near unity were long in duration, low intensity events facilitating

infiltration as opposed to runoff. The effect of long duration, low intensity events

is reflected in gradual decreases in the modeled factor of safety from a stable

factor of safety to just above unity. Rainfall events in 1998 that produced

inadequate factors of safety were of short duration, high intensity events. These

high intensity rainfall events decreased the factor of safety over larger ranges

when compared to the range of decreases exhibited in 1999 during wet periods.

ln addition to the differences in the type of rainfall events, 19g9 has a larger

frequency of factors of safety that fall below 1 .4 when compared to 1ggg,

suggesting slope movements in 1ggg.

After June, all three factor of safety profiles in Figure 6.24 correspond reasonably

well with each other. Having similar factors of safety after June indicates that

there is a natural equilibrium for the slope. Even after periods of substantial rain
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(May, June), Ihe in-situ soil/water conditions tend towards this natural equilibrium

and are reflected in the factor of safety profiles. Based on the wet years of l ggg

and 1999, instability issues will occur in the months following spring thaw until the

dry heat of mid-summer.

To evaluate how matric suction affects slope stability, two simulations of stable

and unstable factors of safety were compared. The comparison was based on

soil/water conditions along identical fully-specified failure surfaces. Figure 6.26

plots the pore water pressure along the slip surface versus slice number for May

14, 1999 (unstable) and August 28, 1999 (stable). Slice #1 is located near the

crest of the slope while slice #50 is near the toe. Differences between the stable

and unstable pore water pressures profiles are substantial, with the unstable

pore water profile remaining almost entirely above zero. According to the

effective stress concept, the difference in the pore water pressures will result in

differences in effective stress. In turn, these affect the available soil strength

acting along the base of each slice. The difference between the two pore water

pressure profiles is reflected in the friction and suction components of soil

strength (available shearing resistance) profiles plotted in Figure 6.27. The May

14, 1999 (unstable) simulation produced considerably less available frictional

shear strength when compared to August 28, 1999 (stable). ln addition, the soil

strength increase due to suction is non-existent, for May 14, 1gg9, while the

simufation for August 28, 1999 encompasses substantial amounts of soil strength

(shearing resistance) due to suction. The reduction of frictional shear strength
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and almost non-existent shear strength due to suction for the unstable simulation

furthers confirms the important effect that rainfall events have on the examined

slope.

6.4 Sensitlvlty Analyses

Sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the effects that adjusted,

assumed or estimated model parameters have on calculated stability. The

sensitivity analyses íncorporated the following parameters; evapotranspiration,

recharge into the sílty fine sand seam, Qo to Q' relationship, and Q, of the silty fine

sand and unweathered clay.

The evapotranspiration component of the environmental flux boundary was

altered between a range of + 50%. The effect of changing the evapotranspiration

on slope stability is plotted in Figure 6.28. May 15, l ggg was chosen for the

analysis because its factor of safety of 1 .14, allowed for a considerable reduction

in the factor safety before reaching unity. The sensitivity results exhibit a linear

change in the factor of safety between -1Oo/" change and +40"/o. Within the linear

range, the factor of safety ranged between 1 .10 and 1 .36. A 50% percent change

in evapotranspiration over the linear range resulted in a 2B/o change in the factor

of safety. Within the linear portion of Figure 6.28 the stability can be said to be

relatively sensitive to changes in evapotranspiration. Above + 4O/o, the factor of

safety versus percent change in evapotranspiration curve increases sharply. lt
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can be inferred from this relationship that the calculated stability is beginning to

be dominated by the amount of recharge into the sand seam, with the influence

of the environmental flux decreasing. Below -10"/", the factor of safety versus

percent change in evapotranspiration curve becomes non-linear and begins to

flatten out. The groundwater profile for this portion of the curve is at the surface

for most of the sliding mass except at the upper and lower ends of the sliding

mass. A positive flux condition would only infiltrate at the ends of the sliding

mass, with runoff occurring in the middle in the fully saturated zone. This limited

the infiltration capacity and increased the runoff resulting in minimal decrease in

the factor of safety with a decrease in the amount of evapotranspiration.

ln order to construct the detailed SeepM model, the magnitude of recharge into

the silty fine sand seam had to be assumed since no explicit recharge data were

available. Because the recharge into the silty fine sand seam contributed

considerably to the groundwater profile, a sensitivity analysis was performed to

determine its impact on the factor of safety. The sensitivity analysis involved

altering the head at the left boundary of the seepage domain between +0.5

metres while the environmental flux boundary condition was not applied. Once

the correct head adjustment was attained, the environmental flux boundary was

then applied to the system, with the results being impofted into SlopeAff. Figure

6.29 plots the factor of safety versus change in head at the left boundary of the

seepage domain for May 15, 1999. The results clearly show that the slope is only

moderately sensitive to the magnitude of recharge into the silty fine sand seam.
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As with reducing evapotranspiration, non-linearity is observed when the factor of

safety falls below 1.10. The sensitivity is 12/" for a change of input head of 1

metre.

The friction angle of the silty fine sand seam was estimated to be O7o, which is a

conservative Q angle based on the nature of the material. The sensitivity analysis

adjusted the Q angle by two degree increments between 2go and 3go. Figure 6.30

shows results of sensitivity analysis. lt can be seen that the stability of the slope

is relatively insensitive to the friction angle of the silt fine sand seam. Over the

range of 10o the calculated factor of safety changed 6.5%.

In addition to analyzing the assumed Q' for the silty fine sand seam, the 0, for

the weathered and unweathered clay was adjusted over a range of + 40 to

determine its effect of the calculated factor of safety. A range to this extent would

go well beyond all likely Q' angles for the material. Figure 6.31 plots factor of

safety versus the adjusted O' for the weathered and unweathered clay. lt was

determined that the factor of safety is moderately sensitive to the assigned Q,of

the weathered and unweathered clay. Over a range of 80 the calculated factor of

safety changed 36%. Therefore, any possible error in the interpolated failure

envelope from laboratory results (Figure 5.05) would have marginal impact on

the calculated factor of safety.
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Another assumption that was incorporated into the Slopeilff model was the

relationship between Qo, ând Q'. The base model assumed that Q6, wâs equal to

q'. This assumption would only affect the stability of the slope during dry

conditions when the factor of safety is substantially above unity. Nevertheless,

the effect of this assumption was analyzed. A relationship of 00, = O.S x Q, was

incorporated into the SlopeAlV model for the Septembe r 23,1999 simulation. The

base factor of safety (with of 00, = Q') was equal to 2.16 while the 0u, = 0.b x

Q'simulation had a factor of safety equal to 1.78. Reducing the friction angle for

suction by 50% reduced the factor of safety by 17.5%. The Qs = Q'assumption

does not significantly affect the slope stability results at or near unity when the

slope is saturated for the most part and consequently is not important for the

failure mechanism being studied.

The sensitivity analysis demonstrated, excluding evapotranspiration, that

assumed, adjusted or estimated model parameters had little affect on the stability

of the slope. The sensitivity of the modef to changes in evapotranspiration was

acceptable. The confidence level in the evapotranspiration parameter could be

greatly improved with improved estimation method (96.2% reduction on

esti mated evapotranspi ration).
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Standpipe
ID

Distance
From

Centerline
(metres)

Measured
Totaf Head

(metres)

Modeled
Total
Head

(metres)

BH-2

A-4

A-1

50

43

37

420.30

419.33

418.40

420.70

419.40

418.33

Table 6.01 Comparison of water levels for fall 2000 used in preliminary seepage
analysis.

Suction Conditions
G roundwater Conditions

Case 1

423.50 m
Case 2

424.25 m
Case 3

425.00 m

No Suction 1.13 1.07 1.01

Qb = 0.5
x Q'n.

9eéP4ry
Suction,

' 
,,:li,','.:'1l2:

Measured
Suction

1.44 1.30 1.16

oo - o'n.

Table 6.02 Factors of safety for preliminary SlopeAff model.

Return Period, Tn Runoff Coefficient

< 5 years

5 years < x > 15 years

> 15 years

0.97

0.98

0.99

Table 6.03 Runoff coefficients used in calibrated transient SeepM model.



Figure 6.01 Seep/lff domain used in preliminary analysis.

Figure 6.02 SlopeÂlV domain used in preliminary analysis.
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Figure 6.03 Pore water pressure profile used in preliminary study.
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Figure 6.06 Silty fine sand seam after re-failing of the West Failure in July 2001.
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Figure 6'07 SWCC and hydraulic conductivity function for weathered clay layer.
SWCC function was based on sample BH-g-7.
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Figure 6.11 seepAff result with no applied environmental flux boundary.
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Ghapter 7

Sq,¡rmma¡'y and Cone! usEems

7.0 Summary

Two bowl-shaped failures that occurred along the PR 2Sg highway cut were a

direct result of the slope geometry, nature of material, and dissipation of soil

suction that caused a significant reduction of available shear strength.

The soil profile at the location of the two failures was heterogeneous. The

material encountered during the field investigation íncluded glacial till, tacustrine

clay, alluvium and colluvium, silt, and fine sand. The complex soil profile was a

direct result of the complex geology and geomorphology. The field investigation

included four boreholes, two test pits and several hand augured holes with

several standpipe piezometer installations.

A Quick-draw Tensiometer was used to obtain matric suction profiles in the soil

during excavation of the test pits. Readings with the Tensiometer were taken at

0.5 metre intervals during the excavation. The suction profile was then used to
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cal¡brate the detailed transient SeepM model. The tensiometer was a valuable

tool and played a significant role in determining the stability of the slope.

During the fíeld investigation, faílure surfaces were obserued in two test pits and

in extracted samples retrieved from the study area. A majority of the fractures

were in-filled with gray, silty, fine sand and were surrounded by lacustrine clay or

"tilf like" material (Figure 4.20). The presence of the silty fine sand in a fracture of

clay or till implíes that the material is not native and was transported by water

from its origin. The remaining failure surfaces were slickensided in nature as

exhibited in Test pit 2 (Figure 4.14 - 4.16). A slickensided failure surface was

observed in Test pit 1 in what was previously thought to be intact material. The

incfination of the failure surface (-22') was slightly above the inclination of the

slope (-17").The inclination of the slope and the observed faiture surface is

close to 0'"" determined from the laboratory program and used in the slope

stability analysis. The Q"" (q, for Direct Shear) frictional angle was chosen based

on the block/friable nature of the material and the fact the slope has undergone

past movements.

Information from the field investigation and laboratory testing program was

compíled, organízed and incorporated into an integrated seepage and slope

analysís using the SeepÂff and SlopeM computer applications. A preliminary

model was constructed in SeepM and SlopeAff to obtain an understanding of

the role and effect that soil suction has on slope stability. The preliminary model
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defined only one representative soil with averaged soil parameters. The results

from the preliminary model showed that during normal dry conditions the slope

was stable, while during normal wet conditions the slope remained stable only

because of the contribution of soil suction to availabre shear strength.

Upon completion of the preliminary model, a more detailed transient model was

constructed to improve the understanding of the influence of rainfalt duration and

intensity on dissipation of soil suction. An environmental flux boundary was

incorporated into the detailed transient model to simulate rainfall and

evapotranspiration. Construction of the more detailed SeepÂff model used four

distinct soil layers. Several assumptions were required for constructing the

model' The effects of these assumptions were examined in the sensitivity section

(6'4)' The detailed SeepÂff model used the same cross-section and mesh design

as the preliminary model. The majority of boundary conditions used the detailed

Seepru model were the same as the preliminary model with the except for an

envíronmental flux boundary applied to the slope face and a recharge flux

applied to the silty fine sand seam. The majority of the soil parameters were

either determined or inferred from information gathered from the field

investigation and the laboratory testing program. The swcc and the hydraulic

conductivity functions were determined from predictive modets discussed in

sections 2'3 and 2.4. The SWcc and the hydraulic conductivity function for the

silty fine sand seam and the weathered clay layer were adjusted to provide a

better representation of their inherent material properties.
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once the detailed transient seepArv model was constructed, it was calibrated

using measured water levels and in-situ suctions for the year 2000. The

magnitude of evapotranspiration and the runoff coefficients based on return

period were adjusted during calibration. The evapotranspiration was determined

using an empirical equation developed by Meyer (1944). The equation requires

temperature, relative humidity and wind speed data. During the earty stages of

calibration, modeling of the slope was extremely sensitive to intense rainfall

events since the upper soil never became de-saturated, nullifying storage

capabilities. Consequently, a storage function was built into the Seepry model

by shifting the swcc of the weathered clay layer to allow de-saturation of the

upper soil. After caribration, it was evident (96.9% reduction in

evapotranspiration) that the Meyer (1944) equation could not estimate

evapotranspiration effectively in this application. The results of the calibrated

model showed good agreement with the measured water levels and reasonable

correlation with the measured suction profile. Due to the coupled nature of the

water levels and suction profire, further refinement was not undertaken.

After calibratíon, 1998, 1999 and calibration year 2000 were analyzed using the

detailed transient seepAff model. The seepage results showed that there was

direct correlation between the selected environmentat ftux boundary conditÍon

and the change of totar head at a node (Figures 6.20 - 6.22).In addition, the

environmental flux boundary condition produced almost identical trends when

compared to change in suction at node (Figure 6.29). lt is evident that the
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environmental flux boundary condition plays a major role in controlling the

soil/water conditions in the slope.

The detailed SlopeM model incorporated the same geometry and soil layers as

the SeepAff model. The strength and density parameters assigned to the soil

layers, except for the silty fine sand seam, were determined during the laboratory

testing program. Typical values of strength and .density parameters were

assigned to the silty fine sand seam.

Pore water pressures calculated for 1998 and 1ggg, the suspected years of slope

movements, and for the calibration year of 2OOO were incorporated into the

detailed Slopelì/ú model. The calibration year 2OO0 produced catculated Factors

of Safety that were never tower than 1 J2 (Figures 6.24). The results for 1ggg,

and 1999 indicated several periods where the slope was unstable (F.S = 1.04,

Figures 6.24 and 6.25) and numerous periods with only marginal stability (F <

1'4)' Both 1998 and 1999 exhibited roughly the same numbers of periods that

were unstable or only marginally stable, all of them occurring in May to June.

Since significant rainfall events of 1998 were of short duratÍon and high intensity

while the 1999 significant rainfall events were of low íntensity and long duration, it

is suspected that slope movements occurred in June 1ggg. After June, in all

three years, the calculated factors of safety fell within the same range (F.S =
2.0), suggestíng a natural equilibrium.
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The influence of suction on available shear strength during unstable and stable

years, differed considerably. lt Ís evident in Figures 6.26 and 6.27 that shear

strength due to suction contributed significanfly to the available frictionat shear

strength during normal operating conditions. However, during significant rainfall

events of low intensity and long duratíon, rainfall infiltration dissipates the soil

suction, and produces 'unstabre' factors of safety that can trigger srope

movements' Significant rainfatl events most likely occur during wetter periods

from spring thaw to early summer.

A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the impact of adjusted,

assumed or estimated model parameters on the outcome of the integrated

model' The sensitivity analysis was performed by adjusting the following model

parameters; recharge into the silly fine sand seam, 0' of the silty fine sand seam

and the magnitude of evapotranspiration. The amount of recharge into the silty

fine sand seam and its estimated Q', have litile influence the factor of safety

(Figure 6.29, G.go). However, the magnitude of evapotranspiration has

considerable impact on the calculated factor of safety, especially at higher

values' The effect of evapotranspiration on stability, the inability to estimate

evapotranspiration effectively, and the fact that the soíl/water conditions of the

slope depend on the defined environmental flux boundary warrants further

development of methods for estimating or obtaining accurate evapotranspiration

data to increase the confidence level in determining the stability of a slope like

the one examined.
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7.1 Conclusions

The primary conclusions that can be drawn from this

follows:

research project are as

1' Soil suction can contribute significantly to the total available shear

strength in unsaturated materials. In many cases suction may be the

dominant strength component to maintain stable conditions for a slope.

2' Infiltration of rainfall into a soil profile reduces the suction, thereby

reducing available shear strength.

3' Near surface soit/water conditions are dominated by the weather

conditions that can be modeled using known theories that incorporate

time-dependent environmentat parameters.

4' The sensitivity analysis of the strength and flow boundary conditions in

this project demonstrated that the most significant parameter for the

determination of stability was the characterization of the environmental

boundary conditions.

5' The integrated use of finite element seepage analysis and limit

equilibrium stability analysis allowed for examination and quantífication

of the time-dependent environmental conditions which dominated the

stability.

6' Extensive rainfall events of long duration and short intensities facilitate

infiltration over high intensity, row duration events. These events are
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most likely to occur in spring to early summer and are critical in terms

of slope stability.

The secondary conclusions are:

1. Reduction of available shear strength due to dissipation of soil suction

will generally cause shallow sliding failures where the failure will initiate

below the crest and exit above the toe.

Methods for predicting the swcc and hydrauric conductivity function

can be used with confidence when no experimental methods are

feasible.

Hydraulic properties of medium plastic clays can facilitate rainfall

infiltration ¡f the material is block/friable and within a zone of

weathering, and treeze/thaw cycles.

Preliminary modeling is a necessary step in order to develop detailed

models that effectively represents in-situsoil conditions.

7.2 Limitations of the Research

The limitations of the research for the most part were direcily related to the

heterogeneity of the profile and the soil itself. As with most research projects, the

limited amount of money available for the field program restricted the number of

boreholes, tests pits, and ínstruments that can be installed.

3.

4.
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The limited number of boreholes made it difficult to get a clear picture of the soil

profile in this heterogeneous study area. This difficulty was especially evident in

determining the location and thickness of the seam of silty fine sand. In addition,

the limited number and depth of the boreholes minimized the quantity of retrieved

soil samples that were available for the laboratory program. The minimal amount

of soil samples restricted the possibilities of the laboratory testing program to the

essentials and eliminated auxitiary tests like determining Swcc using a

desiccator.

The "till-like" heterogeneous material decreased the flexibility of the laboratory

testing program and restricted the potential for suitable laboratory samples. The

nature of the material restricted the triaxial sample size to the size of Shelby

tubes used' Difficultíes were also encountered in selecting representative

samples to obtain proper in-situ soil parameters. A laboratory sample tested in

the either triaxial, direct shear or flexible wall permeameter apparatuses needs to

be intact, and be able to withstand the installation process with only a limited

amount of sample disturbance. Selecting the most "ideal" laboratory sample can

deviate considerable from the most "representative" sample. Laboratory samples

used in the research were selected to best represent the in-situsoil, while having

the ability to produce good laboratory results.
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Due to the limited amount of field data, there were several limitations to the

coupled modelling component of the research. The limited number of boreholes

increased the number of assumptions in the both the seepArv and slopeArv

transient models. Some of these assumptions included several aspects of the

soil profiles, the boundary condition at the crest, and the depth of the weathered

clay above the silty fine sand seam. The one assumption that could potentially

have the largest impact is the no flow boundary condition along the left boundary

of the domain. This would probably be better represented by a variable head

boundary. A variable head boundary would allow for changes in the groundwater

elevation with respect to time based on environmental conditions of infiltration

and evapotranspi ration.

The lack of a storage component in the seepAff computer moder was one

limitation that was not a result of the limited number of boreholes. As previously

mentíoned in Section 6.2.1.4, storage capabilities had to be built into the

seepage model to allow for de-saturation the upper soil material. Adjusting the

soil properties of the weathered soir to incorporate storage (primary and

secondary) somewhat takes away from the premise of computer modelling.

Computer modelling represents the physical model based on observations and

retrieved data. The author hopes that a suitable storage function can be

incorporated into later versions of the seepAff computer program.
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Appendix A: Hand Augured Field Logs



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HoLE# A1
SHEET I of3

SITE/LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Deot. of Hiqhwavs
CONTRACTOR PROJECT
DRILL RIG pROJECT No. M. Sc.

},L.A'sI IU sUILI' SOIL DESGRIPTIoN KEV r-t-A5l tu ItutLS
SOIL TYPÊ. COLOUR MO¡STURE CONTENT
DENSTTY, GRADATION. GRAIN SIZE. MISC. OBSÉR
(i€. FINES. COABIES, OXDATION. OEPOST. STR.
Erc.)

c¡ñsrsTENcY. PtÂsTrctTy. Mtsc. oBSER
(iê. ORGâNlCS. OxD.q,flON. STRIÆIURES, EfC.)

þMÉ ,IGæf
YÍTH: æ¡5t.
rND agry

¡OULDERS: > 20O firú
ÐB8LES: 75 200 nr$
ÐARSEGRAVETj 19'75nn{
rtNÊGRAVEI 47Sre'ìd

prcEWU: Z{.¿sfrn{
tlEDlt M SqJ.¡O: .425-2 FrrÉ
:lNÉ SÂNO: .075.{25 dn{
1NFS <ôt5ñ

DEPTH SOIL DÊSCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Sarpl6 Typ€ O€ptt

Cdt
Rry.
LsSOr TYPE/RESULTS

- 5" Silty, fine sand loam - Dark qray. dry, no consistencv. no olasticitv. A 6"

trace oxidation, trace clay, shale and organics, 0-4.75mm

5'-9" same as above except grey, some clay, moist, medium plasticitv, A1-2 A

9'- 15" ;ame as above \1-3 A 13"

15" 24" )layey silt - dark gray, moist, soft, low plasticity, trace of oxidation. \1-4 20"

some fine sand, trace clay shafe 1Smm

24" - 34' Clayey silt - cark gray, moist, soft, low plasticiv. trace of oxidation. q1-5 A 26"

some fine sand, trace of clav shale

34" - 41" Sílty clay - dark grey, moist, soft, medium plasticity, trace of {16 37"

¡xidation, trace of fine sand, trace blocky friable structure, trace of

:lay shale <4.75mm

t'- 48' Silty clay - dark gray, moist, low to medium plasticiV. stiff. trace \1-7 A 44"

rlocky/friable structure, some oxidation. some fine sand

f8" - 55" Silty Clay - dark gray, moist, low stiffness, blocky friable, some A1-8 52"

oxidation, some f¡ne sand, medium plasticitv, trace of orqanics

55'- 60' Silty Glay - dark grey, moist, low stiffness. blockv friable. medium t-9 A 59"
plasticity, some oxidation, some fine sand

SAMPLE TYPE

T - SHELBY TUBE
A. AUGER CUTTINGS
U. UUKtr
SB. SPLIT BARREL
W -WASH

ÐA¡UI-Lts, UL'N I AINIKU
). TUBE
3. GI-ASS JAR
) - MOISTURE TIN
3.8AG

Mlltu. I tstt l5
T. TORVANE
H . HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT - DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

Drilling Log HoLE# AI
SHEET 2of3

SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE COMTEXT
coNstsfÉNcY' ptÁsr|cfry. Mtsc. oBs€R
(ìe. ORGÁN¡CS, OXOATION. STRUCTURES. ÊTC.l

SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY tsLAù I IU ùiUIL5
SOIL IYPE. COLOUR MOTSTURE CONTENT
OENSTTY. GRADATION. GR^IN SIZE MISC. OSSER
(¡e. FINES. CO88LES, OXOATTON. O€POST. StR..
src.)

ÐMÉ
VÍIH:
WD:

IG æ'6
20 -35t(
35 sof

ruUÆ: > 20O rrttó
:OBgtES: 7$2oodn0
:OARSEGRAVÊL: t975rr$
:l¡¡E GRAVEL 4.7$, tg rùS

ÐARSESAND: 24.75ñrn{
¡EDIUM SAND: .,ú2$2 m$
:lNE SANO: .075'.,{25 nnô

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Saftple Tvp€ Deprh

Cðt
Ræv.
Lm€lh IYP€/RESULTS

60'- 68" Silty Clay - dark gray, moist , soft, blocky, friable, some oxidation. {1-10 A 64"
;ome fine sand, medium plasticity

68" - 73" Silty Clay - dark gray, moist, soft, blocky, friable, some oxidation, A1-11 70"
some tan fìne sand, medium plasticity

t3" - 78" Silty Clay - dark gray, moist, soft, blocky, friable, some oxidation. \1-12 A 75"
some tan fine sand, medium plasticitv

28" - 83" Silty Fine Sand - dark tan sand and silt, wet, soft, no structure, trace {l-13 80"
clay, no plasticity, trace of clay shale, 0 - 4.75mm

83'-'89" Silty Fine Sand - Dark tan, wet, soft, no plasticity. free water. dilative. A 85"
trace of clay

39" - 95" Silty Fine Sand - Dark ta¡, wet, no consistency, no plasticity, free A1-15 A 91"
ruater, dilative, trace of oxidation, trace of clay, trace of clav shale

l-4.75 mm

95'- 103" Silty Fine Sand - tan, wqt no consistency, no plasticity, free water, t-16 97"
dilative, trace of oxidation

103" - 109" Sil9 Fine Sand - dark tan, wet, no consistency, no pfasticity, free q1-17 r06"
ivater, dilative, very soft

SAMPLE TYPE

I - SHELBY TUEE
\. AUGER CUTTINGS
:. CORE
ì8. SPLIT BARRÊL

^/ 
- WASH

ùAIYII'Lts çUN IAINts,Rti
C - TUBE
G. GLASS JAR
?. MOISTURE TIN
3-BAG

WtsLL Uts,I AILI''N(JI ES:
Depth (ft.)

MI5L;. I EI'TS
T. TORVANE
H. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT - DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laborato@
Department of Civil and Geological Enginegring
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T SV6

SITSLOCATION PR 259
corurnRcroR
DRILL RIGDRILL RIG
METHOD ffi

SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE CONTETÍÍ
CONSISTENCY. PLASÍCTTY. MISC. OBSER
(¡e. ORGA¡¡lCS, O)0OÁT|ON, STRUCIURES. EtC.)

SOIL TYPÉ. COLOUR I€ISTURE CONIEIÍT
OENSTY. GRADATION. GRAIN SIZE MlsC. OBSER
(ie. FINES. CO88LES. OXTDATION, DEPOST. STR.

Fine Sand - dark tan, wet, very soft, no plasticity, trace coarse

Silty Fine Sqnd - dark tan, wet, ngl]tast¡city, trace of coarse

Fine Sand - dark tan. wel

Fine Sand - tan, wet, soft, no plasticity, trace of coarse sand

End of Hole 130"

in at 92'from too of hole

SAMPLETYPE

. SHELBY TUBE

. AUGER CUTTINGS

. UUKtr
. SPLIT BARREL

.WASH H. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT- STD. PENETR. TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

Log HOLE# A2
sHEsr r orl-

sott-oesCffi PLASTIC SOILS
SOIL TYPÊ. COLOUR MOTSTURE CO¡frÉNT
O€NSTTY. GRADATION. GRÂIN SIZE MISC. OSSER
(ic. FINES. COSALÊS. OX|OAnON. DEPOST. STR_
ETC.}

CONSISTENCY. PLASNCTY. M¡SC. OBSÊR
(ie. ORGAIIICS, OXttlATlON, STRIJCTURES. ETC.)

RACÉ G' rotÉ
iOME: tG20t.
V[TH: æ-35'(

Ðu|.ÆÞ: >rutrmó
:OBBIES: 7$2clom$
:OÂRSE GRAVEL: | 975 ffi{
iINF êPÁGI

,rcèsu: z{.r5nÍs
¡EDIUM S.ANO: .12$2 fr¡{
:lNE SÁ1,¡O: .075.425 nrnå

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE IJIISC. TESTS
S6ûde TtPe Dept,l

Cst.
Rry.
LtrSth rYPE/RESULTS

Location - Same as A.l. 12.9 m west of BH3

10'-12.5' Silty Clay - trace of gpysum, dark grey, some fìne sand. flakev. low
plastic, structure at 3.3 m, fìne sand and silt lenses, trace of oxidation

E.O.H - 3.8 m

iree water

End of Hole

SAMPLETYPE

T. SHELBY TUBE
A . AUGER CUTTINGS
c - coRE
SB. SPLIT BARREL
W. WASH

ÐAMPLts, UONTAINERS
O.TU8E
G - GI.ASS JAR
P. MOISTURE TIN
B. BAG

Bentonlts

Cuttlngs

Bentonlte

"t**"*

Dêpth (ft.)

0.3 m

ll_¡n__
3.3 m

3.8 m

MISC. TESTS
T. TORVANE
H. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD- PENETR. TEST
DCT. DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HoLE# A3
SHEET I of I

SITULOCATION PR 259 CLTENT Dept. of Híqhwavs

DRILL RIG PROJECTNo. M
METHOD HandAuqer , LOGCED gy 

Og

SOIL DESCRIPT¡ON KEY r,t_A.!i I tu sotLs
SOIL TYPË. COLOUR T.þISIURE CO¡frENf
oENSrY, GR^DATTO¡.¡, GRÁ.|N S|ZE M!SC. OASER
(le. FINES. COBBLES. OXTOATþN, DÊPOST. STR.
ETC.'

coNsrstENcl pt¡sTtc¡Ty. Mtsc. oesER
(ie. ORGAfiICS. OXOAT|ON, STRT CTURES. ETC.!

MW Þ¡ffi
þME IG'æX
VfTH: æ35Í

ÐUu)ER5: > 200 firÉ
ÐBAL€S: 7$20OrÍÉ
þARSE GRAVEL: f975 nr$
XNF êÞÁIEI

JrcEWU: 2{./5rrÞ
UEDIUMSA.iIO: .{2t2rrr$
:lNE SANO: .07S.{25.mÉ
:|NFS. <ô74ñ

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Sargo Tvpo Oeprh

CÕt.
Rry.
Lðgrh TYPERESULTS

Locat¡on - Same as BH-1

SAMPLE TYPE

I - SHELBY TUBE
\ - AUGER CUTTINGS
l - coRE
;8. SPLIT BARREL
ru. WASH

I'A'MPLE GONTAINERS
). TUBE
3 - GI.ASS JAR
). MOISTURE TtN
]-BAG

Cuttings

Bentonite

S¡l¡cå Sand

Depth (ft.)

3.3 m

4..1 m

4.9 m

MISC. TESTS
T. TORVANE
H . HEAOSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT - DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HoLE# A4
SHEET 1 of2

SITúLOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Híqhwavs
CONTRACTOR PROJECT
DRILL R|G
METHOD Hand Auser LOGGED BY N. Ferreira/G. Siemens DATEAug. 17.2000

PL-AS ilç SU|LS SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY r.r.-Aù | tu SutLìt

coNs¡sTENcy. PtAsTtcfry, Mtsc. oBsER
(i6. ORG.cNICS, OXDAnON, STRIJCTURES. ETC.)

ÐME:
VTTH:

\ND:

1çæX
20 -35t4

15- 50f

UUUÈÞ: >ruffiS
:OB8[-E,S: 75- 200 ffir+
ÐAfiSEGRAV€L t9-75rnô
xNc 

^oÁrÉl

ÐffiE WO: Z{.75 frffìÖ

ilEDIUM SÁfiO: ..12$2 nn{
:lNE SAND: .07$'.,t25 nrú
:INES: <.075m

SOIL TYPE. COLOUR TIOTSTURE COÑTENT
OENSÍÍY. GRAOATION. GR¡,IN SIZE, MISC. OBSER.
(le. FINES. COBBLES. OXIDAIION. O€POST. STR.
ETC.I

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
saßpl6 Type oeplh

Cmt.
R€@.
L6Slh ÍYPE/RESULTS

Location - 12.9 m west of BH-3. t.65 m uo form A2 alono slooe

)'- 1 Fine Sandy Silt - light to med¡um gray, dry, no consistence, no {4-1 1

structure, no plasticity, trace of medium sand to coarse qravel, trace

of orqanics, trace of qpsum

1',-z', SilÇ Fine Sand - tan, dry, no consistency, no structure, no plasticity, \4-2 1.5'

:race of medium sand to coarse gravel, tracê of oroanics. trace to

;ome oxidation between 1'6' - 2', trace of qvosum

2'- 3' Silty Fine Sand - tan, dry, no consistency, no structure, no plasticity. A4-3 2.5',

race of medium sand to coarse gravel, trace of orqancis. trace to

;ome oxidation

3'- 5' Silty Clay - medium to dark grey, mo¡st, no structure, low to medium q4-4 3',- 4'

Olasticity, free water at 4'6", with tan fine sand. trace of medium to \4-5 4'- 5

coarse gravel, trace of oxidation, trace of clay shale

5'- 6' Silty Glay - medium to dark grey, moist, no structure, low to medium \4Æ 5.5'
¡lasticity, free water, with tan fine sand, trace of med¡um to

:oarse gravel, trace of oxidation, trace of clay shale

6',-7', Sifty Clay - medium to dark grey, moist, no structure, Iow to medium {+7 6.5'
rlasticity, free water, with tan fine sand. trace of medium to

rcarse gravel, trace of oxidation, trace of clav shale

SAMPLETYPÊ

Ï. SHELBY TUBE
A . AUGER CUTTINGS
c - coRE
SB - SPLIT BARREL
W - WASH

UA¡YIPLts, UUN I AIN ts,T{S
).ruBE
S. GI-ASS JAR
) - MOISruRE TIN
] -BAG

YYELL Uts, I AILU'N(, I ts,li:
oepth (ft.)

MISC. TESTS
T - TORVANE

H - HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPÏ. STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT - DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
Universíty of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HOLE# A4
SHEET I of2

SITULOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Deot. oflliqhwavs
CONTRACTOR PROJECT
DRILL RIG'
METHOD Hand Auqer LOGGED BY N. Ferreira/G. Siemens DATEAug. 17.2õoo

rHù I ItJ ù(JILù SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY }.I,-Aù I IU ÞUILìJ
SOIL TYPE. COLOU& MOISTURE C'NÎÊNT
OENSTY. GRADAIION. GR,AIN SIZE. MISC. OBSER.
(¡e. FINES. COABLÉS, OXDATION. OEPOSÍ- STR.
ETC-}

SOIL TYPE. COLOUR I¿OISTURE CONTENT

CONSISIENCÍ PI¡STICITY. MISC, OBSER
(¡e. ORGAN¡CS, OXDá,TION, STRUC¡URES. ETC.)

TACE O- t0%
;OME: lG209.
VÍTH:20.35'.

ruU¡Æ: >rudrÐ
þ88!ES: 7S 200 rrÍ$
)OARSE GRA\EL: 19-75 dr{

ÐrcE WU: 2{.75 nffb
¡EDIUM SANO: .125-2ñtÉ
rlNE SAI.¡D: .07t.425 drr{
INFS' <ô7Ãm

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Saqt€ TYPe Oeprh

C6L
R€v.
Ls!€lh TYPE/RESULTS

f'-8' Sílty Clay - dark grey, trace medium sand to fine gravel, low plasticty, A+8 7.s',

lo consistency, some fine sand, possible water table

3',- t1' Silty Clay - dark grey, trace medium sand to fine qravel, low plasticy. c,+9 8'5"
no consistency, some fine sand \4-10 9'5"

E.O.H

SAMPLE TYPE

I . SHELBY TUEE
\ - AUGER CUTNNGS
l - coRE
SB - SPLIT BARREL
/v - WASH

I'AMPLts, çUN I AINhTIt'
O. TUBE
G. GLASS JAR
P. MOISTURE TIN
B. BAG

YYE,LL UE I AILÙ/NTJ I tsÐ:

Eentonlte

Silíca Sand

Depth (ft.)

1'

11',2"

MlSr-. tEùtlt
T. TORVANE
H . HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STO. PENETR. TEST
DCT - DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HoLE# A5
SHEET I of I

SITE/LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Hiqhways
CONTRACTOR PROJECT
DRILL RIG PROJECT No. M. Sc.
METHOD Hand Auqer LOGGED BY N. Ferreira/G. Siemens DATEAUg. 17. 2000

r,LAù I IU ö(JILù SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY PLASTIC SOILS

DENSTTY. GRÂDATION. GRAIN SIZE MISC. OBSER
(¡e. FINES. COBBI-ES. OXDATON, OEPOST. STR.,
EÍC.)

SOIL IYPE. COLOUR ¡¡OISTURE CONTENT
CONSISTÉNCY. PI-ASIICITY, MISC. OBSER
(ie. ORG^NICS, OX[)ATþN, STRUCTURES, erc.)

RÂC€: G lot(
;oMe fGæt6
VflH: ãt.35L

ruU|Æ: >ruífr$
ÐB8L€S: 75. 20o nrr{
þARSEGRAVEL: t975ñ¡å

þARSE SÁND: 2{.75 ffir$
¡EDIUM SÁ¡¡O: .4292 rmË
;lNE S.AND: .0tS,125 nnô

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Sange

Í
T'tô Oepth

C6L
Rov.
L6gttl TYPE/RESULTS

Location - 7.5 m uo slooe from BH-3

0'-2' Silt with Clav - some orqanics. trace sand. low olasticitv

2',-3', Silt with Clav - some sand. trace orqancis. trace coarse oravel.

trace qwsum , low plasticiV

3'- 4' Silt with Fine Sand - some clay. trace orqanics. trace fine qravel.

low olasticitv. some oxidation

4':5' Silt with Clav - some sand. trace oroancis. trace fìne qravel (1st).

trace gypsum , low plast¡city

5'-6' Silt with Fine Sand - some clav, trace fine qravel (1st). trace

rvosum. low olasticitv. some oxidation

6'-7' Silt with Fine Sand - some clay, trace fine oravel (1st shale. Cryst.)

ow olasticitv, minor oxidation

7'. End of Hole - Boulder ?

SAMPLE TYPE

r - SHELBY TUBE
\ . AUGER CUTTINGS
) - coRE
ì8. SPLIT BARREL
ru.WASH

ùAM|-LE UL'NIAINtrt(Ù
O. TUBE
G. GLASS JAR
P. MOISTURE TIN
B-BAG

MlÐU. ItsUIU
r. TORVANE
{. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
ìPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
)CT. DYN CONE ÏEST



Appendix B: Test Pit Field togs



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Wínnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HoLE# TP.1
SHEET I of2

SITE/LOCATION PR259 CLIENT M. Sc.

99lIfRA9roR DepaÍIen e Faiture
DRILL RIG Back Hoe PROJECT No.
METHOD Test Pit LOCOEO gy ¡¡. F g

PLASIIC SOILS I'OIL DESCRIPTION KEY PLASTIC SOILS
sotl TypE- colouR ¡rolsTURE COXre¡r
OENSTTY, GRADATION. GRATN SIZE MISC. OSSER
(¡o. FINES. COBBI-ES. OXIDÁ.T|ON. O€POST. STR.
Erc.)

CONSISTÊNCY. Pt¡STIC¡TY. MISC. OBSER
(¡6. ORGANICS. OXOATION. STRUCTURES. ETC.I

:RACE: G. 10.)a

ìOME: lGæ9¿
VfiH: æ35.J.

pu&Rs: > 200 dfs
þSgL€S: 79200nr{
)OARSEGR VEL f$75ß¡rú
IINEGRÂVEL 4.79'9ffi

{rctswu: 2{.¿5nm0
¡EDIUM SAI,¡O: .a2$2 nnö
:lNE SÂND: .07S.425 rr{
:INES: <o7sd

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Sarp{o

t
Typo Depth

CoL
Rry.
Lqgth TYPE/RESU LTS

0 - 0.5m iilty Clay Loam - medium brown, dry, low to no plasticitv. some rPt-1 G 0-.5 B fens = 75 kPa
organics, some oxidation, some clay shale, trace of fìne sand

1.5 - lm !!!g Qþy Loam - medium brown, dry, tow ptasticity, clay intrusions, TP1-2 G .5-1 B Tens = 75 kPa
some organics, some clay shale, some oxidation

- 1.5m S¡lty Clay - dark grey, moist, medium plasticitv. clav rPl-3 G t.r¡. B Iens = 36 kPa
intrusions, blocky friable, clay slickenslided, some fine sand. some

clay shale, trace of oxidation

1.5 - 2.0m Silty Glay - grey, moist, low to medium plasticity, clav TP14 G 1.*2.0 B Tens = 40 kPa
intrusions, blocky friable, clay slickenslided, some fine sand, trace 3S-2 1.S1.8 B PP =2.25,2.3
of oxidation, trace of organics 2.40 kcr/so.cm

2.0 - 2.5m Silty Clay - dark grey, moist, section of free water. clav tP1-5 G 2.0-2.5 B ïens = 0 kPa
ntrusions of medium plasticity, low plasticity overall, some fine sand. No more
;ome clay shale, s'ome oxidation, blocky friable, slickenslided Tensiometer

Readinqs
¿.5 - 2.8M Silty Glay - grey-brown, moist free water some oxidation rP1€ G 2.*2.8 B PP = 2.5. 3.6.

ow palsticity ls-3 2.5-2.5 B 2.5, 3.8
rossible failure surface @ 2.7m angle = 1 5 deqrees from horiz. <q/sq. cm

2.8 -3.4m Sifty Clay - dark grey, moist, free water, med. plasticity trace sand. tP1-7 G 2.ù3.4 B

trace oxidation, blocky friable, somewhat slickensided

SAMPLETYPE

T. SHELBY TUEE
A. AUGER CUTTINGS
c - coRE
SB. SPLIT BARREL
W -WASH

ùATYII-LE, UUN IAINEKì'
C. TUBE
G. GLASS JAR
P. MOISTURE TIN
3. BAG

MISC. TESTS
T - TORVANE
H - HEADSPACEVAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT. DYN CONE TEST



i

Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
UnÍversity of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitobã, R3T 5V6

HOLE# TP-1
SHEET 2of2

SITSLOCATION PR259 CLIENT M. Sc.
c
DRILL RIG Back Hoe PROJECT No.
METHOD Test Pit LOGGED BY N. Ferrelra/G. Slemens DATEJuI.2S.2000

rÞttuùvtLù SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY PL.Ati I IL; IiUILS
SOT. TYPÊ. CÕLOUR MOISTT'RE COMENT
)€NSTY. GRADAIþN. GR^N SIZE MTSC. OBSER

þ. FWES. COSBLES. OíOATþN, O€POST. StR,
fc.)

coNsrslE¡rcY. Pt¡sf|qTY, usc. oasER
(¡€. oRGAMCS, OXOA¡O!{ SfRUCnn€S, ETC.)

-|lÆ Stox
ÐME IG æ|.
vßrt 20.35tÉ
s¿f> 3$5ûr

Ðl'@: >d|@

ÐgBl-ES: 7$ 20o d
ÐARSEGRAVEIJ lS75rfl¡ó

¡EÍXt¡¡ S NfÌ .{2t2 m{
ìNESÁl{f} .ot$.a?sñhf
lES: <O75¡rñ

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISG. TESTS

a

TyF D€pdr

Co.rL

Rô@.
tdtoüt WPE/nESU.TS

3.4 - 3.8m Sllty Clay - trace fine sand, dark grey. slickenslided, moist, trace TPl{ G 3.4-3.8 B

oxidation. medium plasticity

3.8 - 4.5m SllW Clay - trace f¡ne sand pockets, dark grey, slickenslided fracture plane. IPl-9 G 3.8-4.5 B

free water, medium plasticity G 3.8-4.5 B

f.5 - 5.0m Silty Clay - some of fìne sand, dark grey, slickenslided fracture plane. IPlIl G 4.5 -5.0 B

moist, free water, medium olasticity

End of Hole

SAMPLETYPE

r . SHELBY TUBE
\ . AUGER CUTTINGS
) - coRE
ì8. SPLÍT BARREL
¡/ -wAsH

ùAMI'LE UL'N I 
'\INEI(ùf,. TUBE

3 - GL.ASS JAR
¡. MOISTURE TIN .

3. BAG

Mtùu. ttrùtù
T. TORVANE
H. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
T}CI. DYN CÔNF TFST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Fietd Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineeríng
University of Manítoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HoLE# TP-z
SHEET I of2

SITúLOCATION PR259 CLTENT M. Sc.
coNTRACToR Depar.qnent of Highwavs PROJECT pR2s9 slope Failure
P.ßILL RIG Back ïoe PROJECT No.
METHOD Test Pit LOGGED BY N. Ferre¡ra/c. Siemens DATEJT¡|IS.2000

Pt-45 | tÇ t;U|Lti SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY r.L.Aù I ¡U ì'UILs
SOIL TYPÉ C¡LOUR ¡TOISTURE COMTENT
DENSTI'Y, GRÁDATION, GMIN SIZÊ MISC. OBSÊR
(ld. FINES. COBSLES, OXDATÌON. OÉPOST. STR.
Erc.)

coNs¡sTENcy, pt¡,sTrctTy. Mtsc. oasER.
(le. ORGÂ1{|CS, OXDÂTION. SIRUCTI RES, EfC.t

RÁCe 0- lo'.
;OME: l().'ælú
VÍH:2035t1

'NO: 39 50'ß

ruU|Æ: >rufiÉ
:OBBIES: 7S 200 m{
þARSÊGRA\ÆL 1975trú

ÐffiwD: 24.75¡rf{
úED¡UM S NO: ..12$2 rÍS
:lNÊ SáND: .07$.{25 dr{
rlNtrS' <n76m

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE ilflsc. TEsTs
srge T'!r De9ür

CoriL
R@v.
L.igth IYP€,R€S{JLTS

- 0.25m Silty clay - light to medium grey, moist, slighy blocky friable, medium tP2-1 G )-.25n B

:o high plasticity, trace of organícs. trace of clav shale. all qradation.

:race of oxidation, trace of fine sand. trace of fine oravel

0.25 -.6m Silty Clay Loam - medium grey-brown, moist, no structure, some lP2-2 G .25-.6 B

organics, no to low plasticity, some clay inclusions of medium

plasticity, some fine sand, trace of clay shale, trace of oxidation

0.6 - 1.1m Silty Clay loam - medium grey-brown, moist, no structure, some TP2.3 G .6-1.1 B Tens = 36 kPa

rrganics, no to low plasticity, some tan fine sand. trace of clav shale.

trace of oxidation, trace of fine gravel to boulders

Ll - l.Sm SilÇ Clay - medium grey-brown, moist, no structure, trace orqanics, tP24 G l-l.l B Tens = 42 kPa
race oxidation, trace clay-shale, low plasticiV, trace cparse sand

1.5 - 1.8m Silty Clay: med¡um grey-brown, trace sand, some clay shale, moist, lP2-5 G 1.5-1 B Tens = 2 kPa

no structure, lrace organics, trace oxidation, trace c¡arse sand, sand

pockets, clay pockets

| .8 - 2.1m Silty Clay -medium grey-brown, trace sand, trace organics, some rP2-6 G .8-2. B Tens = 2 kPa

ox¡dation, tan silt pockets, trace fine gravel. some clav-shale. low to

medium plasticity, free water

2.1 -2.5m Silty Glay - grey-brown, some fine sand, moist, free water. some tP2-7 G ¿.1-2.1 B

structure, some oxidation, trace clay shale

SAMPLETYPE

I - SHELBY TUEE
\ - AUGER CUTNNGS
) - coRÊ
;8. SPLIT BARREL
ry.WASH

I'AMPLts GONTAINERS
) . TUBE
i. GIáSS JAR

'. MOISruRE TIN
]. BAG

MISG. TESTS
T. TORVANE
H. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT. DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HOLE# TP-2
SHÊET 2of2

SITHLOCATION PR259 CLIENT M. Sc.
CONTRACTOR Department of Hlghwavs PROJECT PR259 Slope Failure
DRILL RIG Back Hoe PROJECT No.
METHOD Test Pit LOGGED BY N. Fenelra/G. Slemens DATE Jul. 25. 2000

l,l-Aù | ¡ç ùurLù SOIL DESCRIPT¡ON KEY PT.A,ù' I IU ùiUILU
SO{L TYPE. COTOU& MO|STURE CONIENI
OENS¡TY, GRÂDATION. GR,AIN SIZE MSC. OBSER
(€. FNES. COBALES, OxoArþN, OEPOST. STR.

So{L IÞ€. COTOUR IOISTURE E¡MTENÍ
coNststENcY. Pt¡srctrY. t{sc. ossER
rÉ. oRGANICS, ó)OOAT¡ON. SÍRUCTURES, ETC.)

toùe rGæß
MfH: ãr35f

'zw|qXIAAIES: 75-20Orñ'ó
)OARSE GRAVEL l$?5 d¡{
INF æÁG ¡ 7É 

'O 
|il

Æ*su: ¿{.rJ|W
!€Dll,JM SANO: .42t2 núnf
:¡NE SAND: .075-.425 tna
lùFq. <ô7çññ

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MlSç. ttstit¡t
tt9€ OcAür

Cút
Rry.
Ldroül IYPE/RESULTS

2.5 -3.2m Posslble Fallure Surface @ 2.8m rP2-8 G 2.t2.i B

SllW Clay - Medium grey, slighUy blocky friable, medium plasticitv, TP2-9 G 2.5-2.1 B

free water, some tan sand, some oxidation rg B 2.7-3.1 B l0 cn

3.0 - 3.2m Varve layer natural materlal - medium plasticity, clay, grey, medium rP2-10 u 2.9-3.2 B

an lavers, stiff. blockv friable. trace of fìne sand. trace oxidtion

oosslble failure surface @ 3.1 and 2.87m

B

3.2 - 3.8m Silty clay/fine sand - tan, liqht brown, dark qrev spots. blocky friable. TP2-11 G 3.2-3.t

;tiff, no to low plasticity, some clav, some oxidation. some almost

Vertical fractures with lots of oxidation, slickenslided alonq fracture

:race of oxidation, trace of fine gravel to boulders

End of Hole

SAMPLE TYPE

I. SHÉLBY TUBE
\. AUGER CUTTINGS
) - coRE
ì8. SPLIÏ BARREL

^/ 
. WASH

ùAMt.Ltr UUN IA¡NET(U
). TUEE
3. GLASS JAR

'. MO¡STURE TIN
]. BAG

wtsLL Uts tAtLìirN(J | tsl':

MISC. TESTS
r. TORVANE
I . HEADSPACE VAPOURS

SPT. STD. PENETR TEST
)CT. DY}{ CONE TEST



Appendix C: Field Borehole Logs



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HOLE# BH I
SHEET 1 of 4

SITE/LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Hiqhwavs & Transportation
coNTRAcroR Paddock Drilling Ltd. PRoJEcr PR 259 slope Faitures

METHOD HAS & SSA LOGGED BY N. Ferreira/ G. Siemens DATE Jul 27.2000
t LAS ilL;t;(JtLS SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY tsHù II(- ùU¡Lù

SO¡L TYPÊ- COLOUR MOISTURE CONTENT
OENSITY. GRADATION. GRAIN SIZE. MISC. OBSER.
(¡e. FTNES. CO88LES, OXIDAIION. DEPOST. SIR.,
ETC.)

CONSISTENCY. PLASTICITY, MISC. OBSER.
(ie. ORGANICS, OXDAT¡ON. STRUCTURES. ETC.)

ìOME:
dllH:
\ND:

10-20%

35. 50%

IOULDERS: > 200 rm$
:OBBLES: 7$ æ0 dr¡ö
IOARSE GRAVEL: 1975 nrg
:lNE GmWL 4 7ç 19 rd

¿f.¡c r¡¡¡p
¡ÊO|UM SAND: .425-2ñrú
:lNE SÂNO: .07$.425 nnÖ
INFS <n7s'ffi

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Sarþle Type Oepth

Cont.

Re@v.

Lenglh rYPE/RESULTS

- Surfical Boulders and Cobbles 3H1-1 10"

-20" Silty Fine Sand Loam - medium brown to qrav, dry, no structure. 3H1-2 SB 15"

ro plasticity, some organics, coarse sand to boulders, trace of

:layshale, trace of oxidation

20"- 40" Siltv Clay - medium qrav, mo¡st, sliqhtlv blockv, verv stiff. low to BH1-3 SB 18" = 1.5 ko/cm2

medium plastic¡ty, some fine sand to coarse qravel, some oxidation,

some fine sand seams less than 2 mm

t0'- 60" Silty Clay - medium qrav, mo¡st, sliqhtlv blockv. verv stiff. low to BH1-4 SB

medium plasticity, trace of fìne sand to coarse qravel, trace of

oxidation. several fractures

Fracture @ 45" - trace of orqanics

Fracture @ 55" - some gypsum, and oxidation

60" - 66' Sil$ Clay - medium gray, moist, blocky/friable, stiff, same as above lH1-5 SB 60-6€ 18

:racture (@ 64" - sand seam. comoletelv oxidized

ô6" - 80' Silty Clay - medium grey to tan brown, fine tan sand, moist, blockv/ 8H1.6 SB 66-80 B

friable, very stiff in clav oart. some oxidation. some fractures with

gypsum in all directions, some coarse sand to coarse qravel, trace of
organics, clay - low to medium plasticity

SAMPLE TYPE

I. SHELBY TUBE
\. AUGER CUTTINGS
) - coRE
JB - SPLIT EARREL
A/. WASH

ÐAMPLE UUNIAINts,Ks
). TUBE
3 - GLASS JAR
, - MOISTURE TIN

WELL DETAILS/NOTES:

MISC. TESTS
r. TORVANE
I. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT- STD. PENETR. TEST
)CT - DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HoLE# BH I
SHEET 2 of 4

SITHLOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Hiqhwavs & Transportationc9fi$9ton Pa¿ooc¡< o
PBI_LL ßlG Pads PROJECT No.
METHOD SSA & Push Samples LOGGED BY N. Ferreíra/ G. S¡emens DÀTE Jul zzloo0

l-LJ\Þ | tu sutLtt SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY ruù | tr, ùutLù
SOIL TYPE- COLOUR MOISÎURÉ CONTENT
DENSTTY. GRADAT¡ON. GRAIN SIZE. MISC. OBSER.
(¡e. FINES. æBBLES. OXIDAT¡ON. DEPOSÍ. STR,
ETC,)

SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE CO¡TTENT

CONSISIENCY, PLASTICTTY. MISC, OBSER.
(ie. ORGANICS. OXIDATION, STRUCTURÉS, ÉTC.)

rMcE: o. 10%

]OME: 10-20%
N[TH:20-35%
\ND: 3$50%

IOULDERS: > 200 ñn4
)OBBL€S: 7$200dñ0
)OARSE GRAVEL: 1S-75 nnó

juMÞE tNu: z{.t5 fiffþ
úEOIUM SAND: .425-2 ñrþ
:lNE SANO: .07S.425 rú$

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Sarple Type Oepth

Cffl. Lenoh rYPE/RÊSULTS

10" - 100r' Silty Clay - medium grey to tan brown, fine tan sand. moist blockv/ )H1-7 SB !0-101 B

îiable, very stiff in clay part, some oxidation, some fractures, some

loarse sand to coarse gravel, trace of orqanics. clav - low to medium

rlasticity

r00" - 120" Hit Boulders - no samole

tried to go another 20" but too manv boulders. switched to SSA. tried

another hole but too many boulders, went back to first hole

l0'- l5' Silty Fine Sand - grey, moist, homogeneous, no to low plasticity, 8H1.8 13' B

trace coarse to fine gravel, some clav part¡cles

15' -17'. Silty Fine Sand - grev, moist, homooeneous, no to low olasticitv. 3Hl-9 A 16' B

:race coarse to fìne qravel. some clav oarticles

17'-19' Silty Clay - dark grey, moist, medium plasticity, some sand, trace lHl-1C A l9' T = 1.3 kq/cm2

¡f oxidation, trace of clay shale, fine qravel. trace of silt oockets. stiff

19'-21' Silty Fine Sand - grey, moist, homoqeneous. no to low plasticitv.

trace coarse to fine oravel. some clav oarticles

21',-23', Silty Glay - dark grey, moist, low to medium plasticitv. some sand, lH1-11 A 22' B f = .975 ko/cm2

trace of oxidation, stiff

SAMPLE TYPE

r - SHELBY TUBE
C. AUGER CUTTINGS
] - coRE
SB - SPLIT BARREL
/V . WASH

:'AIVIPLE GONTAINERS
C . TUBE
G. GLASS JAR
? - MOISTURE TIN
3-BAG

WELL DETAILS/NOTES:

MlÐu. lts5ts
T. TORVANE
H. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT. DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HOLE# BH 1

SHEET 3 of4

SITULOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Hiqhwavs & Transportation
c9IIîA9roR Pa¿¿oct
DRILL RIG Pads pROJECT No.
METHOD SSA & Push Samples LOGGED BY N. Ferre¡ra/ G. siemens DAÍÈ Jul ez. zooo

r,LJìù I ¡U s(JIL5 SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY T'T-Aù I IU UUILS
SOIL TYPE- COLOUR. MOISTURE CONTENT
DENSITY. GRADAfION. GR,AIN SIZE. MISC. OBSÊR
(¡e. F¡NES. COBBLES. OXìDATION. DEPOST. STR..
Erc.)

CONSISTENCY. PL.ASTICITY. MISC, O8SER.
(ie. ORGANICS, OXIDATION, SIRUCTURES. ElC.t

MCh:
ìOME:

VITH:

\ND:

G 10%

1ú20%

3$ 50%

'UULUÈXù: 
>ZWFfiQ

IOBBLES: 7$ 200 ûn+
)OARSEGRAV€L: 1975rû0
:rNÉ 

^Þ^r/El

;offisE sND: 24.75 ñfrÞ
,{ÉOfUM SAND: .425.2Írrþ
;lNE SANO: .079.425 rYn{
iINES: <.075ffi

DEPTH SOIL DESGRIPTION SAMPLE VIISC. TESTS
samle Type Deplh

C@t
R@v.
Lenglh TYPE/RESULTS

23'-25', Silty Clay - dark gley, moist, low to medium plasticity, some sand, 3H1-12 24', B T = 1.9 kqicm2

ìome silt pockets, verv stiff

25',-31', Silty Clay - dark grey, low to medium plasticity, some sand, silt lHl-1 27', B = 1.7 kqlcm2

¡ockets @ 26' - 4" thick, very stiff

3l'- 34' Fine Sand/Silt - medium qrey some tan colour. moist. no olasticitv. 3H1-14 33' B

trace of oxidation, trace of clay with section of some clav

34' - 35' Clayey Silt - varved medium grey, stiff, low to medium plasticity. some lH1-l 34', B = 1.O kqlcm2

silt including pockets, some oxidation and fine sand trace of ovosum

35' - 40' Clayey Silt - medium to dark grev, moist, varved. stiff. some silt BH1-16 37', B T = 1.95 kq/cm2

pockets, low to medium plasticitv

{0' - 45' Qlayey Silt - medium to dark grey, moist, varved, stiff, some silt lHl-17 43', B T = 1.75kalcrf.z

rockets, low to medium plasticitv

t5' - 50' Silty Clay - medium to dark grey, moist, slighfly varved, very stiff, BHI-l¡ 46' B = 1.5 kq/crn2

:race silt pockets, except from 47' - 47.5'some silt, medium to hiqh

¡lasticity

50' - 55' Silty Clay - medium to dark grey, moist slighily varved, very stiff, trace lH1-19 52' B = 2.0 kalcfnz

of silt pockets, except from 53'- 53.5' some silt. medium to hioh

rlasticity

SAMPLE TYPE

I - SHELBY TUBE
\ - AUGER CUTTINGS
l - coRE
ìB - SPLIT EARREL
ru - WASH

UAMI'Lts, UON ¡AINERS
O. TUBE
G. GLASS JAR
P - MOISTURE TIN
B-BAG

WELL DETAILS/NOTES:

MISG. TESTS
T. TORVANE
H. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT- STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT. DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HoLE# BH I
SHEET 4 of 4

SIïE/LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Hiqhwavs & Transportation
CONTRACTOR Paddock Drilling Ltd. PROJECT PR 259 Slope Failures
DRILL RIG Pads PROJECT No.
METHOD SSA & Push Samples LOGGED BY N. Ferreira/ G. Siemens DATE Jul 27. 2000

t,IJ\ù I IU ù(JILs SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY I'1.45I IU ¡'UILI'
SOIL TYPE- COLOUR. MOISTURE CONTENT

DENSTTY, GRAOATION. GRAIN SIZE. MISC. O8SER.
(le. FINES. COBBLES, OXIDATTON. DEPOST. SlR..

SOIL TYPE- COLOUR" MOISTURE CONTENT
CONSIST€NCY. PLASTICTTY. MISC, OBSER.

(¡e. ORG.cNICS, OXDATION. STRUCTURES. ETC.)

RACE: 0- 10%

;OMÊ:1G20%
VITH: 20 -35%

JUULULKS: > 2M NñO
IOBBLES: 75. 200 rmó
:OARSEGRAVEL: 1975nrtrÖ
:INF GRÁWI ¿ 7i Iq lld

/uAKùtr ùÆU: Z{.tC nIfÞ
¡EOIUM SANO: .4212 rn+
;lNE SAND: ,07S.425 trs¡ó
|INES: <.075ffi

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE ¡JIISC. TESTS
saEple Type Depth

Cmt
R@v.
Lenglh TYPE/RESULIS

t5'- 60' Clayey Silt - medium to dark grey, moist, varved, stiff, some silt 3H1-21 57' B = 1.33 ko/crn2

rockets, low plasticity

t0'- 62.5' Silty - medium to dark qrey, molst, no plasticifu BH1-21 61' B

62.5' - 65' Silty Clay - medium to dark grey, moist, sliqhtlv varved. verv stiff. BH1-2t b.5 B = 2.1kslcmz

trace of silt oockets. medium to hioh olasticitv

ôs', - 70' Silty Clay - medium to dark grey, moist, slightly varved, very stiff, lH1-23 67', B = 1.9 ko/cm2

trace of silt pockets, medium to hiqh plasticitv

70'-75' Sandy Fine Silt - tan, moist, no plasticitv, medium densitv. trace )H1-24 73', B

rxidation, trace clav, trace silt pockets

/5'- 80' Sandy Fine Silt - tan, moist, no plasticity, trace of oxidation, trace of lHl-2t 77', B

rlay pockets, medium density

SAMPLE TYPE

r . SHELBY TUBE
\. AUGER CUTTINGS
] - coRE
JB - SPLIT BARREL
iv - WASH

SAMPLE CONTAINERS
C - TUBE
G. GLASS JAR
P. MOISTURE TIN
3. BAG

VYELL UE IAILI"NÍJI tsI':

MISC. TESTS
T. TORVANE
H. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT. DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
UniversiÇ of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HOLE# BH 2
SHEET 1of 2

SITE/LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Hiqhwavs & Transportation
CONTRACTOR Paddock Drillins Ltd. PROJECT PR 259 Slooe Faílures
DRILL RIG Pads PROJECT No.
M0

F[-Aù IIU ùUILU SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY PI..A¡'IIL; SOILS
SOIL TYPÉ- COLOUR. MOISIURE CONTENT
DENSIry. GRAOAT¡ON. GRAIN SIZE. MISC. O8SER.
(¡e. FINÊS. COBBLES. OXIDATION. OEPOST- STR..

SOIL TYPE. COLOUR, MO¡STURE CON1€NT
CONSISTENCY. PLASTICfTY. MISC. OBSER.
(ie. ORGÄNICS. OXIDATION, STRUCTURES. ETC.)

ìOMÉ:1G20Yo

^/tTH:20-35%

JOULDERS: nTrç
)OBBLES: 7S 200 nn+
IOARSEGRAVÊL: 1975ûñ+
:INEGRÀVÊL ,l-75-l9fñ

;OARSESANo: 24.75rnó
¡EDIUM SANO: .4292 ffi$
:lNE SAND: .075-.425 rrú

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Sarþ¡e Type Oeplh

Cont-

R@v.
Lenglh rYPE/RES U LTS

-5' Clayey Loam Silt - grays and browns, moist, some structure, low )H2-1 A 3' B

plasticity, some tan sand, some organics, trace of oxidation, trace

of fine to coarse oravel

i'-7' Silty Clay - dark grays and medium browns, mo¡st, no structure, stiff fH2-2 T c-I o 1Aß Pocket Pen:

ow plasticitv, trace of orqanics, clav shale (fine oravel orade). +.4,4.75,4.7
¡xidation, organ¡cs, and fine to coarse sand Kolcm2@.7'

7'-9' Silty Clay - dark grays and medium browns, moist, fìrm, low plasticitv BH2-3 T 7',-9' o 12" )ocket Pen:

some clav shale ( fìne oravel qrade). oxidation. fìne sand beyond ranqe

9'- 11', Silty Clay - dark grays and medium browns, moist, firm to 10' 10", 3H24 T 9'-11 o t1 Pocket Pen:

soft to firm past 10' 10', medium plasticitv, trace of oxidation. fine sand. 3.25.3.0.2.75
chanqes to some fine sand and oxidation after 10' 10" 1olcm2 (d 11

l1'- 13' Silty Glay - dark grays and medium browns, moist, soft to fìrm, 7n¿-J T 1'-13 o 20" Pocket Pen:

medium plasticity, trace of fine qravel, and oxidation 2.0.1.6.1.5

Kslcm2@. 13'

Possible Slip Surface @ 12' 2 " - fine sand seams, trace of oxidation

¡fonq fracture, somewhat blockv/friable. trace of oroanics

)ossíbfe Slip Surface @ 12' 7" -fine sand seams, trace of oxidation

¡locky, nuggety structure, tans browns and dark qravs, soft to f¡rm

SAMPLE TYPE

I - SHELBY TUBE
\. AUGER CUTTINGS
/ - vvKtr
JB. SPLIT BARREL
A/. WASH

UAIVI PLts, L;ON 1 AINEITS
). TUBE
J - GLASS JAR
). MOISTURE TIN
]. BAG

WELL UE I AILÙ/NU I Eli:
STICK-UP ABOVE GROUND - 43 1/4 " above oround levet

Benton¡te

Depth (ft.)

2',

1t2:-
l5'
17',

Cutt¡ngs

Be"!""¡t"

Silca Sand

M¡tru. tEtttÐ
r - TORVANE
I - HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
]CT - DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HOLE# BH 2
SHEET 2 of 2

SITBLOCATION PR 259 CLIÊNT Dept. of Hishwavs & Transportation
CONTRACTOR Paddock Drilling Ltd. PROJECT PR 259 Slope Failures
DRILL RIG Pads PROJECT No.
METHOD SSA & Push Samples LOGGED BY N. Ferreira/ G. Seimens DATE Jul 27. 2O0O

r,U\ö I IU ì'UILS SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY NON-PLAS IIC SOILS
SOIL TYPE- COLOUR MOISTURE CONIENT
DENSlry, GRADATION. GRAIN SIZE, MISC. OBSER.
(¡e. FINES. COSBLES. OXIDAT|ON, DEPOST. STR.,

SOIL TYPE. COLOUR, MOISIURE CONTENT
CONSISTENCY. PLÂST¡CTTY. MISC. OBSER.
(ie. ORGANICS. OXIoATION. SIRUCTURES. ETC-)

MUE: 0- lO%
ìOME:1G20%
VITH:20-35%
\ND:3950%

¡OULDERS: >200 rr$
)OBBLES: 7$ 200 rn$
)OARSEGRAVEL: t$75nn+
:INEGRAVEL 4.7SI9'd

;OARSESAND: 24.75nfrú
,lEOlUM SAND: .42$2 rnb
:lNE SAND: .075..425 116

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE vilsc. TEsTs
Sarþle Type Deplh

Cont.

Reøv
Length rYPE/RESULTS

13'-15' Silty Clay - dark grays and medium browns. firm to stiff (@ 14 '. verv lH2-6 T 13',-1 5 12" Pocket Pen:

stiff @ 15', medium plasticity till 14' S" beyond its low to medium 1.7, 1.6, 3.3
plasticity, trace of tan fine sand, oxidation. and silt pockets 3.15. 4.5

Kslcm2 @- 14'

levono ranqe

.@ 15'

1s,',-17', Fine Sand - tan with some light grays, free water, dense, some silt, trace anz-l T 15',-17 ô 19'

of fine oravel lH2-8 G 17' ÈJ

SAMPLE TYPE

f. SHELBY TUBE
C. AUGER CUTTINGS
:. CORE
SB - SPLIT BARREL
¡ú - WASH

ÙAMI'LE UUN I AINts,KU
). TUBE
3 - GLASS JAR
). MOISTURE TIN
3-BAG

STICK-UP ABOVE GROUND lill:
MISC. TESTS

r. TORVANE
{ - HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
)CT. DYN CONE TEST ul=



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

SITE/LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Hiqhwavs & Transportation
CONTRACTOR Paddock Drilling Ltd. PROJECT PR 259 Slope Failures
DRILL RIG Pads
METHOD SSA & Push Samples LOGGED BY N. Ferreira/ G. Siemens DATE Jul 27. 20OO

Pr.-At' ilL;tj(JlLS SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY r,LAù I IU ù(',ILU
SOIL TYPE- COLOUR MOISTURE CONTENT
DENS TY, GR,ADATION. GRAIN SIZÊ MISC. O8SER,
(ie. FINES. COBBLES. OXDATION, DEPOST. STR.,

coNsrsf ENcY. PLAsTrcfry. Mtsc. oBsER.
(¡e. ORGANICS. OXIDAIION. STRUCTURES. ETC.)

RACE: 0- l0%
|OME: l0-20%
VllH:20-35%

'NO: 35 5{)%

tuuluERs: > 2w.fr¡+
IOBBLES: 7$ 2OO rrn{
)OARSE GRAVEL: 19.75 finó

;offisE wD: 24.75 frfrS
,EDfUM SAND: .425.2dtrþ
rlNE SAND: .07t.425 Fmð
;|NFS <ô75m

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE VIISC. TESTS
Sanple Type OeDth

Col.
R@v.
Lenglh TYPgRESULTS

)- 3.5', Silty Clay Loam - Dark gray, moist, firm, closed small fissures, low BH3.I A 1.5 B T = 1.35 kc/crn2

plasticity, some oxidation, trace of orqanics, qvosum and fine sand

3.5' - s', Silty Clay- Dark gray, moist, soft, small fiisures that are closed, low 8H3.2
^l

B

to medium plasticity, some fine sand. trace of oxidation and oroanics

'',-7'
Silty Clay - Dark gray, moist. Soft, small fìssures that are colsed, low tnJ-ó T o 22" Pocket Pen =
to medium plasticity, some light gray silt and fine sand 3.5. bevond

ranqe

T = 1.38

'<glcm2@7'

7'- 9' ' Qilty Clay - Dark gray, moist, very stiff, slickensided at bottom of 3H34 T o ¿,5.J rP beyond

Shelby, medium plasticity, trace of light qrav silt and fine sand anqe

= 1.3 kc¡/cm2

t'- 11' SilW Clay - Dark qray, moist. verv stiff. medium to hioh olasticitv. 3h3-5 T o PP beyond

trace of light gray silty pockets ranqe (@ 9'

4.0,3.75,3.7

Kqlcm2 (A 11

= 1.7Skstdnz

l1'- 13' Qifty Clay - Dark gray, moist, very stiff, medium to hiqh plasticity, 3H3€ T rP bevond

trace of light gray silty pockets 'anoe @ 13'

f = 2.0 kglcmz

SAMPLE TYPE

Ï - SHELBY TUBE
A - AUGER CUTTINGS
U - UUKtr
SB - SPLIT BARREL
W - WASH

ùAMI-Lts, U(JN IAINtsf(ì'
]. TUBE
3. GLASS JAR
). MOISTURE TIN
]-BAG

YYtr,LL UE IAILU'N(JI ts,U:
STICK-UP ABOVE GROUND - 47 1/4'above qround level Depth (ft.)

rJ:_
l5'

Bentonite

Cutt¡ngs

8""t""¡t"

17',
Silca Sand

MISC. TESTS
T. TORVANE
H - HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT. DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HOLE# BH 3
sHrEr z of s

SITE/LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Hiqhwavs & Transportation
CONTRACTOR Paddock Drillinq Ltd. PROJECT PR 259 Slooe Failures
DRILL RIG Pads PROJECT No.
METHOD SSA & Push Samples LOGGED BY N. Ferreira/ G. Siemens DATE Jul 27. 2000

PLASTIC SOILS SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY FUù IIU ùUILù
SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE CONTENT

OENSÍTY, GRADATÍON, GRAIN SIZE. MISC. OBSÉR.
(ie. FINES. COBBLES. OXIDATION. DEPOSI. SlR.,

SO¡L TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE CONTENT

CONSiSTENCY. PIASTICTTY. MISC. OBSER.
(ie. ORGANICS. OXIDAT¡ON. STRUCTURES, EIC.)

ìOME: f0-20%
VITH: 2035%
\ND. a+ S%

]OULDERS: > 2OO FñÖ
:OBBLES: 7+ 200 rrn{
)OARSE GRAVEL: 1$75 rÍÈ

,UAR5E SANU: 24.¡5 rflfq
úEDIUMSAND: .42ç2rn$
:lNÊ SAND: .07$.425 rñ¡ö

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE l/IISC. TESTS
Sarde Type DeDlh

C6t.
R@v.
Ltrgh rYPSRESULTS

r3'- 15' Same as 9' - 11', shiny, possible fracture surface at bottom of shelbv. añ5-t T 9-1 1 o 24" T=DNR
except very stiff

15'. - 17' S¡ltv Clav- Dark grav, moist, verv stiff. medium to hioh olasticitv BH3-8 ï 15-17 24" T = 1.9 kc/cm2

some silt, fine sand pockets >P = 4.25,4.3.4.5

<olcm2 (A 17'

l7'.19' Same as 13 - 15'- bottom slickenslided 3H3-9 T 17-19 o 25" = 1.6 kq/cm2

a 19',

PP = DNR

20'-25' Silty Clay - dark gray, moist, stiff, medium plasticity, slickenslided BH3-10 A 22', B f = 1.95

surfaces, trace of silt packets, small fissures that are closed kqlcm2(ô-25'

Fracture @ 5' 10" - dark qrays and browns, somewhat slickensided

with small closed fissures for half the cross-section, other half tan fine

sand and silt, trace of oxidation, horizontal

Fracture @ 6'3.5" - light and dark qravs, sands and silt within the

fracture, DiP = 26o from horizontal

Fracture @ 6' 6" - slickensided, dark gray and dark browns, some

:an silt and sand, trace of oxidation, somewhat blockv

:-racture @ lQ' 7 314" - slickensided, dark gray and dark browns, trace

of qypsum, Dip = 15o from horizontal

SAMPLE TYPE

I. SHELBY TUBE
A - AUGER CUTTINGS
c - coRE
SB. SPLIT BARREL
W. WASH

:iAMPLE ÇONIAINERS
) - TUBE
]. GLASS JAR
). MOISTURE TIN
t-ÞAu

STICK-UP ABOVE GROUND - 47 1/4 " above qround tevel Depth (ft.)

2',Bentonite

Cuttings

@
S¡lca Sand

fi__
15'

17',

Mtöu. l tstil tt
r - TORVANE
I - HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
fCT - DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HOLE# BH 3
SHEET 3 of s

SIT9LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Híqhwavs & Transportation
CONTRACïOR Paddock Drillins Ltd. PROJECT PR 259 Slope Failures
DRILL RIG Pads PROJECT No.
METHOD SSA & Push Samples LOGGED BY N. Ferreira/ G. Siemens DATE Jul 27. 2000

f't-Aù | tç öutL5 SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY t-LAù | tç ùut|-ö
SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE CONTENT

OENSITY. GRADATION. GRAIN SIZE. MISC- OSSER,
(¡e. FINES. CO88LES. OxIDATION, OEPOST. STR..
ETC.)

SO¡L TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE CONTENT

coNsrsTENcY. PLASTTCtry. MtSC. OBSER.
(ie. ORGANICS, O)(]DAIION, STRUCTURES, etc.)

'RACE: G 10%

iOME:10.20%
VÍTH: 20 35%

JUULUEXS: >zOOnyn¡ 
ICOARSESAND: 24.75nfr4

IOBBLES: 7$200nn) IMEOIUMSAND: .4212Í.r4
IOARSE GRA\ÆL: tszs nmq lrtrue snNo: .07$.425 rmo
:tNF GRAwt ¿ 7& rc ''Ìil lFrNFs. < ô7< m

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Sårple Type Deoth

Co¡t.
R@v.
Lqsth TYPE/RESU LTS

Fracture @ 6' 9 3/4" - slickensided, dark gray and dark browns, trace

of gypsum, Dip = '¡5o from horizontal

Fracture @ g' Z" - Dark browns and qravs, some what blockv, trace

rf fine sand, silt, and oxidation, Dip = 23o from horizontal

Fracture (o 8'4" - Dark browns and qravs. some what blockv. trace

of fine sand, silt, and oxidation, Dip = 24o from horizontal

Fracture (@ 8'9" - Dark browns and gravs, some what blockv, trace

of fine sand, silt. and oxidation. Dio = 22o from horizontal

Fracture (d 9'- Dark browns and oravs. slickensided

Fracture @ 10' 10" - light and dark grays, silt and fine sand seam,

¡locky

Fracture @11'7" - dark qray, slickensided. horizontal

Fracture @11' 10" - dark qray, slickensided. horizontal

Fracture @, 12' 1" - dark gray, slickensided. Dip = 22o from horizontal

SAMPLE TYPE

I. SHELBY TUBË
\ - AUGER CUTTINGS
l - coRE
JB - SPLIT BARREL
/V - WASH

sAMPLts, çUN IAINtsTI!'
]. TUBE
3 - GLASS JAR
). MOISTURE TIN
]. BAG

UYtrLL Utr I AILù/NL, I trÐ:
STICK-UP ABOVE GROUND - 47 1/4 " ebove oround tevel Depth (ft.)

15'

Bentonite

Cuttings

Bento"¡t"

Silca Sand ,t7.

MISG. TESTS
r. TORVANE
I - HEADSPACE VAPOURS
JPT- STD. PENETR. TEST
)CT - DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HOLE# BH 3
SHEET 4 of s

SITE/LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Híqhwavs & Transportation
CONTRACTOR Paddock Drilling Ltd. PROJECT PR 259 Slope Failures
DRILL RIG Pads PROJECT No.
METHOD SSA & Push Samples LOGGED BY N. Ferreira/ G. Siemens DATE Jut 27. 2000

PLAS ltC I'OTLS
SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE CONTËNI
CONSISTENCY. PLASNCTTY, MISC. OBSER.
(¡e. ORGANICS. OXIDAÍION. STRUCII RES. ErC.)

SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY rHù IIU ùUILù
SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE CONTENT
DENSITY, GRADATION. GRÁIN SIZE. MISC. OBSER.
(¡e. FINES. COBBLES, OXIDATION. DEPOST. SlR..
Etc.)

RqCE: 0- 10%

ìOMÊ: 10-20%
VrTH: 20 -35%

,ND: 3950%

3OULOERS: > 200 rmþ
IO88LÉS: 7$ 200 dmÖ

IOARSÊ GRAVEL: f 9-75 nYnO
:INEGRAVÉL 4.7SI9|ñ

)OARSE SAND: 2-4.75 m$
¡EDIUM SAND: .42$2 ûn+
:lNE SAND: .079.425 ftn¡o
:INES: <ô75d

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MIISC. TESTS
Sanple Type Deplh

Cont.

R@v.
Length TYPSRESULTS

Fracture @ 12' 6" - liqht grav, fine sadn and silt seam looks like fine

sand and silt is bedded on a angle near 70o, may be rotated into place,

Fracture @13' 4" - closed

Fracture @ 13'8" - light gray, somewhat slickensided, some silt

rockets, some blocky/friable structure, Dip = 25o from horizontal

=racture @'14' 1" - l¡qht qrav, somewhat slickensided, trace of silt

)ockets, some blockyifriable structure, Dip = 25o from horizontal

Fracture @ 14'6" - dark gray, slickensided, DiÞ = 23o ¡ror horizontal

Fracture @ 14' 7" - light and dark grays, silt seam, trace of fine sand,

slightly laminated in the roughlv vertical direction, Dio = 23o from

rorizontal

Fracture @ 14' 7.5" - dark gray, slickensided, horizontal. sliqhtly

luggety

Fracture @14' 10" - dark qrav, slickensided. horizontal. sliqhtlv

nuggety

Fracture @ 16'- Dark gray, slickensided, no real plane

SAMPLE TYPE

Ï. SHELBY TUBE
A - AUGER CUTTINGS
U - UUKtr
SB - SPLIT BARREL
W. WASH

ùAIYII-LE UUN I AINtsKÐ
O. TUBE
G - GLASS JAR
P - MOISTURE TIN
B-BAG

MISC. TESTS
T - TORVANE
H. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT- STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT. DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

Drilling Log HoLE# BH 3
SHEET 5 of 5

SITSLOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Hiqhwavs & Transportation
CONTRACTOR Paddock Drilling Ltd. PROJECT PR 259 Slope Failures
DRILL RIG Pads PROJECT No.

o

T'LAù I IU ùUILù SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY f-LAù I IU ù(JILö
SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISÍURE CONTENT
CONSISTENCY. PLASTìCIIY, MISC. OBSER.
(ie. ORGANICS. OXIDATION. SIRUCTURES, ETC.)

iOME:1G20%
VITH: 20€5%

,oULDLRS: > 2æ nmo
)O8BLES: 7$ 200 rhö
)OARSE GRAVEL: 1975 nr¡ó

;oARSE SND: 24-75 rn$
,{EDIUM SANO: .42$2 ñm0
;lNE SAND: .07$,425 ftm0

SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE CONTENI
DENSITY. GRADATION. GRAIN SIZE. MISC. OBSER.
(ie. FINES. COBBLES, OXIDAI¡ON. OEPOST. STR..

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC. TESTS
Satrple Typ€ OeDlh

Ctrt.
R@v.
LúSlh rYPE,/RESULTS

Fracture @16' 4"- Dark gray, slickensided, Dip = 25o from horizontal

Fracture @17'4,17'6",17'10', l8'2" - light to medium qray, fine

sand seam along fracture, some silt, no aoparent anqle. fine sand

seam only covers part of cross-section deeper than '17' 4"

Fracture @18' 4"- Dark gray, blocky/friable, slickensided beneath

blocks

Fracture @ l8'4"- light and Dark qrav, m¡xture of liqht qrav fine sand

rlocky/friable slightly slickensided clay, Dip - 20o from horizontal

Fracture @18'7" - closed fracture

SAMPLE TYPE

T - SHELBY TUBE
A. AUGER CUTTINGS
c - coRE
SB - SPLIT BARREL
W. WASH

SAMPLE GONIAINERS
O. TUBE
G. GLASS JAR
P - MOISTURE TIN
B-BAG

MISC. TESTS
T - TORVANE
H - HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT. STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT. DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
Universig of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HOLE# BH 4
SHEET 1of2

SITE/LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Dept. of Hiqhwavs & Transportation
CONTRACTOR Paddock Drilling Ltd. PROJECT PR 259 Slope Failures
DRILL RIG Pads PROJECT No.
METHOD HAS LOGGED BY N.Ferreira DATE Jut 27.2000

r-r-AÞ | rç ùulLù SOIL DESCRIPTION KEY PLASTIC SOILS
SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISfURE CONTENT
OENSTTY. GRADATION. GRAIN S¿E MISC. OBSER
(ie. FINES. COBBLES, OXIDATION. DEPOST. STR.,
eTc.)

SOIL TYPE- COLOUR MOISTURE CONTENT
CONSISTENCY. PLASTICMY. MISC. OBSER.
(¡e. ORGANICS, OXIDATION. STRUCTI RES, ETC.)

ìOME:

VITH:

fG. 20%

20 -35!6

JoULDffiS: > 200 rr$
:OBBLES: 7$ 200 mS
:OARSE GRAVEL: 1975 ûn{
TINEGRAVEL ,1.75-l9'd

IOA¡ìSE SAND: 24.75 nmé
úEOIUM SANO: .42$2 ffi$
rlNE SANO: .07$.425 rrrrt

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE IVIISC. TESTS
Sarple Tvpe Depth

Cø1.

R@v.
Length TYPgRÉSULTS

Surficíal Silty Fine Sand . Tan, moist, no structure, no plasticitv, some lH¿f-1 B

Bench Cut crganics

l- 6' Silty Clay Loam - dary qrav, moist. no structure. low olasticitv. 8H4.2 SB B

some organics, some tan fìne sand

ì"- 20" Silty Clay - light to medium gray, moist, blockv/friable, no to low lH4-3 SB B

¡lasticity, very stiff, trace of oxidation. some orqanics

20" - 40" Fine Sandy Silt - tan, moist, no structure, trace of oxidation, 8H4.4 SB B

low densitv

40" - 60" Fine Sandy Silt - tan with some streaks of darker browns and orav. 8H4.5 SB B

moist, no structure, trace of oxidation, low densitv

ô0" - 80" Fine Sandy Silt - tan, moist, no structure, layered with browns and lH4-6 SB B

3rays, trace of oxidation, low density

30" - 100" Fine Sandy Silt - tan, moist, no structure, lavered (laminated) with 3H4-7 SB B

rrowns and gravs, trace of oxidation, low densitv

1 00"-1 20" =ine Sandy Silt - tan, moist, no structure, layered (laminated) with 3H4-8 SB B

rrowns and grays less than above, some of oxidation, dense.

oxidation along sand fractures

SAMPLE TYPE

r. SHELBY TUBE
\. AUGER CUTTINGS
l - coRE
JB. SPLIT BARREL
A/ - WASH

liAIVIPLts, UUN I AINI,T{S
O - TUBE
G - GLASS JAR
P - MOISTURE TIN

3. BAG

WE,LL Uts |AILÐ,NIJl tsìt:
STICK-UP ABOVE GROUND - 39.5'above qround level

Bentonite

Depth (ft.)

18'

20'

Cuttíngs

Silca Sand

Ml5U. ttslitÐ
T - TORVANE
H. HEADSPACE VAPOURS
SPT- STD. PENETR. TEST
DCT - DYN CONE TEST



Geotechnical Laboratory - Field Drilling Log
Department of Civil and Geological Engineering
University of Manitoba

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 5V6

HoLE# BH 4
SHEET 2 of2

SITE/LOCATION PR 259 CLIENT Ðept. of Hiqhwavs & Transportation
çONTRACTOR Paddock Drilling Ltd. PROJECT PR 259 Slope Failures
D, ElLlRlG Pads
METHOD HAS LOGGED BY N.Ferreira DATE Jut 27.20d0

PLAS IIU SUILS SO¡L DESCRIPTION KEY T'I-Aù I IU ù(JILU
SOIL TYPE. COLOUR MOISTURE CONTENT
DENSÍTY. GRÂDAT¡ON, GFTAIN SIZE. MISC. OBSER.
(ìe. FINES. COBBLES, OXIOAT|ON, OEPOST. STR..
Erc.)

CONSISTENCY. PLASTICTTY. MISC.OBSER.
(ie. ORGANICS. OXDAT¡ON. STRUCTURÉS, ETC.)

iOME:

VITH:

10- 20v.
20 -s5%

3OULDERS: >200nnÖ 
ICOARSESÂND; 24.75nrn{

IOBBLES: 7$20ormÖ IMEDIUMSAND: .42t2nn{
:oARSEGRAVEL: 1975nnó IFINESANO: .07S.425nùÉ
:tNE GmvFt ¿ z* rc 'ø lrrpçs. < o7s m

DEPTH SOIL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE MISC, TESTS
Sample TrPe Depth

Conl.
R@v.
Ltrgrh TYPARESULTS

120"-140" Fine Sandy Silt - Tan w¡th dark qravs and browns. no structure lH+9 SB B

:race of oxidation, dense

140"-1 60" Fine Sandy Silt - Tan with dark grays and browns, no structure lH4-1 SB B

;ome of oxidation especiallv alonq sand fractures, dense

1 60"-180" Fine Sandy Silt - Tan with dark qravs and browns. no structure BH4-1 I SB B

trace of oxidation,at times layered/laminated, not dense

| 80"- 200" Fíne Sandy Silt - Tan with dark grays and browns, no structure )H4-12 SB B

:race of oxidation,at times laveredilaminated. not dense

200";220" Fine Sandy Silt - Tan with dark qravs and browns. no structure BH4-1Í SB B

trace of oxidation. not dense

220"-240" Fine Sandy Silt - Tan with dark grays and browns, no structure BH4-14 SB B

trace of oxidation, not dense

SAMPLE TYPE

Ï - SHELBY TUBE
A - AUGER CUTTINGS
c - coRE
SB . SPLIT BARREL
W.WASH

ùAIYII-LÈ, UL,N I AINtsKU
f,. TUBE
3 - GLASS JAR
]. MOISTURE TIN
]. BAG

YYELL UE I AILù/NIJ I tr,ù:
STICK-UP ABOVE GROUND - 39.5'above qround tevel Depth (ft.)

l8'

20'

Benton¡te

Cuttings

Sllca Sand

MËru. ltsl't!t
I. TORVANE
.'I - HEADSPACE VAPOURS
;PT. STD. PENETR. TEST
)CT - DYN CONE TEST



Appendix D: Borehole Logs



Elevation
(m)

A-1
GSE - 419.62 m

Description

Silty Clay - dark gray, soft, blocky/friable,
medium plastic. some oxidation, some fine
sand,

Silty Fine Sand - tan, wet, low to no
plasticity, trace of oid., fine gravel to
417.21 m, and coarse sand from 417.21
to 416.32 m,trace of clay

Silty Clay - dark gray, trace of gypsum,
fine sand, silt lenses, and oxidation,
EOH - 415.81 m

1oo/o 30% 50% 70o/o 90%

418

416

414

412

410

Infilled

Fracture

- - Slickensided Fracture



Elevation
(m)

A-4
cSE - 420.91 m

Description 10o/o 90io
421

415

419

417

411

413

Fine Sandy Si¡ft - Gray. no ptast., trace gEvd, org.. gyp.

Sifty fìne Sand - tan, dry. no ptast-. no struclure, trace
rgan¡cs, o¡dal.lon, ncd. sând to coarse g€vel

Silty Clay - med. to dark gray, moist, free
water below 419.54 m, no structure, low
to med. Plasl, wilh tan fìne sand, trace
oxid., clay shale, med. to coarse gravel

Silty Clay - dark gray, no consistency,
low plasticity, some fine sand, trace of
medium sand to fine gravel, EOH -
418.62 m

Sand Infilled Fracture

Slickensided Fracture
IP

tl
wP wL

I wn.



Elevation
(m)

A-5
GSE - 420.46 m

Description 10% 30% 90%
421

420

419

418

416

417

Silt with Clay - low plasticity, some to
trace organics, some to trace sand,
trace of gypsum, coarse gravel

S¡lt with Fine Sand- low plastic, some
oxidation, clay, trace organics, and fine
gravel

Silt with Clay- low plasticity, some
;and,trace of organics, gypsum

icrystal), fine gravel

Silt with Fine Sand - low plasticíty, some
clay, trace fine gravel, gypsum (some
crystals), oxidation, EOH - 418.34 m hit
boulder or cobble

Sand Infifled Fracture

Slickensided Fracture
IP

H
wP wL

@ Wn.



TP1
GSE - 415.90 m

Elevation
(m) Description 10% 90%

416

414

412

410

408

406

Silty Clay Loam - med. Brown, dry, low to
no plast., some organics,oxidation, clay
shale

!-- -{
Silty Clay - dark gray to grey, low to
medium plastic$, blocky/friable, some clay
shale, trace to some fine sand, trace of
organics, sl¡ckens¡des, and oxídation,
evidence of ftee water at 41 3.9 m

I
-{

Oaylqay Shale - grey{roffi. free water, lo# p., oxid.

Silty Clay - dark grey, moist with free water,
medium plasticity, blocky/friable,
slickensided, trace to some fine sand,
trace of oxidation, EOH -410.9 m

..."... Sand Infilled Fracture

- - Slickensided
Fracture

hjt^ I wn.



TP2
GSE - 413.27 m

Elevation
414 (m) Description 10o/o 30% 50% 70o/o 90%

412

(
@

{
Silty Clay Loam - light to med. gray,
moist, sfightly blocky/friable, med. to
high plast., trace of oxld., sand to gravel,
boufders between 412.17421.67 m

)
Silty Clay - med. gray-brown, moist, no
struct, low plast., trace of organics,
oxídation, coarse sand

\

/

-{Silty Clay - gray-brown, free water, some
structure, slightly blocky/friable, medium
pfastic.ity, some oxidation, trace of silt,
fine gravel

,

Failur€ SuÍface - slightly slickensided.
hlmky/fÉihlê
Silty Clay/Fine Sand - tan and light
brown, drak gray spots, blocky/friable,
stiff, no to low plasticity, some clay,
oxidation, almost vertical fractures with
oxidation, trace fine gravel to boulders

{

.."..... Sand lnfilled Fracture

Slíckensided Fracture
IP

h-#. O wn.

410

408

406

404



BH1

Elevation GSE - 427 '14 m

(m) Description 10o/o 30% SOYo 70o/o 90%

430

425

420

415

410

405

Silty Clay - medium gray to tan brown,
low to med. plasticity, blocky/friable,

trace of gypsum, till-like

]

-{

Sitly Fine Sand gray, moist, no to low
platicity, trace ftne to coarse gravel,
some clay particles

Silty Clay - same as 427.14 to 424.10 m

Silty Fine Sand - same as 424.10 - 422.00

Silty Clay - dark gray, moist, low to
med. plasticity, very stiff, some sand
and silt pockets

-c

Fine Sand/Silt - med. gr¿y. no plast., trace oxic

Clayey Silt - varved, medium gray, low
to medium plasticity, stiff, some
oxidation and fine sand, trace of
gypsum

"{

Silty Clay - slightly varved, medium to dark
gray, moist, medium to high plastic, trace to
some s¡lt pockets

llayey SilUSilt - sometimes varved, med. to
lark gray, moist, striff, no to low plasticiÇ

þ -dSiltv Clav - sl¡ohtlv varved.med. to dark
moist, very st¡ff. medium to high plasticity,
traco of silt pockets

Sit'V Fhe Sand - sme es ¡117.7-{19.8 m. EOI-È402.8 m

........ Sand Infilled Fracture
IP

--. Slickensided Fracture H O Wn.
wP wL



Elevation
(m)

BH2
GSE - 422.71

Description

m

lOYo 30o/o 50% 70o/o 90%
423

421

419

417

415

413

f
{

Clayey Silt Loam - grays and browns,
moist, some structure, low plasticiÇ, some
t:an sand, trace of oxidation and fine to
coarse gravel

Silty Clay - dark grays to med. Browns,
moist, decreasing from firm to (soft to
firm) to 418.75 m, firm to stiff between
418.75 m and 418.14 m, blocky/friable

(

\
{

d

420.60 m, med. plasticity ftom 420.60 to
418.14 m, some fine gravel (mostly clay
shaleì haæ fina sand and nvidalinn

\

/
I

.l

Fine Sand - tan light grays, free water,
dense, some silt, trace of fine gravel,

EOH-417.53 m

Sand lnfilled Fracture

Slickensided Fracture
IP

H
wP wL

Õ wn.



BH3
GSE - 419.12 m

Elevation
(m) Description 10o/o 30o/o 50% 70% 90%

420

416

418

414

412

410

F

Silty Clay Loam - dark gray, moist, firm,
fissures, low plasticity, some oxidation,
trace of fine sand

Silty Clay - dark gray, moist, very stiff,
medium to high plasticity, trace of light
gray silt pockets and fine sand, EOH -
411.5

F

I

l

F {
: l"j-s
===_-

ìì==
-.1

5

F

==: l.

: -_=_=

::::
{
J

=:ÈE

Sand lnfilled

Fracture
Slickensided Fracture

IP

H
wP wL

O Wn.



BH4
Elevation GSE - 411.81 m

(m) Description 10o/o 3oo/o 50% To% go%

412

410

406

408

404

402

Silty Clay Loam - dark gray, low plast,

lFine Sandy Silt - tan to 408.76 m, tan

lwith dark grays beneath 408.76 to EOH,

lmoist, no structure, low densitycept ftom

| 
414.35 lo 407 .75 m, lamlnated between

1409.78 m to 406.73 m. trace to some
loxidation, EOH - 405.71 m

"...."" Sand Infilled Fracture

- - Slíckensided Fracture
IP

H
wP wL

@ wn.



Appendix E: Grain Size Distribution



Grain Size Analysis Surnrnary

Borehole: Al

Borehole: BH1

Borehole: BHz

Borehole: BH3

Sample Depth (m) % Sand % S¡It % Clay

A1-3 0.381 0.00o/o 24.00Yo 76.O0o/o

A1-4 0.6096 0.00% 66.00% 34.O0%
A1-8 1.397 0.00% 40.00o/o 60.00%

A1-13 2.1082 20.00% 51.00% 29.00o/o
A1-15 2.413 10.00% 59.00% 31.00%
A1-19 3.2766 55.00% 30.00% 15.OO%

Sample Depth (m) % Sand % s¡tt % Clay

BH1-10 5.50 0.00% 55.00% 45.O0%
BH1-12 7.31 0.45% 61.55% 38.00%
BH1-17 13.00 0.00% 70.00o/o 30.00%
BH1-19 16.00 0.00% 50.00% 50.00%
BH1-22 19.20 0.00% 43.00% 57.00o/o

Sample Depth (m) % Gravel % Sand % s¡rt % Clay

BH2-1 0 - 1.52 21.6BYo 26.34o/o 32.50o/o 19.4BYo
BH2-2 1.80 12.00o/o 36.00% 26.00yo 26.00%

BH2-2(21 r.96 - 2.13 7.06% 40.50o/o 28.94% 23.50o/o
BH2-3 2.49 -2.74 12.99% 45.22% 22.29o/o 19.50%
BH24 3.05 - 3.22 0.00% 0.00% 68.00% 42.00Yo

BH24(2\ 3.23 - 3.35 O.O3o/o 2.83o/o 51.62% 45.52%
BH2-5(2) 3.73 - 3.84 0.00% 12.35o/o 37.85Vo 25.50%

BH2-6 4.27 - 4.57 0.00% 2.00o/o 66.00% 42.00%

Sample Depth (m) % Gravel % Sand % s¡tt % Clay

BH3-1 0 - 1.07 0.00% 2.22% 40.42o/o 38.20%
BH3-2 1.07 - 1.52 0.00% 1.02o/o 68.98% 33.00%
BH3-3 1.68 0.10o/o 0.23o/o 49.670/o 50.00%

BH3-3t2) 1.91 - 1.98 0.00% 0.00% 23.00% 57.00o/o
BH34 2.31 - 2.41 0.00% 0.730/ 48.93% 48.20o/o
BH3-5 3.175 0.00% 12.00o/o 32.00% 56.00%

BH3-6(2) 3.4 - 3.51 0.00% 0.29% 47.71% 52.00Yo



BH3-6 3.81 - 3.96 0.00% 0.00% 48.00o/o 52.00Yo
BH3-7 3.96 - 4.17 0.00% 0.00% 45.00To 55.00%
BH3.B 4.57 - 4.70 0.00% 0.00% 48.00o/o 52.00%

BH3-B(2) 5.00 - 5.18 0.00% 2.28To 39.72o/o 58.00%

Borehole: TP1

Borehole: TP2

Samnle Depth (m) % Gravel % Sand % s¡tt % Clav

TP1-2 0.5 - 1.0 40.00o/o 39.00% 10.00% 11.00%
TP1-B 3.4 - 3.8 0.00% 4.00% 22.00o/o 74.O0o/o

Sample Depth (m) % Gravel % Sand % s¡tt % Clav

rP2-2 0.25 - 0.6 1.00% 8.00% 23.O0o/o 68.00%
TP2-6 1.8 - 2.1 7.00o/o 53.00% 21.00o/o 19.00%
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Borehole: A1-3 Depth: 0.381 m
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Project: PR259
Borehole: A1-19 Depth: 3.2766m

Date: Aug 2,2000
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Project: PR259
Borehole: TP1-8 Depth: 3.6 m

Date: Feburary 18,2001
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Project: PR259
Borehole: BH 1-12 Depth:7 "01 - 7 .62 m

Date: Novemb er 22. 2000
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Borehole: BH1-19 Depth: 15.24 - 16.76 m

Date: Nov 14,2000
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Sample: BH2-1 Depth:O - 1.52 m

Date: June 28,2001
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Project: PR259
Sample: BH2-2(2) Depth:1.96 - 2.13 m

Date: April 18, 2001
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Date: April 19,2001
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Project: PR259
Sample: BH2-4 Depth:3.06 m

Date: November 6, 2000
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Project: PR259
Sample: BH2-4(2) Depth:3 "23 - 3.35 m

Date: June 28.2001
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Project: PR259
Sample: BH2-5(2) Depth:3.73 - 3.84 m

Date: June 28,2001
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Project: PR259
Sample: BH2-6 Depth:4 "267-4.572 m

Date: November 6, 2000
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Sample: BH3-1 Depth: 0 - 1.07 m

Date: June 26,2001
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Date: June 26,2001
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Project: PR259
Borehole: BH3-3 Depth: 1.57 - 1.78 m

Date: November 24,2000
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Sample: BH3-3(2) Depth:1.91 - 1 .98 m

Date: June 28.2001
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Sample: BH3-4 Depth:2.331 - 2.413 m

Date: June 26,2001
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Project: PR259
Borehole: BH3-5 Depth: 3.175 m

Date: November 20,2000
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Project: PR259
Sample: BH3-6(2) Depth:3.40 - 3.51 m

Date: June 18, 2001
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Project: PR259
Sample: BH3-6 Depth:3.81 - 3.96 m

Date: April 18, 2000
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Sample: BH3-8 Depth:4.57-4.70 m

Date: April 19,2001
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A" Dean Gould, F, Eng. &. Associates
Ge o t echnica I Co nsu I t a n t ffi

May 17, 1993

File No" 3Of 6

M- M. Dilfon Ltd.,
6 Donald Street Sorfh,
Winnlpeg, MB
R3L 0l(6

Attentfon; Mr. J..Ewing P.Eng

Dear Slc

Re; Viden Water Supply Pipeline - Preliminary Geotechnicat Conslderations

1.0 General

A reflacement water supply plpellne ls proposed for tfp To¡¿n d Virden leading ftom a rlew
wdl source to the edsdng reservolr. treatnent $ant and pumphouse. Thls pl@ine lsto be'a burled llne, bdo¡r frost levd 250 mm In dlameter. The ¡or¡te sdêcflônd the ptþÍne b
one'facet of thls prdlmlnary lrves{lgatlon ftorn urhlct¡ soü condtdohs, groundr,nater
cor¡ditlons and Asslnibolne valley wall stabi¡ity problørs can be Herüñed ànd assesseO. .

.. 1.1 Subsr¡rface Investigation . .:.
' Fotto¡ring the ètte Inspecflon of Aprü 28, 1gl a subq¡rface lrvestlgatlon d fte proposed
pl@ine route from tt¡e ne¡/ wdl locatlon SEl/,|- 31-10-25W .along PTH 2S9 to fte Torrrn
of Mrden was undertiaken on May 3, 1993. 

.

The si¡bsurhce lrwes*þatlon consHed of 10 augured tesfs holes erûendlng to depths from
4.6m to 9:14nL.The deeper test hotes (t[{-t; TH-¿ lH€; TH4,TH€,TH-10} concentrated
upon s.rbsurÊace corÉitbns throughout the westerr¡ Assldbblne Valley uall In an etort to
determlne so[ and grunrdrrnater characterlsdcs thd may b€ responstHe for lndlcated slope
rno/en¡ents âlong PTH 259. These slopg nrorrenrerüs nray'lnfltrerrce ft€ locdon d tire
supdy line and the deslgn.

LO PrelimlnarySoil.Profile

' 2-7 Plpeline Route NE 2&tÈ26Wto NE ?2.7Èæw

The soü prme along ttre PTH 259 rlgtrt of way from ttre top of the Asslnlbdne rralley wall
totheTo¡mcf Mrdeq as determlr¡edfromvlsral e!€mhaüon dso! samplesoffilned from
test hdes (tH€ to TH€) conslsts baslcally d ffne sand orerty,lrq a sEty day. The depth
of tf¡e fine sand varles frorn a mlnlmum of Ostm Gtl€) to 6.4m (rH-I" @rse sand
occurs knmedhtdy abo¡e the day or h zones wlthln üre day wt¡lctr b trrder bærlng. Water
lenrds bdo¡r ground surhce were foünd to vary atong tfe route fron¡ a mlnlmtrm of ZBm
Cl-H€) wtth sand to the near surface darc GH€). Slnce these test Hes r¡,¡ere located wtthln
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2

the highway ditc-lres, the water taue ls approdrnatdy 3.3m bdow the¡Talrie ler¡et for the

rnalonty of the rogte. The positlon of thd trrater table rnay vary seasornlty wflh predpftation

us út¡catø by the oddÞatlon of the soll sample+ Eter¡adons and plpdine profile data have

yet to be conétated to estaulsh the problem areas-

22 Pipeline Route from New wells to R.M. of woodworth boundary

The plpeline route from the welt to the 
"rest 

ø the rralley wall t¡as several attematives from

a geotecfrnlcal aspect Surf,ace lndlcatloncÉslope lnsability lmmediatdyadjacent PTH 259

ls er¿ldent The cause of thls liætability cannot be detêrmlned fron¡ this prdimlnary

lrwestigatior¡ however the faltuie surhces rnay be tangent to the shale surface Indlcatãl ln

TH-t , õr withln the stratiñed dap d hlgtrer der¡atior¡s TH-10,.located d fte toe of.a 6lope

fn motloru hlghabwetherralleybase,lridicatesawef oúdÞed sand seamwfthlnthevarved
day sfirara at a depth d 8.4m bdow $re FTH 259 south ditcfi lr.vert TH€ and TH4 locded
atong the soutr rlght cÉ rvay, some dlsf,ance ftom tfe r@d, s{tggésf. a dlrect rcute aufay

tom f¡e road rnay 'bè more.staHe Solls Indlcded at the Ùalley qest, conslst of
approdnratdy {.5m ø a Oor¡dgry gravd dll orerlylng a bouldery day till. Æ the lou¡er

räctres fre ffne sand b dry, and o<tends to a deptfi cf o¡er 6.8 fnétres"

3.0 Depth of PiPeline Bury

The depth of bury requlred to prote{t the llne from freezlng durlng susfialned lo¡r
temperature p€dod; ts go/emed bitt¡e son cnaracterHlcs ar¡d the susfial¡red temperatures

under sno\,v cor/er oonditlons. Mol$ure content and denstty, ixfdcal tactors'ln computlng

the probage depth of frost'penetraüon r/ary condderaHy bt¡t gre €€üin4ed_ d_10% for
sands abore the water taHe at a dry denslty of 110 p.af. Applylng the ûiodffied Berggen
'equatlgn for a sand, and 3000 degree days d frost annually, the frost deptt ls computed
between Bt hcfres and ¿lÍt lncfres dep€fdlng upon üþ strctw cor/èr. S¡f¡ce tte Virden area
raiely tias deep snon cover. h ls r#lse to consHerttre deeþr bury as a mlnlmunl and 78

Incf¡es (ZOm) b recommended to prsvide addidornt pqotectli¡n for surfiace hreguladdes and'
nraterial molsture and denstty varlatlons.

4.0 Pumphouse Foundattons :

lr¡fonrnl logs cf the test wdl produced by Paddock Drüling In April {gl 8t the stte of the'
permanent-wd¡. lndlcate 60 f"à tf e mefeá cf day orerly{ng sand- andgrarrd to a màdqrum

àeÉh of æ fe€,t( 24.4 meùes). fhe ænmnent wdl and üle formal log t¡æ¡e yet t9 be
pràucø. Pump-house welghts re M. M. Dillon wll be In to order d 20æ lb6 ttihlctt

þroduced rdatfudy lor untt loading on a dab or spread footlng. The day solls of the Mrden

area generally trave hþh stt corüent ar¡d tlrere b a hlgh potentlal for ftost heave
Found-atftcns tô proùlde 6fiab[tty can elther be deep untts wtrlcf¡ etÉaln support trüfrln days
bdo¡r fros.t penetratlon depús or flodbüt$ can be hcorporated lr¡to the cor¡necdom ard
lines to.permtt moremer¡t ùf¡out etresdng-he þtr¡ts. Forhlgh pressure ltnes, A€edbltity tiày
be d'rfficütt mecfnnlcâlly to lncorporate and elçenslræ. corsequendy a deeper four¡daüon

rnay pro/e deslraHe.

A deep for¡ndatlon atternatfue shotdd coftslst d driven or ôast-tn+ace plinæ extending to
mlnlmum depfts cf 15 fe€t ( 4.5m) and p[e caps or dabs Ehotdd.be prwlded wtth an

undersþe voH or cornpresstHe rnaterlal d at least 150mm ln thld<ness to'permtt sofl

movemént without adding stress to the silrucfure. . 
.
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Alternatively, a Stabongrade structure rnay prove rnore more economlcal, horrrever,
normally, soil surhce movements can be up to 150mm annually, consequenüy conbHeraHe
flodbllitymust be prodrled In atl plpe and service connections Froctactlon can be reduced
with the prwlslon of a heated space arxJ ôlnches of rlgld. hlgh denslty, Insulation k¡stalled
below the base, o<tending for a mlnlmum of 2 metres from th€ perlmeter of fte slab. The
Insufatlon shoutd be iorered with a mlnlmum of (8{nctres) 250r.nm of granutar màterlal for
protect¡on. The granular base material should be gmded and the area of the pumphouse
elevated (perched) to ensure drainage ar¡d mlnlmÞe frost action.

5.0 Preliminary Summary

The pl@ine route ieadlng ftom the ner¡r weltq u/h¡ch would ap@r to preserü the least
stabfliry problemq appears from thls prdimlnary review, favours a posttion awayfrorn fll'H
259 rlslng from the valley floor dlrecfly up the valley wall to the pralrle lwd along the sot¡th
right of way llmtt A hlgtrway dhch tocatlon for thls plpdlne sectlorL may encouriter hlgh
groundwater levds and trench Instabflity. A potential does e:dst for adding to cüner¡t
hlghway embanlaner¡t Instablllty proHems and the line mal¡¡tenañóe, operatlon änd lhb[ity
consequences must be recognlzed. The boutders embedded l¡rto the soüs will preser¡t
occarnatlon proHems'and requke carefi¡l atter¡tion to plp€ Mdlng ard bacldll. 

.

From the rralley crest to the Town of Vlrderl solts are predomtnatdy ffne sar¡ds ahd the
groundwater taHe whlch ls kno'¡vn to fluctr¡ate seasornlly, rnay prOduce trer¡ch lnstabüfty
proHems at lotrrer pl@ine sectors. A plpellne locaüon at pralrle la¡d, aboVe the hlgtrraray
ditch line ls recommer¡ded, provHlng rlgtrtof+,nay b araf,aHe at reasonaHe co€t A dþtrüy
hlgher location at pialrie levd, would enaHe depth.of bury to be obtalned for fro3t
protectfon, yet slgntficanüy reduce the dsk of trench Instablltty.

Respec.lfully Submltted,

A- Dean Gould P.Eng.
G eotecfrnlcal Consuttant



l-ocdiqq- To*n of lÁrden, t¡{arúbba

f)fttl-l¡¡G DATe &|aY 3' l9g¡

ffiffi"PRO.TECf D€SCÊPTIOñt l/lrden Wær Sl4pty Hpefn€ nep¡acemert
t'¡ær lltbil b |:ÞsertÚ¡r

qJÊNf: ¡¿ f.t Díl¡on l-!d-

o - 0.3 m Brown. daYeY molst sand

0.3 - 2.90 m Fine brown Sand some
s{x,.lze sllt and frost

2.9 - 5.18 m Bro¡nr, firm, sitty sandy day
s¡a.res Titlwith shale Partides' and oldde Indt¡sions- CobHes

and boulders at 6.1 m

5.18 - 9.11 m Dark grey Shale, plastic,
finn, as soípdone, greasy

firmer bdow 6.85 m
Bottom of Test Hole

381.085

1#9Ts

ãffh5

gt€e5

6A6rn



ffi Locdioq Tq*ln dVl¡den, Itta¡úbba TestÈlolo ¡¿o. 2. Prr*ect ${o-' 30f6

PFùECI DESCRFfiOô.|: \rfrdefl f!äE{&4pVP{peeto Replacerrleût
l.¡ærWell b krvdr

rt tt ñfM ld

Oru.I.lf.¡G DATE ftray 3' 1gÌ3

H**ffi=
trH ffi* gJEr/-

h
SdLDESCFÍP'NOô{ MO{SL¡RECOô{IENÍ çx¡

2R1

82

2F3

2tu4

Sdoriftr

8aUßr

€6fl&r

ffit

388.f51

1 m

2m

3m

4m

5m

6m

a\7
7m

.l-5

..:

Ir:'

J'. ¡'.
jt-q
; 

'F.

jÉ-:
.(

t'ta'

i-| .
.'j..
#),,/:
.ìî
-'.i;
Y.?
'/'.:
'J¡

7
È'L

t:
r;.Ë
.tl.
€-i

øt*
W
W

0 - 3.05m Brown, fine dean Sand
moist,

3.05 - 6.85 m Bro¡vn fine dean sand
385.101 with day and shale Partides

water at 6.85 m ( aersor )

6.85 - 8.08 GreY daYeY Sand mbc wet

ssr:or plastic

8.08 - 9.14 m Brown wet, sftty Sand
sso.oTr with occ. stones, slough @ 8.5m

TOPSO{- BFOWNü.AY TE¡TÊIOTEI\¡O.
GRÉYq.AY

2
så¡ÐAl{)GRAVS-

LEGEND



tocdion: Togn of Vuúen, ¡/b¡úbba

f)ru.lJ¡GOATe MaY 3' lg¡
PRûIECT DESCRFTK¡ô( V¡rdefl Wder 9rpp{'/ Pfpeúno Redaøner¡t

t¡en lllell !o k¡r¡ir

o - o.3om Blac( organlc ToPsoil

0.3 - 0.76 m Dense, boulders and

426.6sr cobble Till
'0.76 - 1.52 m Bro¡rq moist, fine. sltty

4æ.21 Sand

1-52 -7.62 m Brown. fine sittY. sardy
4á.Æ1 daYTill, wfth odde Induslons

Stone slzes to 25mm, Shale
fragments CobHes and
boulders throughoul

7.62 - 8.53 rl Grey, hard, oddized sllty
419.361 day. varved, with oddízation

of silt between daY

426.981

l##r

tfl{tt

lá1ßr

trffgor

----x LIOUfD



t.ocdiofl: Tovm dVHerL l'{a¡úoba

PRO.FCI D€SCFüP¡IOñ VidenWærSupptyPfpeers nep¡acerner¡t
t¡eurWeI b kvctir

DffLf.S{G OATE ftray 4 lSgo

lffilc

fg#4

tÐ{Iè4

fdgen

lffst¿

4æ.TU O - O.f 5m Black organ¡c sar¡dy Topsoil
O.f 5 - 1.21m Sand, gravd ard Boulders
4æ-æ4

7.21 -2.28m Brown, ftnn, slttysandy, T¡ll
4u.sz4 MeHp day u1l wfth

oddized sÍt Induslons. more
sar¡d and less day 15-22nr

2,28 -3-0É.m Hard QayTUlwith slttand
426.4sÍ alkali lnduslons, shale pleces' and occaslonal oddes
3.04 - 6.10m Dark bror¡r¡, hard, sandy
4zs.6s4 silty Clay. mtrhp molsl s¡mll

shale partldes no ofdÞation

6-10 Bottom of Test Hde
4?2.æ4

PLASÍIG LñllT x---------.:-..-x tlQL[D LIM¡T

ê:



l-ocdiofl: Totm of Vr¡deq Alarúbba

Dmfß¡G DATe *|aY 3i lggo
pRo.JÉcr DESCSF-IIoôt vÍfden wær suppfy Pl9€úfte edæf¡ent

t{eg$¡e[ to |:bsertroir

SCXLD€SCRFTOT{

O - 0.91m Bro¡¡n. sflty sandy loam and

gravd fifl, with boulders

O.91 - 1.52m Greyårotrrn fine sitty sarrdy

44ù?4s- day Till. Contalns shale and

' sard wtth oddÎzed Induslons'
and less daY 1-5-L2m

1.52 6.10m Dark bro¡¿n firmn hlghly

<¡o.rso Ptastic siltY, sandY Till'

Contains shale Particals. very
hard. some o*dization

6.10 Bottom of Test Hole
€5558

¿f41.658

ltrJàg

Ítrdrb

fflftB

fdg&'

sArÐÁrÐGRAVE-



A. ædt, Godd-and Ássociüs(l:orecfìn¡czil tÍgneers t.ocdioû: Tovm of lfi¡úen, L{anibóa Test Fto{6 ¡{o- 6. Rpiect l,¡o-

PRCUEGI DESCRffiO|t M¡den Wdr $rpPly ffpefno ædacearer¡t
f.¡ærUþ[ !o Rese¡wir

t, at a

DR[ll!-IG OATe May q lgl3ffiffi,,
PH ftry* ELEV.

h SqLDESCRIPIIOô¡ uc¡rsn REæurENr 6,¡

6R1

6R2

lffSls

1g.e

¿{41f)3S)

1 m

2r Nv
,r ]

4m

5m

6m

7m

ô

)I

il

O - 0.30m Brown, organlc sar¡dy topsoil

0.30 - 1.07m Bro¡rn, loose, silty Sand
440.739

1.07 - 1.52m Browrl sardy Silty.
4:€s69 Contalns lenses of sand,

oddized.

1.52 - 3.35m Bro¡¿n, moist to wet silty
4395f9 Sand. water enters hole at

2.4 m depth. EIev.438.639

3.35 - 4.57m Grey uniform, sflty CIay.
¿lÍ]7.689 Higfrly plastic, finn uniform

no vislHe Indusions.

4.57 Botom of Test Hole
4¡0.¡09

TOPSCXL 88OWNQ.AY IESTHOIEI¡o.
GRÉY(I.AY

6
SAT{)ÁNOGRAVE-

LEGEND



Test Flo{e S{o. 7.l-ocdion: Tosnof V¡rúen. Man¡toba

DRtlI¡tG DATE 8¡ray q lSX|
PRûIÊCT t)æCRFnOô,q V¡rder¡ Wær grppty f+€üne edaceÍter¡t

t\terlll€¡b ese¡¡<¡t

0 - 0.76m SiltY ClaY Fill

0.76 - 6.40m Tan, moist very silty f¡ne

4i}9.7s6 Sand"Occassionaloxi<Je

6.¿1o - 8.38m Grey, ftrm silty. hlgttly
434.110 dastlc GaY: Gontalns sar¡d

searns. Water lr¡flo¡l @ 8.38m
8.38 - 9.14m Wet, o>ddized, very s¡lty
43¿is6 fine Sand. Some day 8.5-9.1m

9.14m Bottom of Test Hole

440.516

?tu

fg$6

fdf.n6

gtre



A- ædn Go{.dd-and Asso<*tes(tsotecfinrcar tlrgÍieefs Locdioû: Tqrr¡ dtJl¡deq ¡¿lan¡þôa TestFlolo 8{o. & ,@*'got.

PRo.jÉCT DESCftmOf't lfrnfen Itt/ær Supfry P{pelin€ æptacernent
t¡ew Ulel¡ to Rese¡rÉr

¡t ¡t ñl-- ld

DRtl{ìGDATe ¡fay 3i lgx¡

ffiÌffi=
trË ffi* E.EV. h SO{LDESCRFTIq{ MOTSIITRECO$¡IENr ¡r¡

8Rr

8R2

?fdftr

fflTh

440.741

1m

2m+

3m

4m

5m

6m

7m

.'.c ?''¡'u..!.

.'-t i.
l.'l¡.

íiij
r¡:¡
' . tt^l
qèlt-

iij:
! ir¡
.'.lH*

.H

O - Z.æ^ Brown, moist dean,
fine - rnedium Sand

2.æ - L74m Coarse grey Sand. Wet
r)

¿r3{r.oor dark brown @ Z74m

4.57 Bottom of Test Hole
4Ít6.171

LEGEND TOFSü-
SATÐA¡I)GRAVE-

SLT
TUt

B8oW¡|C[-AY TESTF|ü-E¡¡o.
GffiCI.AY

I
PLÃSÍICLI¡IT r..-. '-¡ uQUlDufrilT

#:



A- æatt Gordd-a¡d Assocjgtes
bêûtectmrca¡ E¡g(fìeefs

L@rq Tær¡of Vtrden, ¡,{anitoba TestFúde ${o. S- Prrúect l{o-- 30f6

PFO.rÉCf DESCRPTIO$I VtdeoWaer9pptyflpe¡ne nep¡aceater¡t
f.¡etn litb{ to Reseflrok

Â ratr i, rt rEÍæ | fl

DRltI¡\G OATe *{ay 3, lgf¡s

***ffizz
PÉF Rffi'T

E-81/- h soü- DESCf{Pfioll ¡foúsfirREcoô{IENr (%l

9Rl tEfro

441.344

1 m

2m

3m

$n
4 m

5m

6m

7m

..ri.i

¡ ir.'

"{!¡i"'.r'¡.

:T"
:.'.:'
!1 ¿-'
.a.if':.::
;itr

.'rii
å'¡¡
.%i.ji.-'
in-irþ.,
z- .a
;.:..
<s!

ii;

0 - 0.Gfm Topsoil
0.09 - 4.57m Fine, moist dean brown
441.8 Sand.

Water at 3.65 m Eev.¿ir¿.6so

4.57 Bottom of Test Hole
¿lÍ16.?70

D

LEGEND TOPSCIIL SILT
SÁT.¡DA¡ÐGRAI/E. TU,I.

BRC,V${G-AY TESfHq-E¡.¡o.
GRÊYCI-AY

I



Locdiorq Toc,n of \rirdert' tfarútoba

PFO.JEGI D€SC8FIIOôI Vrrdentltæf S¡ppú/pfpeún€ edænerú
IittrUleI to Reservoir

oftLljf\¡G DATq ffay 3, 1g9g

10R4

ffit¡r

ffl$Ìo

ÎdP.flp

îfftlo

410.540 o - 0.76m Silty day Fill

0-76 - 6.4m Tan. moist very sllty
¿(xt.zæ fine sarNl, occaslonal ox¡de

_ lndusion

6-4 - 8.38m Grey firm sf,ty Oay.
.to4.r,o Highly fla.Sic, r¡arved with

sand seams.
water er¡ters hote @ 8.38m

Etor.4&à160

8.38 - 9.14m S[ty ftne Sand ,.wet
4æ.160 oddÞed, some day sear¡s

TESTHO-E¡\úI 10
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